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«— A symbol for a negative clause, used like in Prolog
-> Negation
t- Syntactic implication
□  The empty clause
■  The end of a proof
6 Most general unifier
ANSe(Q) The set of extensional answers for a query Q(X)
ANSg'(Q) The set of extensional answers computed by Axiom (7.1.1)
ANSj(Q) The set of intensional answers for a query Q(X)
ANSim(Q) The set of minimal intensional answers for a query Q(X)
ANS|mf(Q) The set of meaningful intensional answers for a query Q(X)
Cnj The set of non-rclevant clauses to a query
Cj The set of relevant clauses to a query
O A goal clause
L«ui(X) The set of literals contained in ansj(X)
L,, The set of relevant clauses to a given query
Ln, The set of non-relevant clauses to a given query
Lp The set of pure clauses to a query
L*p The set of non-pure clauses to a query
Lq The set of literals contained in a query Q(X)
Q(X) A query
Res(G, C) Resolution between clauses G and C
R1 The 1th resolvent from the goal G, where R° is a query clause
R" The last resolvent in a branch of a resolution tree
S A set of clauses converted from a database theory T
SF A selection function in SLD resolution
T A database theory T that consists of an EDB and an IDB
xO A tuple with Skolem constants
ansE(X) An extensional answer or Green’s Literal
anS[(X) An intensional answer
ext(ANSimf(Q)) A set of extensional answers computed by evaluating
all meaningful intensional answers against an EDB 
ext(ansj(X)> A set of extensional answers computed by evaluating
an intensional answer 
iff if and if only
Abstract
This dissertation addresses the problem of deriving a set of non-ground first- 
order logic formulas (intensional answers), as an answer set to a given query, rather 
than a set of facts (extensional answers), in deductive database (DDB) systems based 
on non-recursive Horn clauses.
A strategy in previous work in this area is to use resolution to derive intensional 
answers. It leaves however, several important problems. Some of them are: no 
specific resolution strategy is given; no specific methodologies to formalize the mean­
ingful intensional answers are given; no solution is given to handle large facts in 
extensional databases (EDB); and no strategy is given to avoid deriving meaningless 
intensional answers.
As a solution, a three-stage formalization process (pre-resolution, resolution, and 
post-resolution) for the derivation of meaningful intensional answers is proposed 
which can solve all of the problems mentioned above. A specific resolution strategy 
called SLD-RC resolution is proposed, which can derive a set of meaningful inten­
sional answers. The notions of relevant literals and relevant clauses are introduced to 
avoid deriving meaningless intensional answers. The soundness and the completeness 
of SLD-RC resolution for intensional query processing are proved. An algorithm for 
the three-stage formalization process is presented and the correctness of the algorithm 
is proved.
Furthermore, it is shown that there are two relationships between intensional 
answers and extensional answers. In a syntactic relationship, intensional answers are 
sufficient conditions to derive extensional answers. In a semantic relationship, inten­
sional answers are sufficient and necessary conditions to derive extensional answers. 
Based on these relationships, the notions of the global and local completeness of an 
intensional database (IDB) are defined. It is proved that all incomplete IDBs can be 
transformed into globally complete IDBs, in which all extensional answers can be 
generated by evaluating intensional answers against an EDB.
We claim that the intensional query processing provide a new methodology for 
query processing in DDBs and thus, extending the categories of queries, will greatly 




i . l .  Introduction
The recent success of expert systems has motivated the research in expert 
database systems or knowledge base management systems lKers84, Kers85, Kers86, 
Mink86]. Expert database systems combine technologies of both expert systems and 
database management systems (DBMS) [Smit84]. Expert systems can improve their 
efficiency by introducing the DBMS's technologies, such as the efficient retrieval and 
manipulation of large shared data. DBMSs can also extend their processing power by 
introducing artificial intelligence technologies such as deductive capabilities, 
reasoning capabilities, and knowledge representation techniques. Hius, expert 
database systems are considered a natural evolution of DBMSs which provide highly 
efficient management of large, shared knowledge base for knowledge-directed 
systems [Kers85].
Recently, there has been a lot of research in emerging fields, such as the 
architectures of knowledge base management systems, deductive reasoning for expert 
database systems, deductive database systems incorporating the functionality of both 
logic programming and database systems, and intelligent user interfaces [Gal)84, 
Miss84, Kers85J. Here, we are particularly interested in deductive database systems.
A Deductive Database (DDB) is a database in which new facts may be derived 
from the facts that were explicitly stored, using an inference system [Gall84j.
1
Some of the earlier research on DDB focuses on the theory of DDBs [Reit78b, 
Clar78, Mink82, Reit84J and the evaluation of non-recursive queries [Reit78a, 
Mink78, Chan78, Kell78]. Some of the recent research in the DDBs concentrates on 
the efficient realization of recursive queries [Hens84, Ullm85, Lozi85, Vici86, 
Yoko86, Banc86a, Han86, Banc86b, Balb87, Sacc87], the improvement of Prolog 
systems incorporating the super set of Hom clauses [Lloy84, Lloy85, Lloy86, 
Gabb84, Gall87], efficient ways to communicate between Prolog and database 
systems [Zani84, Chom83, Luca85, Ceri86], interfacing Prolog with existing 
database systems (Ioan84, Chan84, Raji86, Bocc86], rule-based query optimizations 
LHammSO, King81, Chak84, Chak86a, Chak86b, Shen87, Grae87, Frey87], the issues 
of integrity constraints [Nico82, Asir85, Deck86J, the deductive database systems and 
models [Gett84, Kell84, Kell86, Spyr87], and other theoretical aspects [Zani86, 
Naqv86, Warr86, Hens86, Topo86, Przy86, Lifs86, Hens86J.
Some of the recent interesting work in DDBs are Cholvy and Demolombe’s 
[Chol86J and Imielinski’s [lmie87] work. Cholvy and Demolombe study the notion 
of having a set of formulas as an answer set, while Imiclinski studies the idea of 
incorporating the intensional predicates as a part of the answers. Cholvy and 
Demolombe use resolution to generate answer formulas for a query given in a logical 
formula, while Imielin uses relational algebra to transform the rules and to process a 
query given in relational algebra expressions.
A fundamental difference of their approaches from conventional database 
systems is that all or part of their answers to a query consist of a set of first-order logic 
formulas, rather than a set of facts.
31.2. Informal Presentation *
Queries in deductive database (DDB) systems can be classified by many criteria. 
Song [Song87] provides an extensive classification of various query types available in 
deductive database systems. Appendix A briefly summarizes them. The criteria 
considered are the type of answers, free/bound information given in the queries, the 
preferred reasoning schemes for a given query, the types of predicates used in a query, 
and the types of rules in an intensional database.
In this dissertation, we classify the types of queries available in a DDB by the 
types of answers for a given query. We distinguish two types of answers from a given 
query in a DDB: a set of facts and a set of non-ground first-order logic formulas. We 
call the former type extensional answers and the latter type intensional answers. We 
also define extensional queries as the type of queries which have extensional answers 
as in the conventional database systems, and intensional queries as the type of 
queries which have intensional answers. One of the trivial query types, according to 
our classification, is the yes/no query type, which does not have any variables in a 
query. The answer set in this case is simply yes or no. Thus, in this work, we will not 
be further concerned about this type of queries.
Some queries are purely extensional, while others could be both extensional and 
intensional. In the latter case, we can easily imagine that there exist certain 
relationships between the two types of answers. In this case we argue that, in general, 
intensional answers are the conditions which extensional answers must satisfy for a
* Terminology used in Section 1.2 and 1.3 is discussed in Section 2.1.
4given query under the current database.
For example, suppose a deductive database system has a deductive rule which 
defines a grandfather relationship in terms of father as follows:
gf(X, Y) father(X, Z), father(Z, Y)
where father(X, Z) means X is the father o f Z  and gf(X, Y) means X is the 
grandfather o f Y. Suppose we have two facts, father(a, b) and father(b, c). In a 
conventional DDB, the answer for the query gf(X, Y)?, asking who is the grandfather 
o f whom?, will be gf(a, c), saying that a is a grandfather o f c. However, we want to 
get 3Z father(X, Z) a  father(Z, Y), saying that there exists a Z such that X is the 
father of Z and Z is the father o f Y, as an answer in an intensional query processing 
system. The answer <a, c> is an extensional answer, while 3Z father(X, Z) a  
father(Z, Y) is an intensional answer. Hence, we can easily see that the extensional 
answer <a, c> must satisfy the formula 3Z father(X, Z) a  father(Z, Y) in order to be 
the answer for the query gf(X, Y) ?.
The intensional answers are not dependent on the particular instances of the 
database, unless a query has bounded information, as in gf(a, Y)?. For example, the 
answer gf(a, c) is dependent on the instances, father (a, b) and father(b, c) in the 
database. However, the answer 3Z father(X, Z) a  father(Z, Y) is not dependent on 
those two tuples, father(a, b) and father(b, c). Thus, the intensional queries are useful 
when we query the general rules captured in the database. They are also useful when 
extensional answers consist of a large set of facts. In this case we can display the 
output in a more compact way. Furthermore, we can show what conditions or what
5formulas constitute the answer. This will help with the interpretation of extensional 
answers.
We note that these advantages give additional power to a DDB over 
conventional database systems. We claim that the capability of intensional query 
processing extend the category of query types available in a DDB and significantly 
help the interpretation of queries.
We present several motivational examples of intensional answers and summarize 
their advantages in the next section.
1.3. Motivational Examples
Intensional answers are useful when we want to know the answer in terms of 
database rules, because the answers are independent of any particular database state, 
intensional answers consist of formulas ti* * * * » such that any data that satisfies 
one of the formula also satisfies the query. The formula $| can display the output to 
a query in a more compact form than the corresponding extensional answers, which 
may consist of a large set of facts. The intensional answers can also be 
computationally advantageous as well, when the answers to a query can be generated 
without accessing an extensional database.
The following example illustrates the notion of intensional answers. We will 
show an EDB schema, rules, queries, and intensional answers only. Processing 
intensional queries, in general, does not require the EDB tuples. An intensional query 
processing strategy is discussed in Chapter 6.
6Example 1.3.1:




(d2): course(Cno, Cname, CreditHr)
(d3): has taken(Snamef Cno)
IDB:
(rl); pre_req(Sname, 4402) «— has_taken(Sname. 3102)
(r2): cannot_take(Sname, Cno) «— student(Sname, 1), Cno = 3102.
(r3): cannot_take(Sname. Cno) <— ipre_req(Sname, Cno)
(r4): cannot_take(Sname, Cno) student(Sname, 1), Cno > 4000.
The relation student has information about students* names (Sname) and their number
of years of study (Year). The relation course has course numbers (Cno), course names
(Cname), and their number of credit hours (CreditHr). The relation has taken
describes who (Sname) has taken what courses (Cno). On the other hand, the rule (rl)
states that course number 3102 is a prerequisite fo r course 4402. The rule (r2) states
that a freshman cannot take the course 3102. The rule (r3) states that if  the student
does not satisfy the prerequisite o f a course, then hetshe cannot take that course. The
rule (r4) states that freshmen cannot take courses above the 4000 level
Suppose we have a query cannot_take(X, 4402) ?, asking that who cannot take 
4402?. In a conventional database system which computes only extensional answers, 
the answer might be a long list of student names who either did not take 3102 or who 
are freshmen. However, If a database system can process intensional queries, the 
answers can be represented as a set of simple formulas such as
ans1»  student(X, 1)
ans2 = -»has_taken(X, 3102)
The ans1 implies that if  any student is a freshman, then hee cannot take 4402. The 
second answer ans2 implies that i f  any student has not taken 3102, then hee cannot 
take 4402.
We can see from this example that while the intensional answers show in what 
cases students cannot take 4402, extensional answers do not distinguish between 
those cases in which students are freshmen and those in which they have not taken 
3102. Thus, by telling us what conditions or formulas constitute the answers, 
intensional answers in some cases are more informative.
Let us look at another example.
Example 1.3.2:
We will use the same rules shown in Example 1.3.1. Suppose we have a database 
which contains a fact student(david, 1), meaning David is a freshman, and a query 
asking what courses David cannot take?. In this query, the extensional answers 
consist of a list of all the course numbers which are greater than 4000, by the rule 
(r4), and the course number 3102, by the rule (r2). In intensional answers, however, 
the answers are compact and simple formulas:
ans1 = eq(Cno, 3102) 
ans2 = gt(Cno, 4000)
They can be interpreted as if  the course number is equal to 3102, then David cannot 
take it, and I f  the course number is greater than 4000, then David cannot take it, 
respectively. For the most part, this answer set is simple and clear enough for the
query above, unless users are interested in all the names of courses which David 
cannot take.
As we can see from these examples, there are many cases where intensional 
answers may be more compact and informative. Intensional answers can also help us 
interpret extensional answers, and thus could be a way of providing intelligent user 
interface.
From these motivational examples, we can summarizes the advantages of having 
intensional answers as follows:
(1) Intensional answers are represented in terms of the general rules of the database 
which are independent of any particular database state.
(2) Intensional answers tell us what conditions or formulas constitute extensional 
answers. Thus, intensional answers can help interpret extensional answers.
(3) When the number of extensional answers is large and they can be represented by 
first-order logic formulas, the corresponding intensional answers arc compact 
and clear enough, unless users are interested in all the extensional answers. If 
users are interested in specific factual answers (extensional answers), they can 
request the system to evaluate the intensional answers to generate extensional 
answers.
(4) When intensional answers can be derived without accessing the EDfi or when 
users are satisfied with intensional answers, intensional query processing (IQP) 
has a computational advantage.
(5) IQP is a new methodology for query processing in a DDB. It treats rules as data 
and it can change the way we view the answers to a given query. Thus, IQP 
extends the category of queries.
1.4. The Problems
This dissertation describes a deductive database system which derives, as an 
answer set, a set of non-ground first-order logic formulas, rather than a set of facts. 
The work herein not only constitutes an extension of the attempt begun in !Chol86], 
but also provides new relationships between intensional answers and extensional 
answers. More specifically, we will attempt to solve the following problems along 
with intensional query processing:
(1) For IQP, we will adopt SLD resolution which is known to be one of the most 
efficient resolution methods for Horn clause systems. Thus, we will study how 
we can apply SLD-like resolution for IQP.
(2) When we adopt SLD-like resolution for IQP, what are the methodologies and 
procedures to remove redundant resolution steps and simplify a derived 
intensional answer set ?
(3) When we have rules whose heads are comparison literals, the blind application 
of resolution with these rules may derive meaningless intensional answers. In 
these cases, how can we avoid generating meaningless intensional answers or 
avoid resolution among non-interesting predicates ?
(4) How can we handle a large number of facts in an extensional database in IQP ? 
Cholvy and Demolombc converted all the facts to rules. This strategy is neither
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efficient nor practical when we have a large set of facts.
(5) For a given query, what are the relationships between extensional answers and 
intensional answers ?
(6) What are the relationships between intensional answers and intensional databases
?
(7) Usually, rules in DDBs need to be in range-restricted forms. What forms of rules 
do we need for intensional query processing ?
These are the specific research questions which we have in this research.
1.5. Assumptions
Hie assumptions we have made in this work are listed below.
(1) All the rules in an IDB are non-recursive Horn clauses. One of the inherent 
difficulties in deriving intensional answers occurs when the IDB contains 
recursive rules. This problem is discussed in Chapter 8.
(2) There are no function symbols in the rules. This is a standard assumption in a 
DDB community [Gall84]. If a set of clauses does not contain any function 
symbols, the decision procedure for satisfiability is decidable, but it is 
semidecidable otherwise.
(3) The constants appearing in a query clause exist in a database. By this 
assumption, we are removing the possibility of processing trivially meaningless 
queries asking about objects that do not exist in a database.
(4) Literals are either intensionally defined or extensionally defined. For a given 
literal p which is both EDB-defined and IDB-defined, Minker and Nicolas
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[Mink83] show that one can always obtain such a partition by renaming the
extensional literal p*. and introducing a new rule p «— p* in the IDB. It is called
the assumption o f the unique intensional literals and further discussed in Section
5.2.
1.6. Organization of This Dissertation
Chapter 2 describes relevant terminology about first-order logic, resolution, and 
deductive database systems for the discussion of intensional query processing. Also a 
brief summary on the classification of query types is included. Finally, previous work 
in intensional query processing is explained and their problems are summarized.
Chapter 3 formally defines extensional answers, intensional answers, and 
intensional queries.
Chapter 4 explains the motivation for adopting SLD-like resolution for 
intensional query processing and shows the problems in adopting a simple-minded 
SLD resolution, called SLD-1A resolution, for intensional query processing. In 
addition, an SLD-EA tree, which derives a set of extensional answers, is defined.
Chapter 5 proposes a three-stage formalization process (pre-resolution, 
resolution, post-resolution) that leads to the four restrictions imposed on intensional 
answers to make them meaningful. Based on these four restrictions, a set of 
meaningful intensional answers and a set of minimal intensional answers to a given 
query are formally defined.
Chapter 6 introduces SLD-RC resolution which can derive a set of meaningful 
intensional answers based on the formalization process described in Chapter 5.
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Important properties of SLD-RC resolution are also proved in this chapter. The 
finiteness of an SLD-RC tree, the soundness, and the completeness of an SLD-RC 
tree for intensional query processing are proved. Also presented are an algorithm for 
intensional query processing and the correctness of the algorithm.
Chapter 7 reviews the definitions of extensional answers and intensional answers 
and introduces new logical definitions of extensional answers and intensional 
answers. Then two relationships, called a syntactic relationship and a semantic 
relationship, between intensional answers and extensional answers are derived. In 
addition, based on these two relationships, the notions of the global completeness of 
an IDB and the local completeness of an IDB to a given query are discussed. Then the 
transformation of an incomplete IDB to a globally complete IDB is proved in this 
chapter.
Chapter 8 shows the problems of including recursive rules in intensional query 
processing. Chapter 9 summarizes the achievements of this work, the advantages of 




We provide background material for the discussion of intensional query 
processing (IQP) to make this dissertation self-contained. Well-written introductions 
to first-order logic are described in lChan73, Love78] and connections between 
first-order logic and database are described in LGall78a, Gall84]. We refer to these 
sources for more detailed descriptions.
We adopt the Prolog convention to denote predicate names, variables, and 
constants. Those strings of characters starting with a upper case letter denote 
variables and those starting with a lower case letter denote the predicate names and 
string constants. For example, in student(david, X), student is a predicate name, 
david is a string constant, and X  is a variable.
The comparison predicate name is a predicate name that can be compared using 
their arguments. Examples are equal, greater-than, and less-than. When all of the 
arguments of a comparison predicate have instantiated values, we say the comparison 
predicate is evaluable. For example, gt(X, 20) is not evaluable, while gt(20, 15) is 
evaluable.
Terms are defined recursively as follows: i) a constant is a term; ii) a variable is a 
term; iii) if f is a n-ary function symbol and tj, • • • , ta are terms, then f(tt, • • • , tn) is 
a term; iv) there are no other terms. For example, 3, david, X, and f{X,20) are terms.
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while student(david, 1) is not a term. However, a term in the context of databases is 
assumed to be function-free; that is, it is either a constant or a variable.
An atom or an atomic formula is of the form p(t|, * • • , t„), where p is a 
predicate name of arity n and each t| is a constant or a variable. A literal is an atom 
or the negation of an atom. A positive literal is an atom. A negative literal is the 
negation of an atom. For example, father(john» tom) is an atom, and a positive 
literal, with arity 2, while father(John, jack) is a negative literal. We will represent 
a literal without arguments when the existence of arguments is not important for the 
discussion of problems.
Well-formed formulas (WFF) or formulas in first-order logic are defined 
recursively as follows: an atom is a formula; if F and G are formulas, then -» (F), 
(F v  G), (F a  G), (F —> G), and (F «-► G) are formulas; if F is a formula and X is a 
free variable in F, (VX)F and (3X)F are formulas; and nothing else is a formula. For 
example, let p and r  be binary predicates and q be a unary predicate. Let a and b be 
constants, and X and Y be variables. Then —»p(X, a) -> q(b) is a formula, while 
r(X, (p(a, c) —> q(r))) is not a formula since its second argument is not a term.
A variable is bound iff the occurrence of X in a formula is in the scope of 
quantifier (either V or 3), otherwise X is free. For example, in a formula 
VX BY (p(X, Y) v  q(Y, Z», X and Y are bound, while Z is free.
A formula is closed iff all variables are bound. For example, BX BY q(X, Y) is a 
closed formula, while q(X, Y) is not a closed formula (it is often called open formula).
A formula is ground if it does not contain any variables. Otherwise it is non­
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ground. For example, fa t her (John, tom) is a ground formula, while father(X, tom) is 
not.
We refer to the sources mentioned above for the interpretation of these logical 
connectiveness and quantifiers.
A rule has the form
a «- bj, b2, * • • ,  bmt m £  0. (2.1.1)
In (2.1.1), a is an atom and the bj's are literals. All the variables occurring in the a 
and b| are assumed to be universally quantified in front of the formula. The literal a is 
called the head of the rule, or head literal, and the b^ i = 1, • • • , m are called its 
body, or body literals. The in the body represents conjunction, as in Prolog.
We use the term relation, predicate, and literal interchangeably to denote the 
same object in a DDB. We use relation in the context of databases, predicate in the 
context of a rule, and literal in the context of a clause. Also we use the term attribute 
when we use the term relation and argument when we use the term predicate or 
literal.
A clause is a finite disjuction of zero or more literals. A clause form of the rule 
(2.1.1) can be represented as (2.1.2) below.
a v -.b j v  -ib2 v  * • • v -ibm (2.1,2)
Note that all literals in the body of a rule become negative literals in the clause 
form. A set of clauses is a finite conjunction of clauses. For example, a set of clauses 
{p, q v  - .r , -iq v  r) is equivalent to p a  (q v  -»r) a  (-<q v  r), where p, q* and r  are 
literals. The empty clause has no literals and is always false by its interpretation. It is
represented by Q
A Horn clause is a subset of clauses which has at most one positive literal. Horn 
clauses can be classified into three types and can be interpreted in the database context 
as follows lGall78b]:
(1) a single positive literal: for example, p(a) is an assertion or a fact stating that 
P(a) is true in the database.
(2) all negative literals: for example, ->p(X) v -*q(X) is a goal or a query clause in 
databases; this clause is often represented as <— p(X), q(X), where the , 
represents conjunction.
(3) a positive literal and many negative literals: this clause is called a definite Horn 
clause-, for example, a clause p(X) v -iq(X) v -ir(X) is equivalent to the 
deductive rule p(X) 4- q(X), r(X).
A unit clause is a rule with an empty body. A fact is a ground unit clause.
2.2. Resolution
This section gives a brief overview of resolution theorem proving to make this 
dissertation self-contained. Comprehensive treatments of resolution theorem proving 
can be found in [Chan73, Love78, Gene87J.
Resolution is an automatic theorem proving method which was first proposed by 
Robinson [Robi65J. Resolution is considered a major breakthrough in using 
computers for theorem proving. Resolution theorem proving is a refutation proof 
procedure. That is, in order to prove that a formula F (theorem) follows from a set of 
axioms T, one proves that the formulas T a - iF  are unsatisfiable.
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Resolution also requires all formulas to be in the clause form discussed in 
Section 2.1. Thus, before resolution is performed, all formulas are converted to clause 
form. Any first-order logic formulas can be converted to the corresponding clause 
form. This transformation preserves the satisfiability of the original formula(Chan73J. 
Resolution also requires a variable substitution process called unification, which 
enables us to extract values for the variables contained in the formula being proved.
Thus, to perform resolution, axioms and the negation of the theorem being 
proved are converted into a set of clause form. Then, resolvents are computed until 
either the empty clause is derived or no more resolvents can be derived. If the empty 
clause is derived as a resolvent, then the theorem is proved.
For query processing using resolution in the context of a database, a query 
formula Q is negated, converted into clause form, and unioned to a set of database 
axioms. Then, resolvents are computed. If the empty clause is derived as a resolvent, 
then the query is proved. Answers to the query are extracted via unifications through 
the resolution process.
In the following, the conversion of formulas to clause form and the resolution 
principle are discussed. Since converting formulas into clause form requires the 
formula to be in conjunctive normal form, which again requires prenex normal form , 
they are first defined fChan73J.
Definition 2.2.1:
A first-order logic formula F is in prenex normal form  (PNF) iff it is in the form of 
(QjX]) • • (Qn Xm)M, where is either V or 3 for I = 1, * ■ • , m, and M is a
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formula that does not include V or 3. (Q]X]> * * * (QmXm) is called the prefix and M 
is called the matrix of F.
Definition 2.2.2:
A formula F is in a conjunctive normal form  (CNF) iff F has the form of 
A( a  ■* * a  Am, m £  1, where A| is a disjunction of literals, for i = 1, • • •, m.
In order to convert formulas in PNF to clause form, all the existential quantifiers 
are eliminated by introducing Skolem functions or Skolem constants [Chan73].
Definition 2.23:
Let a formula F be in a PNF in the form of (QjXj) * * * (QfXr) * * * (QmXm)M. If 
all Q|, i = 1, * • • ,  r, are V and Qj, j  = r + 1, * * *, m, are 3, then all variables 
Xr+( * * * Xm in M  can be replaced by a new r-ary function f(Xj, • • • , Xr) different 
from other function symbols. These new functions are called Skolem functions. 
Especially, if r  = 0, then f(X|, • • ■, Xr) becomes a constant called a Skolem constant 
and denoted as xO.
This transformation is used to eliminate existential quantifiers without affecting 
the consistency of a formula. For example, suppose we have a formula (2.3.1) below:
3X VY (p(Y) a  [q(X) a  q(b)] a  -,q(Y)> (2.3.1)
Formula (2.3.1) is in PNF and in CNF. Eliminating existential quantifiers results in 
formula (2.3.2) below, with a Skolem constant xO.
VY (p(Y) a  tq(xO) a  q(b)J a  -,q(Y)> (2.3.2)
Since the formula (2.3.2) is already in CNF, it results in a set of three clauses as
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follows:
(P(Y ), q(xO) a  q (b), -«q(Y)}
Having discussed the transformation of the formulas into clause form, 
substitution and unifier are discussed next.
Definition 2.2.4:
A substitution 0 is a finite set {t|/Vj, t„/Vn}f where each Vj is a variable, each t| 
is a term different from V)( the Vj's arc distinct from each other, and t( is substituted 
for V|.
Definition 2.2.5:
A substitution 0 is called a unifer for a set {C|, • • *, Ck> iff C |0  = C28 = * * * Ck8. 
The set {Clt * * • , Ck> is said to be unifiable if there is a unifier for i t
Definition 2.2.6:
A unifier a  for a set {Et, * • • , Ek) is a most general unifier (MGU) iff, for each unifier 
8 for the set, there is a substitution X such that 6 = oX.
Intuitively, a unifier is a substitution of terms for variables that makes them 
identical in a set of clauses. The process of finding such a substitution is called 
unification. A unifier is most general if it makes as few substitutions as possible.
Having discussed necessary definitions, the resolution principle can be defined.
Resolution Principle:
Let C( -  p | v  C j' and C2 = -ipj v  C2'  be two clauses in a set with no variables in 
common. Let pi and —>Pj have MGU 8. Then, we can derive a new clause
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0 « V ) v O(Cj') and it is called a resolvent.
That is, if a literal p from a clause Cj can be unified with the literal -ip  from a 
clause C2, then applying MGU to the remaining literals of Cj and C2 and combining 
them gives a resolvent.
For example, two clauses p(a, X) v q(Z, c) and —ip(Y, b) v  r(X, Y) derive a 
resolvent q(Z, c) v r(b, a) by making use of most general unifier {a/Y, b/X) that 
substitutes a for Y and b for X.
This procedure can be seen as follows: first, apply the unifier to clauses C] and 
C2; then, remove the complementary literals and combine the remaining literals. For 
example, applying the unifier to the above two clauses gives: p(a, b) v  q(Z, e) and 
-*p(a, b) v  r(b, a). Removing two complementary literals from these and combining 
the remaining literals give q(Z, c) v  r(b, a).
The resolution procedure in first-order logic is a semi-decidable procedure in that 
it stops when the theorem being proved is derivable under the axioms, but it may or 
may not stop when the theorem is not derivable. However, the resolution procedure is 
one of the most powerful and efficient theorem proving procedures because it has 
important properties of refutatbn complete and sound and uses only one inference 
rule called the resolution principle. By refutation complete we mean that when a 
refutation strategy is used to prove a theorem, if the theorem being proved is derivable 
from the axioms, then resolution can prove it (the empty clause is derived). By 
soundness we mean that if the resolution procedure proves the theorem, then the 
theorem can be derivable from the axioms.
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2.3. Deductive Database (DDB) Systems
A deductive database (DDB) system is a database system in which new facts are 
derived from the facts that were explicitly stored using an inference rule.
Research on deductive databases has been evolved from the logic database area 
which applies first-order logic to databases. Logic has mainly contributed to 
databases as an inference system and as a representation language. A comprehensive 
survey in this emerging area can be found in [Gall78b, Reit83, Gall84, Brod84, 
Smit84, Kers85, Brod86, Park86].
A DDB can be either definite or indefinite depending on the types of rules 
supported [Gall84]. In definite DDBs, rules supported are limited to definite clauses. 
For example, a definite clause is represented as follows: 
p(X, Y) «- q(X, Z), r(Z, W), s(W, Y).
That is, the head of the rule (left hand side) is limited to one and only one predicate in 
the definite Horn clauses.
In indefinite DDBs, not only the head of a rule but also ground clauses (a clause 
without any variable) can have any number of literals. For example, the following is 
an example of an indefinite ground clause saying that John’s sibling is either Mary 
or Tom, but we don't know exactly whom .
siblingtfohn, Mary) v  sibling(John, Tom)
In this work, we will limit our research to the definite deductive databases. 
Henceforth, the term deductive database refers to the definite deductive database 
unless otherwise specified.
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A DDB consists of an extensional database (EDB), an intensional database 
(IDB), integrity constraints (IC), and a meta-rule called negation as failure (NAF).
An EDB consists of a set of facts or tuples explicitly stored in physical databases. 
Syntactically, a fact can be represented by a ground unit clause. The literals defined 
in an EDB are called extensional literals.
An IDB consists of a set of deductive rules which can be used to derive new facts 
using the facts in an EDB. These set of deductive rules are the general laws in 
databases and can be used in the queries, in the definitions of views, and in integrity 
constraints. Syntactically, they can be represented by definite Horn clauses having 
one and only one positive literal and one or more negative literals. In this work, we 
assume that an IDB consists only of non-recursive rules. The literals defined in an 
IDB are called intensional literals. Non-intensional literals are extensional literals or 
comparison literals.
Integrity constraints(lCs) are a set of rules which are used to maintain the 
consistency of databases. Syntactically, they can be represented by any set of closed 
well formed formulas.
The NAF is a meta-rule for the negative information. It allows us to assume that 
any facts which do not exist in the database are false. With this rule we do not need to 
store the negative information in databases.
The main difference between conventional databases and DDBs is that the 
general semantic laws are represented as ICs in conventional databases, while they 
can be either deductive rules or ICs in DDBs. Thus, in a DDB, not only are queries 
evaluated against the EDB and IDB, but also ICs are checked against the EDB and
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IDB. Integrity checking in DDB systems is therefore more difficult than that in 
conventional database systems. However, since we are interested in the deductive 
aspects of DDBs. we will not discuss the issues of ICs in this wotk.
2.4. Classification of Query Types in DDB
Queries in DDBs can be classified by many criteria. [Song87] provides an 
extensive classification of the various query types available in DDBs. That 
classification is based on the following criteria:
(1) the types of answers (fact or formula).
(2) the free/bound information given in a query,
(3) the preferred reasoning schemes to process a query,
(4) the types of predicates used in a query, and
(5) the types of rules in the IDB.
We neither claim that these are all the possible criteria for classification, nor that 
they are mutually exclusive.
The purpose of this classification is to increase our insight into the various query 
types in DDBs by understanding the relationships among them. However, the work 
considering all of the factors related to the classification would be enormous. For 
example, in their respective series of papers, Ullman (Ullm85, Ullm86, Banc86], 
Lozinskii [Lozi84, Lozi85, Lozi86J, and Zaniolo [Zani86, Sacc86] have been carrying 
out research for several years in the area of utilizing bounded arguments in a query. 
In this dissertation, we are only concerned with a query type whose answers are first-
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order logic formulas.
We believe that the best query processing strategy can be determined by 
considering various criteria like those listed above, together with the conventional 
query optimization techniques. Thus, we believe that a DDB must have several query 
processing strategies and it must be able to determine the best processing strategy 
depending on the type of a given query. Studying this classification and relationships 
among the query types will, therefore, help us decide the best query processing 
strategy for a given query. Appendix A further elaborates on each of these types.
2,5. Previous Work
This section gives a brief review of previous work in the area of intensional 
query processing. The idea of having a set of formula as an answer set has been 
studied by Cholvy and Demolombe (Chol86J and Imielinski [lmie87]. Cholvy and 
Demolombe study the notion of having a set of formulas as an answer set, while 
Imielinski studies the idea of incorporating intensional predicates as a part of 
answers. Cholvy and Demolombe use resolution to generate answer formulas for a 
given query in logical formulas, while Imielinski uses relational algebra to transform 
rules and to process a given query in relational algebra expressions.
2.5.1. Cholvy and Demolombe’s Work
This section reviews Cholvy and Demolombe’s approach and makes a summary 
of their problems.
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The database theory T is defined as a set of facts and rules. A query is 
represented by Q(X), where X is a tuple of free variables. The intensional answers to 
a query Q(X), denoted as ansj(X), are a set of formulas defined by (2.5.1) below:
In (2.5.1) a theorem VX( anS|(X) —> Q(X)) is derived from the database 
theory T. The literal anSi(X) was defined such that, under the theory T, any element 
X, where X e  ansj(X), must satisfy the Q(X).
Thus, an intensional answer set to the query Q(X) is defined by
In fact, an answer formula anS|(X) can be any formula in a logical sense, 
regardless of its truth value. Thus, it is necessary to impose some restrictions on 
anS|(X) to make it a meaningful answer. Some basic ideas considered by Cholvy and 
Demolombe were limiting ans{(X) to the database predicates, removing contradictory 
formulas and removing redundant answers. Thus, the predicates in an answer set is 
restricted to predicates in T. Let DP = {Pit • • ♦, P„) be a set of predicate symbols 
either in IDB or EDB. Also Let L(DP) be a first order language whose predicate 
symbols are in P t, • * *, Pn.
Thus, an intensional answer set ANS(Q» DP) to a query Q(X), is defined by:
T h  VX(ansj(X) -* Q(X)) (2.5.1)
ANS(Q) = {ansj(X): T h  VX(ans,(X) -* Q(X))) (2.5.2)
ANS(Q, DP)={ans,(X): ans^X) € L(DP) and
T h  VX(ans,(X) -> Q(X)) and
(ans|(X) is not the negation of tautology) and
(each ansj(X) is not redundant)) (2.5.3)
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The last restriction in (2.5.3) removes redundant answers. However, the 
methodologies and the procedures to simplify the answers were not discussed.
The basic idea of an evaluation strategy is to use the resolution from both the 
database theory T and the negated theorem given in (2.5.1). For the evaluation of a 
query, they convert all facts into new rules before resolution. They use the term 
rulebase to represent these new rules and rules in an IDB. To apply the resolution 
principle, the theorem is first negated and transformed into clause form as follows:
-iVX(ans,(X) -> Q(X))
■ 3X(ans,(X) a  - iQ(X))
Then the clause form of negated theorem is:
{ansj(xO), -tQ(xO)}
xO is a tuple of Skolem constants, which were introduced to remove the 
existential quantifier. Suppose S is a set of clauses transformed from the theory T. 
Then, a set of clauses for resolution which derives the empty clause is given as (2.5.4).
S u  (anSj(xO), -.Q(xO)} (2.5.4)
However, initially we do not know what anS((xO) is. Thus, an initial set of clauses that 
we can start resolution is given by:
S u  {-»Q(xO)} (2.5.5)
Thus, resolving S u  (-«Q(xO)} without a clause aitS](xO) will result in a resolvent, say 
R(xO). Resolving R(xO) together with aiM|(xO) therefore will result in the empty 
clause.
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Since resolution between R(xO) and -iR(xO) can derive the empty clause, a
simple way to compute ansi(xO) is to negate the R(xO). Hence, we can have:
anSi(xO) = -iR(xO) (2.5.6)
Thus, an intensional answer is a formula corresponding to -iR(xO). Cholvy and
Demolombe derives an intensional answer for every resolvent. After negation, a
Skolem constant in the R(xO) is replaced by a free variable and a variable in the R(xO)
becomes an existentially quantified variable in an intensional answer.
Summary of Problems
From our review, we note the following important problems to be solved in this
area.
(a) No specific resolution strategy was used. Without a specific strategy for
resolution, a lot of redundant resolvents can be derived.
(b) No specific methodologies and procedures were given to remove the
redundant resolution steps or meaningless answers in an answer set
(c) No solution was given to handle a large number of facts in EDB. They
converted all the facts to the rules. However, this strategy is neither efficient 
nor practical when we have a large set of facts in EDB.
(d) No solution was given to handle rules whose heads are comparison literals.
Since comparison literals do not have their own database-related semantics, 
the blind application of resolution with this type of rules causes resolution 
among non-interesting predicates or different domains, and thus derives 
meaningless intensional answers.
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(e) No relationships between extensional answers and intensional answers were
studied. If we consider the coupling of intensional query processing with
conventional database systems, we must understand the relationships between 
them.
(0  No relationships between the types of rules and intensional queries were
studied. Some types of rules prevent the derivation of intensional answers 
even though intensional answers exist. Rules should be properly transformed 
in this case.
Cg) Cholvy and Demolombe convert all intermediate resolvents to intensional
answers. However, it can be shown that the last resolvent is logically implied 
by both an intermediate resolvent and an intensional database. Hence, we 
argue that we do not need to convert all the intermediate resolvents to 
intensional answers.
Our Approaches to the Problems
For problem (a) above, we provide SLD-RC resolution, which is based on the 
notions of relevant literals and relevant clauses. The SLD-RC resolution is discussed 
in Chapter 6. For problem (b), we study how we can reduce the initial set of clauses 
and what operations we need to perform to each resolvent, etc. These procedures are 
called the formalization process of intensional answers and are discussed in Chapter 5. 
For problem (c), we propose a modified compiled approach to solve this problem, 
which is discussed in Section 5.6. For problem (d), the notion of relevant literals and 
relevant clauses are introduced in Section 5.3. These two notions are built into the
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SLD-RC resolution. Problem (e) is discussed in Chapter 7. We identify a class of 
rules called term-restricted rules and extended term-restricted rules, and they are 
discussed in Section 5.2. Problem (g) is discussed in Section 5.5 and taking only the 
last resolvent from the sequence of resolution is justified.
2.5.2. Imielinski^ Work
When answers can be expressed in terms of existing rules, intensional answers 
can be generated as a part of the answers. Imielinski [Imie87] explores this idea, as 
shown by the following example taken from [Imie87].
Example 2.5.1:
Suppose a database has relations teach(X, Y) and group(X, Y). Teach(X, Y) means 
that a professor X  can teach the course Y, and group(X, Y) means that professors X 
and Y are in the same research group. In this case, we can assume that the professors 
in the same group can teach the same courses. This can be represented by the 
following rule:
teach(Z, Y) «- teach(X, Y), group(X, Z).
In this situation suppose we have a query Q(X) ■ Who can teach 4402?, where Q(X) 
represents a query predicate. The answer to this query could involve the rule above 
with some professors* names as follows;
Q(Y)«- Q(X), group(X, Y).
This means that if X is an answer and Y is in the same group as that o f X, then
Y is also an answer. That is ifX  can teach the course 4402 and Y is in the same group
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as that o f X, then Y can also teach 4402. Imielinski argues that a user may be satisfied 
with this answer if he/she knows who belongs to the same group as that of X  or X is 
the right person about whom one wants to know. On the other hand, a user can 
further ask to evaluate the rule in the answer to see who else is in the same group with 
X for the full extensional answers.
In order to generate answers like this case, not only must the database contain 
such rules, which can be embedded in answers, but a query processor must also be 
able to recognize such rules.
CHAPTER 3 
EXTENSIONAL ANSWERS, INTENSIONAL ANSWERS, 
AND INTENSIONAL QUERIES
In this chapter, we first study the form of queries that appear in the deductive 
database literature We then formally define extensional answers, intensional answers, 
and intensional queries.
3.1. Form of Queries
A query can be formulated as a closed formula or an open formula. When a 
query is formulated as a closed formula, the answer will be yesino depending on 
whether the query formula can be provable under the current database axioms. On the 
other hand, when the query is formulated as an open formula, the (extensional) 
answer will be the instantiated values of the free variables included in the query 
formula. In this case, the instantiated values satisfy the condition given in the query 
formula under the current database.
Example 3.1.1:
Suppose our database theory consists of two rules and a fact as follows:
at(mary, X) «- at(john, X) 
at(john, X) at(bob, X) 
at(bob, school)
The first rule says that Mary goes wherever John does, and the second rule says that 
John goes wherever Bob does. The fact says that Bob is at school. The clause form of
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the rules and the fact are:
-*at(john, X) v  at(mary, X)
-* t(bob , Z) v  at(john, Z) 
at (bob, school)
Note that variable X in the second rule has been renamed to Z to make variable 
names unique in the clause set.
In this example, a possible form of a closed query is
3X at(mary, X)7 : Is there a place X where Mary is at?
or
at(mary, school)? : Is Mary at school?
The answer for the first query could be Yes, Mary is at school, and the second query
yes.
On the other hand, a possible open query is:
at(mary, X)? : Where Is Mary?
The answer for the above query could be <X = school> in this case.
Let us look at the general forms of the queries represented in logical formulas. 
A goal or query is a conjunction of literals of the form:
«- Ql» * • * » Qn (3.1.1)
That is, a goal clause is a rule which has a body, but is without a head. In a closed 
query, any free variables appearing in the query clause are assumed to be existentially 
quantified and written as follows:
< -(3X, **• 3X a ) Q lf * * ■, Q„ (3.1,2)
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This can be read as "are there Xj, * • • , Xm such that Q j, * * • , Q„ is true?" We 
abbreviate the query clause above as 3X Q(X) in this case, where X is a tuple of free 
variables appearing in the query clause. Thus the evaluation of a 3X Q(X) query can 
be viewed as a process of selecting X from a database such that X makes Q(X) true. 
This formula can also be written equivalently in the clause form as follows:
VX, * • • VXm { -Q t v  • • • v —iQn) (3.1.3)
This form of queries is seen in [Clar78, Nico78, Lloy84, Lloy85, Naqv86].
On the other hand, an open query can simply be represented as follows:
«- Q(X) (3.1.4)
where X is a tuple of free variables appearing in the query formula. This can be read 
as what is X  which makes Q(X) true? This form of queries is seen in (Kowa79, 
Smit84. Chol86J.
The distinction between the two forms of queries, however, is not difficult to 
understand. In fact, a query with existential quantifiers is an instance of the query 
form with free variables. The rule of existential instantiation [Ende72] allows us to 
infer 3X Q(X) from Q(X). Thus, in our work, we will generally regard the variables 
appearing in a query formula to be free, unless otherwise specified.
3.2. Extenstonal Answers and G reen's Method
If a query is formulated as an open formula, the answering process could be 
regarded as a process of finding bindings for the free variables in the query. Let T be 
a database theory that consists of an EDB and an IDB. In this case, the query formula
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obtained after substituting the bindings into the query is a logical consequence of the 
database theory T.
Let Q(X) be a query formula with a tuple of free variables X. Then by the 
argument made above, we want to find Xs that satisfy the following relationship.
{X: ThQ (X )} (3.2.1)
From (3.2.1), if Q(X) with its bindings of X is indeed a logical consequence of
T, then resolution must be able to derive the empty clause from the conjunction of T
and -<Q(X) as follows:
(T a  -iQ(X)) h  □
Here □  means the empty clause. Note that the empty clause is unsatisfiable. Let S be 
the clause form of T. Then we have:
S u H Q (X )>  h  □  (3.2.2)
Using resolution, Green [Gree69] proposed a way of extracting extensional 
answers for a query from a set of axioms. His method is to add a special literal called 
an answer literal to the theorem being proved. This literal contains the same 
variables as in the theorem(i.e., a query in the context of databases). The purpose of 
this literal is to collect all substitutions made by the resolution process. Let ansg(X) be
the special answer literal defined by Green, where X is a tuple of free variables
appearing in the query. Then a negated query augmented with the answer literal is 
-iQ(X) v  ansE(X). After a resolution proof is performed on the clauses of both 
—iQ(X) v  ansg(X) and the database axioms, the instantiated values of the variables in 
ansg(X) are the answers for the variables of the query.
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In the following, we will define extensional answers based on Green’s idea. A 
negated query augmented with the answer literal is:
-«Q(X) v  ansE(X)
Note that this clause is equivalent to the formula below.
VX (Q(X) -> ansE(X)) (3.2.3)
Thus, if we define an answer to a query Q(X) as a Green’s answer literal ansE(X) and 
use resolution to derive the answer, then we can use the formula (3.2.3) to define 
extensional answers as follows:
Definition 3.2.1:
Let T  be a database theory and Q(X) be a query, where X is a tuple of free variables 
appearing in the query. An extensional answer is a tuple X which makes Q(X) true 
in the database theory T. This relationship can be represented by the following 
axiom.
T a  VX (Q(X) -> ansE(X» (3.2.4)
We note that this axiom, which comes from the notion of Green’s answer literal
ansE(X), is widely accepted as the definition of answers lGree69, Luck71, Nils80,
Gene87, Maie88].
A set ANSe(Q) of extensional answers to a query Q(X) can be defined as (3.2.5).
ANSE(Q) = (X | T  a  [VX (Q(X) -> ansE(X))]) (3.2.5)
To use resolution to derive an ansE(X), the clause form of (3.2.4) can be directly
used. This clause form may be used because, for the definition of an extensional 
answer, we chose Green's literal which is augmented to the negated query Q(X). 
Note that the clause form of a database theory T is S and the clause form of 
VX (Q(X) -> ansg(X)) is -»Q(X) v ansE(X). Thus a set of axioms for the resolution 
derivation becomes:
S u  (^Q(X) v  ansE(X)} (3.2.6)
In this case, we are not deriving the empty clause. Instead we try to derive a clause 
consisting only of an answer literal ansE(X) as can be seen from the following 
proposition.
Proposition 3.2.1:
Let T be a database theory and S be the set of clauses corresponding to T. Let Q(X) 
and ansE(X) be defined as in (3.2.4). Then we have the following relationship:
(S u  (-iQ(X) v ansE(X)}) h  ansE(X) (3.2.7)
Proof:
From (3.2.6), we have:
[S u  (-<Q(X) v ansE(X)}] I- [(S u  {-iQ(X))) v (S u{ansE(X)})]
Since S u  {-<}(X)} t- □  (from 3.2.2), we have:
[(S u  (-iQ(X)J) v (S u  {ansE(X)})J 1- [S u  {ansE(X))] h  ansE(X)
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Example 3.2.2:
We use Example 3.1.1 to illustrate the idea presented above. We repeat the rules and 
fact in Example 3.1.1 for convenience.
at(mary, X) «— at(john, X) 
at(john, X) <- at(bob, X) 
at(bob, school)
Thus the database theory T for this example is:
[at(mary, X) *- at(john, X)] a  [at(john, X )«— at(bob, X)] a  [at(bob, school)]
And the set S of clauses corresponding to T is:
-tat(john, X) v  at(mary, X)
-iat(bob, X) v  at(john, X) 
at(bob, school)
Let the query Q(X) be at(mary, X)7 asking where is Mary?. According to the
statement (3.2.7). the answer literal ans^CX) is disjuncted to the negation of the query
—i(mary, X), producing —«at(mary, X) v  ansE(X) . Thus the set of clauses for the
resolution proof is as follows:
(si) - i at(john, X) v  atfmary, X)
(s2) -i at(bob, Z) v  at(John, Z)
(s3) at(bob, school)
(Q') -»at(mary, Y) v ansE(Y)
Note that the variables were renamed so that they are unique in a clause set. The 
resolution proof will look as follows:
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->at(niary, Y) v ansE(Y) -»at(john, X) v at(mary, X)
-iat(john, Y) v anse(Y) -*at(bob, Z) v at(john, Z)
-*at(bob, Y) v ansE(Y) at(bob, school)
l/Y)
ansE(school)
As it is shown from Proposition 3.2.1, the last resolvent from the resolution proof in 
this example consists of an answer literal, anse(school), where X = school is an 
extensional answer.
We note that extensional answers can be computed either by Green's answer 
literal (Definition 3.2.1) or by any other method.
3J. Intensional Answers
In the previous section, we have illustrated Green’s method to extract 
extensional answers using resolution. In this section, we define intensional answers 
and also illustrate the relationship between extensional answer ansg(X) and the 
intensional answer ansj(X). This relationship is further discussed in Chapter 7. We 




Let T  be a database theory and Q(X) be a query, where X is a tuple of free variables 
appearing in a query Q(X). An intensional answer is a non-ground first-order logic 
formula such that whenever X satisfies the ansi(X), it satisfies the Q(X) under a set of 
current database axioms in T. The relationship among T, ansj(X), and Q(X) can be 
represented as follows:
In this definition, the formula VX(aitSi(X) —» Q(X)) is the theorem being 
proved under the database theory T. A set ANSj(X) of intensional answers to a query 
Q(X) is defined as follows:
In a logical sense, an intensional answer anS|(X) in its definition can be any formula 
regardless of its truth value. Thus we need to impose some restrictions on ansj(X) to 
make it an acceptable answer. We will call such conditions imposed on ansj(X) 
"restrictions on aiMi(X)." These restrictions and the formalization of these restrictions 
are discussed in Chapter 3. A specific resolution method to generate intensional 
answers incorporating these restrictions is discussed in Chapter 6 .
In Section 2.3.1, the procedures of deriving intensional answers have been 
reviewed. The initial set of clauses for resolution to derive intensional answers has 
been given as (2.5.5).
T h  VX(ansi(X) —* Q(X)) (3.3.1)
ANSi(Q) = (ansi(X):T 1- VX(ans,(X) -> Q(X))} (3.3.2)
S U —*Q(xO) (2.5.5)
S is a set of clauses corresponding to a database theory T and xO is a Skolem constant.
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Finally, an intensional answer is taken as the negation of a resolvent as in (2.5.6).
ansi(xO) = —iR(xO) (2.5.6)
After negation, Skolem constants in R(xO) are replaced by free variables, and 
variables in R(xO) are existentially quantified in intensional answers [Chol8 6 J. Here, 
we illustrate the idea of removing the Skolem constants in R(x0).
Mainly R(x0) can take either of the following forms.
(a) When R(xO) consists only o f  xG:
In this case, a Skolem constant in R(xO) is instantiated to a free variable. 
Suppose R(x0) = -»p(x0), where p is any predicate name. Note that xO is a 
Skolem constant. A Skolem constant is an arbitrary unknown constant that is 
distinct from any other constants in T. We do not know what the exact value of 
xO is, but we do know we have xO in T. Hence, we can instantiate xO to a free 
variable X in a formula. On the other hand, we can consider instantiating xO to 
an existentially quantified variable. However, since we can always infer 3X p(X) 
from p(X) by the rule of existential instantiation [Ende72], we prefer the more 
general form p(X) to 3X p(X). Then by (2.5.6) we have:
ansj(xO) -  -i(-.p(x0))
®P(X)
One might argue that, in order to derive the empty clause from -»p(x0), we might 
take p(X) as an anS|(xO). However, since p(X) is a clause and every variable in 
a clause is universally quantified, the formula corresponding to p(X) in this case 
is VX p(X). However, this choice can be shown to be wrong, because the
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meaning of a Skolem constant, which is on arbitrary unknown constant, was 
ignored during the conversion. That is, instead of an unknown constant implied 
by a Skolem constant, all the constants in T can satisfy p(X) because of the 
universal quantifier in VX p(X). Example 3.3.1 below shows this idea.
(b) When R(xO) consists o f xO and other variable:
In this case, the variable in resolvent is instantiated to an existentially quantified 
variable. Suppose R(xO) = -ip(xO, Y). Then by (2.5.6), we have:
ansj(xO) = -iR(xO)
= -i(-ip(xG, Y))
Since every variable in a clause is universally quantified and, in addition, 
negation operation changes the quantifiers of variables in a formula, we replace 
the clause by a quantified formula. Hence, we have:
= -.(V Y -nptxO, Y))
= 3 Y p(X, Y)
Example 3.3,1:
Suppose we have a rule as follows:
gKX, Y) <- f(X, Z),f(Z, Y)
Here, gf(X, Y) means X is the grandfather o f Y and f(X, Z) means X is the father of 
Z. Thus the rule means X is the grandfather o f Y if  X is the father o f Z and Z is the 
father o f Y. If we have a query gf(Xt Y)? asking who is the grandfather o f whom ?, 
then the set of clauses for resolution in this case by (2.5.5) is :
{gf(Xt Y) v  -»f(X, Z) v -»f(Z, Y), -igf(xO, yO)}
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The resolution between the two clauses will derive the resolvent as follows:
-if(xO, Z) v -,f(Z, yO)
Here, even though there are many options to resolve the above resolvent to the empty 
clause, we will follow the simplest choice as shown in (2.5.6) by taking the negation 
of R(xO). Hence, R(xO) becomes -«f(xO, Z) v  —if(Z, yO). Then we have:
anS|(xO) = -iR(xO)
= -i(-*f(xO, Z) v  -if(Z, yO))
Recall that every variable in a clause is universally quantified. Since the negation 
operation changes the quantifiers of variables, we replace the clause by a quantified 
formula. Hence, we have:
ans,(xO) = -.(VZ ( -,f(xO, Z) v  -,f(Z, yO)))
= 3Z f(xO, Z) a  f(Z, yO)
Here, if we instantiate the Skolem constants xO and yO by universally quantified
variable, then we have:
atist(X) = 3Z VX VY f(X, Z) a  « Z, Y)
However, this formula is contradictory since it means a person Z is everybody*s son 
and everybody’s father.
Hence, when R(xO) has a Skolem constant, we instantiate it to a free variable. This 
result also agrees to our intuitive notion of a Skolem constant which implies an 
arbitrary constant in T that is distinct from others. The correct answer formula is:
ansi(X) = 3Z f(X, Z) a  f(Z, Y)
In the following, we give an example of intensional answers using the same
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database and query as in Example 3.2.1.
Example 3.3.2:
The query was at(Mary, Y)? asking where is Mary. By (2.5.5), an initial set of 
clauses for resolution to derive intensional answers for the query above is:
(QCyO» at(mary, yO)
Note that the variables were renamed so that they are unique in a clause set. The 
resolution proof for the goal ->at(mary, yO) will look as follows:
Since we have two resolvents* we have two intensional answers as follows:
ans/CY) = at(john, Y). 
ansj2(Y) = at(bob, Y).
The answers can be read, according to the definition of an intensional answer given in
(3.3.1), as i f  John is at Y then Mary is at Y and i f  Bob is at Y then Mary is at Y. As 
has been shown in Examples 3.2.2 and 3.3.2, the extensional answer is ansK(school),
thus <Y = school>; and the intensional answers are aits/fY) = at(john, Y) and
* __
ansj (Y) = atfbob, Y). The extensional answer <Y -  school> satisfies the intensional
(si) -i atfjohn, X) v  at(mary, X)
(s2) -i at(bob, Z) v  at(john, Z)
(s3) at (bob, school)
-nat(mary, yO) -<at(john, X) v  at(mary, X)
-*at(john, yO) ->at(bob, Z) v  at(john, Z)
-^at(bob, yO)
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answer at(bob, Y), since at(bob, school) exists in the database. Note that the 
extensional answer <Y = school> also satisfies the intensional answer atfjohn, Y), 
since, by the rule ”at(john, X) «- at(bob, X)", at(john, school) is implied by 
at(bob, school). Thus we can see the extensional answer <Y — school> satisfies the 
intensional answers, both atfjohn, Y) and al(bob, Y), under the current database 
theory T.
3.4. Intensional Queries
We have discussed two types of answers for a given query. Extensional answers 
can be represented by a set of facts as in conventional database systems, while 
intensional answers can be represented by a set of non-ground first-order logic 
formulas. Based on these two types of answers, we define extensional queries and 
intensional queries.
Definition 3.4.1:
A query Q(X) is extensional if all the answers to a query Q(X) can be represented by 
extensional answers defined by definition 3.2.1.
Definition 3.4.2:
A query Q(X) is intensionai if answers to a query Q(X) can be represented by 
intensional answers defined by definition 3.3.1.
Example 3.4.1:
In Example 3.2.1, the query at(mary, X) is not only an extensional query but also an 
intensional query since it has both an extensional answer and intensional answers as 
follows:
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ansE(Y) = ansE(school) 
ans/CY) = at(john, Y) 
ansj2(Y) = at(bob, Y)
Some queries are purely extensional, while others could be both extensional and 
intensional. For example, if a query Q(X) consists only of extensional literals and/or 
comparison literals, we have no way to compute intensional answers. In the following 
several examples are given.
Example 3.4.2:




(d2): course(Cno, Cname, C redltllr)
(d3): has taken(Sname, Cno)
IDB:
(rl): pre_req(Sname, 4402) <— has_taken(Sname, 3102)
(r2): cannot_take(Sname, Cno) «— student(Sname, 1), Cno s  3102.
(r3): cannot_take{Snaine, Cno) < .pre_req(Sname, Cno)
(r4): cannot_take(Sname, C no)«- student(Sname, 1), Cno > 4000.
As presented in Section 1.3, for this database the first query is 
Qi(X) = cannot_take(X, 4402), asking who cannot take 4402 ? The set of 
intensional answers for Qi(X) has been:
anS|1(X) = studen((X, 1) 
ansi2(X) = - i has_taken(X, 3102)
The interpretations of these intensional answers are:
ansi’(X): i f  any student is a freshman, then he cannot take 4402. 
ansj2(X): if any student has not taken 3102, then he cannot take 4402.
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The second query is Q2 (Cno) -  cannot_take(david, Cno), asking what courses david 
cannot take ? The set of intensioanl answers for Q2 (X) has been:
ansj!(Cno) = eq(Cno, 3102) 
anS|2(Cno) = gt(Cno, 4000)
The interpretations are:
ans/(Cno) — if  the course number is equal to 3102, then David cannot take it. 
ansi2(Cno) = I f the course number is greater than 4000, then David cannot take it.
These are two examples of intensional queries. Note that Qj(X) and (^(Cno) are also 
extensional queries, since their intensional answers can be evaluated against the EDB 
and generate a set of factual data as an answer set. On the other hand, the queries 
Q)(X) and Q ^X ) below are purely extensional queries.
QjfX) = student(X, Year), has_taken(X, 4402)
Q4(X) = student(John, Year), has_taken(John, X)
The query Q3(X) asks for students who have taken 4402, and Q4(X) asks for all 
courses that a student John has taken so far.
The characteristics of Q t(X) and Q2(X) are that their intensional answers are the 
conditions to their queries. That is, by intensional answers, we can derive a set of 
conditions to the given query, which are not available in conventional database 
systems. The characteristics of Q3(X) and Q4 (X) are that they consist only of 
extensional literals.
Example 3.4.3:
Another example for intensional queries are those using a family database. Suppose
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a database contains the following rules defining family relationships based on father, 
mother, and sex.
child(X, Y) <- father(Y, X) 
child(X, Y) 4- mother(Y, X). 
son(X, Y) 4— child(X, Y), sex(X, male) 
daughter(X, Y) 4- child(X, Y), sex(X, female) 
siblings(X, Y) 4-  rather(Z, X), father(Z, Y) 
siblings(X, Y) 4—  mother(Z, X), mother(Z, Y) 
brother(X, Y) 4-  siblings(X, Y), not(X = Y), sex(X, male) 
sister(X, Y) 4-  slblings(X, Y), no((X = Y), sex(X, female) 
grandfather(X, Y) 4—  father(X, Z), father(Z, Y)
All these rules describe the definitions of family relationships. Any queries 
concerning these relationships can be intensionally defined. That is, one definition
can be written in terms of other definitions.
CHAPTER 4 
SLD RESOLUTION TREES
In this chapter we first discuss the notation and terminology for SLD resolution 
trees. Then we discuss the motivation for adopting SLD resolution for our problem.
Next we define an SLD resolution tree. Then we modify it for an SLD-EA 
resolution tree for extensional answers, which use Green’s literal, and for an SLD-1A 
resolution tree for intensional answers, respectively.
We also discuss the problems of applying SLD-IA tree for the derivation of 
intensional answers. In Chapter 6 , we refine an SLD-IA tree to an SLD-RC tree that 
can avoid deriving meaningless intensional answers.
4.1. Preliminaries
We first define some terminology for the discussion of SLD resolutions in our 
approach.
A negative clause is a rule with a body only. For example,
Pi» Pi» **• *Pn (4.1.1)
is a negative clause. In clause form  it is equivalent to:
-* P iv -ip 2v ••• (4.1.2)
We use a negative clause as in (4.1.1) to represent a goal or nodes in resolution trees,
which will be discussed in this chapter and later chapters.
An introduced clause is a clause which is resolved with either a goal clause or its
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resolvent. The literals in the body of an introduced clause are called introduced 
literals in that they are added to a current goal clause, creating a new resolvent. A 
selected literal in a goal clause is a literal which is resolved away. A selection 
function SF is a function which chooses a selected literal among the literals in a goal 
clause.
Let the goal G be represented by a negative clause 
<- Pit * * * » Pm* ‘ "  * Pk (h £  1) and C be an introduced clause
p q if * * * , qn (n a  1), with no variables in common between G and C. Let SF be a
selection function. Suppose pn is a selected literal chosen by SF from G, and let pm 
and p be unifiable with the most general unifier 6. Then a resolution derivation 
between two clauses G and C infers the resolvent Res(G, C) as follows:
Res(Gf C) =  < - (p 1( • • *, p ,,,.^  q , t • * ■, q B( p ^ ^  ■ • • ,  p k) 6  (4.1.3)
Let G be R°, S be a set of database clauses consisting of (EDB) u  (1DB), and
C* e  S, where (1S 0). Then a sequence o f resolution derivation derives a sequence of
resolvents R 1 as follows:
Res(G, C® ) = R1 
R es(R \C ‘) = R2 
Res(R2, C2) = R3 
•
*
Res(R", C") = Rn+I,




SLD resolution stands for Linear Resolution with Selection Function for Definite 
Clauses [Kowa71, Lloy84]. In the SLD resolution, one of the parent clause of a 
resolvent is always taken from an initial set of clauses. As indicated in Section 4.1, 
this clause has been named as an introduced clause. Another clause of a resolvent is 
either a goal clause or a resolvent from the previous resolvent. For these reason, it is 
also viewed as a linear input resolution. (It is input in that one clause is always taken 
from an initial set of clauses and linear in that another clause is always either a goal 
clause or a resolvent.) A selected literal and an introduced clause for resolution 
depends on a selection funcdon SF and a search strategy, respectively. For example, 
the Prolog interpreter is based on SLD resolution. Its selection function selects the 
leftmost literal from a goal clause, and its search funcdon selects a rule in a top-down 
fashion.
We adopted SLD-like resolutions for intensional query processing for two 
reasons. First, SLD resolution has been proven to be complete and sound for any 
selection function, which means any goal implied by the database can be provable by 
an SLD resolution and the proof by an SLD resolution is correct regardless of the 
selection function used [Lloy84J. Second, being goal-oriented, the procedures of SLD 
resolutions can be easily visualized as a tree form. Thus, a branch of an SLD 
resolution tree which has a successful leaf defines an answer to a given query. Also an 
efficient search strategy, such as depth-first search, can be easily implemented, based 
on this tree form.
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4.3. SLD Resolution Tree
We first define an SLD tree. An SLD resolution tree represents particular 
resolution derivations for a given query clause and database clauses. The root node of 
an SLD resolution tree is a negated query clause. A set of arcs of an SLD resolution 
tree is a set of edges drawn between two successive resolvents. A leaf of an SLD 
resolution tree is dependent on the type of a resolution tree, which is discussed in this 
chapter. A branch of an SLD resolution tree is a sequence o f particular resolution 
derivations that lead to a leaf of an SLD resolution tree.
Let Q(X) be a query clause, where X is a tuple of free variables, and let S be a
set of database clauses consisting of {EDB} u  (1DB). Then the set of clauses for
resolution to process a query Q(X) is:
S u { n Q (X )}  (4.3.1)
Let us define G as a goal clause as follows:
G = (-tQ(X)} (4.3.2)
The goal clause G can be represented by a negative clause as follows:
«- Q(X) (4.3.3)
Then the set of clauses for resolution using a goal clause G can be defined by
(4.3.4).
S u  (G) (4.3.4)
Since Q(X) with its bindings of X is a logical consequence of S, we have the
following relationship:
S u  {G} h  O, (4.3.5)
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where □  is the empty clause. Based on the relationship (4.3.5), an SLD resolution is 
defined as an SLD-tree as follows:
Definition 4,3.1:
Let S be a set of rules, Q(X) be a query formula, and G be a goal clause defined by 
«—Q(X). Then the SLD-tree for S U{G), with a selection function SF, is defined as 
follows:
(a) Each node of the tree is either a goal clause or its resolvent(possibly empty).
(b) The root node is G.
(c) Let «— Pi, • • •, pn , * * • , pk (k £  1) be a node in the tree, and suppose that pm is 
a selected literal for resolution. Then the node has a descendent for each input 
clause p «— q t, • • • , q„ (n £1) such that pm and p are unifiable. The descendent 
is
« - (Pi» * * *» Pm-l* <ll. * * * > Pm+1* * * *» Pk) ®
where 0  is the most general unifier of pm and p.
(d) Nodes which represent the empty clause have no descendents.
In this definition, a leaf node with the empty clause is a success node, while a leaf 
node with a non-empty clause which cannot be further resolved is a failure node.
One of the advantages of the above definition is that we do not need to convert a 
set of rules and queries to clause form explicitly in order to perform the resolution.
The reason is that we can easily identify the positive literals and the negative literals 
from a rule. That is, the literal in the head of a rule is a positive literal, while the 
literals in the body of rules, after we convert the rules into clause form, are negative
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literals. The literals in a query clause are all negative literals. Thus if a literal in a 
query clause can unify with the head literal of a rule, then via unification process the 
body of the rule is substituted for the literal in the query. Thus informally, from the 
operational point of view, an SLD resolution process can be viewed as a sequence of 
derivations of negative clauses, starting from the goal clause, by clause substitution 
with unification.
4.4. SLD Resolution with Depth-First Search
Prolog employs the SLD resolution which selects the leftmost literal from a goal 
clause and searches a database with depth-first search strategy. It is recursive rules 
with depth-first search mechanism that could make Prolog’s search incomplete. That 
is, if the depth-first search terminates then it is complete; however, it may not 
terminate even though other search strategies (e.g. breadth-first search) may terminate 
[Lloy84]. However, depth-first search is more efficient and easy to implement than 
other search strategies such as breadth-first search. Also when only one solution is 
desired, depth-first search is clearly much more efficient. Thus, depth-first search is 
also employed for the discussion of other SLD resolution trees. Since it was assumed 
that there will be no recursive rules in IDBs, the depth-first search here will be 
complete.
In the following, an SLD resolution with depth-first search is illustrated. 
Example 4.4.1:
Suppose we have the following rules and facts.
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EDB and 1DB:
like(mary, X) <— respect(john, X)
respect(John, X) <— smart(X), famous(X)




For a query like(mary, X)?, the SLD resolution tree which selects the leftmost 
intensional literal will look as follows by Definition 4.4.1.
Goal: *— Mke(mary, X)
«- likefmary, X)
«— respect(john, X)
<— smart(X), famous(X) <— writer(X)
4-  famous(bob) □  {X = smith)
I
fall
Figure 4.4.1 An SLD tree for a LIKE database
In this example there are two branches in the SLD tree. However, there is only one 
success branch that ends up with the empty clause. The other branch is a failure 
branch since it neither has the empty clause nor can be resolved further. Extensional 
answers are obtained through unification during the search for the refutation. Here the 
variable X was bounded to an extensional answer smith through unification.
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4.5. SLD Resolution Tree for Extensional Answers (SLD-EA Tree)
In this section, we define an SLD-EA tree for deriving extensional answers. The 
SLD-EA tree is an SLD tree whose goal clause is augmented by the Green's answer 
literal. Thus the branch of an SLD-EA tree consists of the answer literal, instead of the 
empty clause as in conventional SLD trees.
As we have discussed in Section 3.2, extensional answers can be obtained by 
using Green's literals (of course, they can be computed by any other method, too). 
Then, according to the axiom (3.2.6), a set of clauses for resolution to compute 
extensional answers are:
S o  {-.Q(X) v  ansE(X)} (4.5.1)
A goal clause G, in this case, is defined as follows:
G = H Q (X ) v  ansE(X)} (4.5.2)
The negative clause form of G is:
<- Q(X), -iansE(X) (4.5.3)
By Proposition 3.2.1, a success branch of resolution tree from the clause set
(4.5.1) must result in a resolvent which consists only of answer literal ansE(X) with its
instantiated value. That is, we have the following relationship:
S u  (-iQ(X) v ansE(X)} I- ansE(X) (4.5.4)
Based on the relationship (4.5.4), an SLD-EA tree is defined as follows:
Definition 4.5.1:
Let S be a set of rules, Q(X) be a query formula, and G be a goal clause defined by
«— Q(X), —«ansE(X). Then the SLD-EA tree for S w(G), with a selection function SF,
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is defined as follows;
(a) Each node of the tree is either a goal clause or its resolvent.
(b) The root node is G.
(c) Let * -p |, * * *, pm, * * *, Pn (k £  1) be a node in the tree, and suppose that p,,, is 
a selected literal for resolution. Then the node has a descendent for each input 
clause p *- qi, — , qn such that pm and p are unifiable. The descendent is
<- (Pp * ' '  f P»-i> Qi. * * ' .  q„» Pm+1» * * * » Pk) o 
where 6 is the most general unifier of pm and p.
(d) Nodes which consist only of the answer literal have no descendents.
In an SLD-EA tree, a branch with a leaf node which consists only of an answer 
literal is a success branch, while a branch with a leaf node which consists of the 
answer literal and other literals, that cannot be further resolved, is a failure branch. 
We illustrate an SLD-EA tree below.
Example 4.5.1:
The same database and query as in Example 4.4.1 will be used. For a query 
like(mary, X )?, an SLD-EA tree which selects the leftmost intensional literal is shown 
below:
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Goal: 4— like(mary, X), -iansE(X)
4— like(mary, X), -iansE(X)
4— respect(john, X), -*ansE(X)
<— smart (X), famous(X), -tansE(X) 4— writer(X), -mnsE(X)
4— famous(bob), —iansE(bob) 4 iansE(smJth)
I
Tail
Figure 4.5.1 An SLD-EA tree for a LIKE database
Note that the negative clause <— >ansE(smith) is equivalent to ansE(smith), as was 
described in Section 4.1. There are two branches in this SLD-EA tree. Only the right 
branch is a success branch since it consists only of the answer literal. The left branch 
is a failure branch since it contains another literal, except the answer literal, that 
cannot be further resolved.
As has been shown by Examples 4.4.1 and 4.5.1, the SLD tree and the SLD-EA 
tree are the same except that a clause in each node is disjuncted by the answer literal 
ansE(X). Thus, in an SLD tree answers are implicitly obtained, while they arc 
explicitly captured by the answer literal in each success branch of an SLD-EA tree.
4.6. SLD Resolution Tree for Intensional Answers (SLD-IA Tree)
In the previous sections, an SLD resolution with depth-first search and an SLD-
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EA tree were defined and illustrated. In this section, first an SLD tree which derives 
intensional answers (SLD-IA tree) is discussed. And then, the problems of SLD-1A 
trees in deriving intensional answers are discussed.
4.6.1. SLD-IA Tree
The intensional answers to a query Q(X), denoted as anst(X), has been defined 
by (3.3.1) as follows:
T h  VX(ansj(X) - > Q(X)) (3.3.1)
In (3.3.1) a theorem VX( anS)(X) —> Q(X)) is derived from the database theory
T. The literal anS](X) has been defined such that, under the theory T, any element X,
where X € ansj(X), must satisfy the Q(X).
Using resolution to generate intensional answers has been discussed in Section
2.5.1. The basic idea is applying resolution to a set of clauses that consist of both the 
database theory T and the negated theorem given in (3.3.1). Since SLD-IA resolution 
is also a resolution method, this basic procedure is also the same when an SLD-IA 
tree is used for the derivation of intensional answers.
To apply resolution principle, the theorem is first negated and transformed into clause 
form as follows:
-iVX(ansj(X) -> Q(X))
■ BX(ans,(X) a  -4}(X))
Then the clause form of negated theorem is:
{ansj(xO), -*Q(xO)}
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xO is a tuple of Skolem constants, which is introduced to remove existential 
quantifier. Suppose S is a set of clauses transformed from the theory T. Then 
applying the resolution to
S u  (anS|(xO), -*Q(xO)} (4.6.1)
should result in the empty clause Q  However, initially we do not know what anst(xO) 
are. Thus resolving S u  (-iQ(xO)} without anSi(xO) will result in a resolvent, say 
R(xO). Resolving R(xO) together with anS|(xO) therefore will result in the empty 
clause.
Thus an initial set of clauses for resolution to derive the intensional answers is 
given as follows:
S u  (-nQ(xO)} (4.6.1)
where xO is a Skolem constant which is introduced to remove an existential quantifier.
Thus, in this case, a goal clause G in the form of a negative clause is defined below.
<-Q(xO) (4.6.2)
Since a goal clause in this case contains a Skolem constant, it can unify with the
variable only, but not with constants. Also we impose one restriction that the
resolution will stop if the resolvent consists only of non-intensional ( extensional and
comparison) literals. That is, we do not resolve the extensional literals or comparison
literals. The selection function in an SLD-IA tree will always choose the leftmost
intensional literal, unless otherwise specified. Based on these relationships, an SLD-
LA tree for the clause set (4.6.1) is defined as follows:
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Definition 4.6.2:
Let S be a set of rules and Q(X) be a query formula. Let G be a goal clause defined 
by «— Q(x0), where xO is a tuple with Skolem constants. Then the SLD-IA tree of 
root G, with a selection function SF, is defined as follows:
(a) Each node of the tree is either a goal clause or its resolvent.
(b) The root node is G.
(c) Let 4— P(, * * • ,  p m, • • *, pk (k i  1) be a node in the tree and suppose that pm is a
selected literal for resolution. Then the node has a descendent for each input
clause p «— q t, * * * , q„ (n ^  1) such that pm and p  are unifiable. The 
descendent is
«“  (Pi* * * *» Pm-I» fll* * * • » qn» Pm+1* * * * » Pk) 0 
where 6 is the most general unifier of pm and p.
(d) A node which consists only of non-intensional literals have no descendents. This 
node is represented as R" and called the last resolvent.
Note that if a comparison literal is used as the head of a rule, then the 
comparison literal is treated as an intensional literal. This assumption is necessary to 
define a unique literal in a database theory T.
Definition 4.63:
A success branch of an SLD-IA tree is a branch with a leaf that consists only of 
non-intensional literals, which are either extensional literals or comparison literals. A 
failure branch of an SLD-IA tree is a branch with a leaf that contains at least one 
intensional literal which cannot be further resolved.
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From this definition, we can see that the last resolvent is computed from a 
success branch, but not from a failure branch.
Definition 4.6.4:
A candidate for an intensional answer is the formula negated from the last resolvent 
of a branch of an SLD-IA tree.
Relationships between the last resolvent and a candidate for intensional answer 
are discussed in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6.
We note that a main difference among the SLD trees, the SLD-EA trees, and the 
SLD-IA trees lies in the definition of a success branch. The leaf of a success branch 
of SLD trees are the empty clause, while it is the answer literal in the SLD-EA trees 
and non-intensional literals in the SLD-IA trees.
Example 4.6.1:
The same database and query as in Example 4.4.1 will be used. The rules and facts 
are shown again for the convenience of discussion.
EDB and IDB:
likefmary, X) «- respect(john, X)
respect(john, X) <— smart(X), famous(X)




For a query like(mary, X)?, an SLD-IA tree which selects the leftmost intensional 
literal is shown below:
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Goal: «-like(mary, *0)
<— like(mary, xO) 
respect(john, xO)
<— smart(xO), famous(xO) «- writer(xO)
Figure 4.6.1 An SLD-IA tree for a LIKE database
In this tree, the resolution procedures stopped when the resolvents consist only of 
non-intensional literals. There are also two branches as in Examples 4.4.1 and 4.5.1. 
However, there is an important difference between this tree and those. Both branches 
of the SLD-IA tree are successful ones, while only the right branch was a successful 
one in the SLD tree and the SLD-EA tree. The reason is that intensional answers are 
independent of the current database state and represent the semantics of rules captured 
in an intensional database'*1. That is, an extensional database does not contain the fact 
famous(bob). Thus, this node was a failure node in the SLD tree and the SLD-EA 
tree. In the SLD-IA tree, this node is not further resolved since it consists of an 
extensional literal. As a matter of fact, this clause cannot be further resolved even if 
the extensional database contains the fact famous(bob). This is because the clause 
ramous(xO) contains a Skolem constant xO that cannot be unified with any other 
constant. Note that Figure 4.6.1 has two last resolvents, and thus there are two 
candidates for intensional answers. Since a candidate for an intensional answer is the 
negation of Rn, we have:
This problem is further discussed in Section 5.6.3.
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ans/fX) = -iR"
= —i (<— smart (xO), famous(xO))
= —i ( —i smart(xO) v  -ifamous(xO))
-  smart(X), famous(X)
Note that a Skolem constant xO was instantiated to a free variable X. The second 
candidate for an intensional answer can be computed similarly.
ansi'tX) = smart(X), famous(X) 
ansf2(X) -  writer(X)
These candidates are actually intensional answers. The usefulness of candidates is 
discussed in Section 5.6.
In the next section, we show examples that an SLD-IA tree results in a 
meaningless intensional answer*.
4.6.2. Examples of Problems
It has been discussed that most Prolog implementation of SLD resolution is not 
complete because of recursive rules with unbound depth-first search strategy. 
However, when an IDB does not have recursive rules, SLD resolution in Prolog is 
complete. Since it has been assumed that there are no recursive rules in an IDB, the 
SLD resolution with depth-first search can be applied to generate the intensional 
answers. However, the blind application of SLD resolution (or any other resolution) 
may result in meaningless intensional answers to a query. These undesirable cases 
can happen when an IDB has rules whose heads are the same comparison literals and
-f----------------
The precise definition of a meaningless intensional answer is given in Chapter 5. For the time 
being, it can be understood as an incorrect intensional answer or a non-acceptable intensional 
answer to a given query.
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whose bodies have different semantics each other. This point is illustrated below. 
Example 4.6.2:
Suppose we have the following EDB schema and IDB about car-dealcrship. This 
database is explained in Appendix B.
EDB Schema:
(dl): emp(Name, Salary, Job-type)
(d2): car(Cno, Model* Year* Price)
(d3): sold(Namef Cno)
IDB:
(rl): expenslve-car(CI) <— car(C l, M l, Y l, PI), g t(Pl, 20)
(r2): economic-car(C2) <— car(C2, M2, Y2, P2), -* gt(P2,5)
(r3): gt(S3,20) «— emp(N3, S3, manager)
(r4): gt(P3,20) <- car(C3, benz, Y3, P3)
Now let us consider the query find expensive cars that are sold out. The query can be 
written as Q(N, C) = sold(N, C), expensive-car(C)?. Then the goal clause by (4.6.2)
<— sotd(n0, cO), expensive-car(cO),
where nO and cO are Skolem constants. An SLD-IA tree, defined by Definition 4.6.1, 
can lead to a meaningless intensional answer as shown below.
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Goaki-soldtnO, cO), expensive-car(cO)
4-  sold(nO, cO), expenslve-car(cO)
<- sold(nO, cO), car(cO, M l, Y l, PI), gt(Pl, 20)
4— sold(nO, cO), car(cO, M l, Y l, PI), 
emp(N3, P I, manager)
(imeaningless answer)
<— sold(nO, cO), car(cO, M l, Y l, PI), 
car(C3, benz, Y3, PI)
4- sold(nO, cO), car(d), benz, Yl, PI)
(meaningful answer)
Figure 4.6.2 An SLD-IA tree that derives a meaningless intensional Answer
In the last resolvent of the left branch, semantically different variables are associated 
in two different extensional literals. That is, p i  in the literal car is the price of a car, 
while p i in the literal emp is the salary of an employee. Thus this resolution branch 
must be discarded, even though the leaf of this branch satisfies the definition of a 
successful branch of an SLD-IA tree.
An SLD-IA tree in Example 4.6.2 derived a meaningless intensional answer. 
This kind of meaningless resolution step can be avoided by considering the semantics 
of literals in database. Note that rules (r3) and (r4) have the same comparison literals 
in the heads, but their bodies have semantically different literals. Thus, rules (r3) and 
(r4) must be semantically treated based on their semantics represented in the bodies.
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In Section 5.2, the notions of relevant literals and relevant clauses are introduced to 
solve this problem. In Chapter 6, SLD resolution based on these notions is discussed.
There is another example in which SLD-IA trees cannot derive intensional 
answers even though intensional answers exist. This is the case when a rule has a 
constant in the head of the rule.
Example 4.6.3:
Suppose we have the following EDB schema and IDB about departmental database. 
This database is explained in Appendix C.
EDB Schema:
teaches(Tname, Dnanie, Cno) 
enroIled(Sname, Dname, Cno) 
dept(Dname, Cno, CHrs)
IDB:
(rl): teachfallen, math, Cno) <— dept (math, Cno, CHrs)
(r2): teach(baker, esc, Cno) <— dept(csc, Cno, CHrs)
(r3): teacher_of(S, T) <— enrolled (S, D, Cno), teach(T, D, Cno)
(r4): teach(T, D, Cno) «— teaches(T, D, Cno)
Let us consider a query who are Gray's teachers? This query can be written as 
Q(T) = teacher_of(gray, T)? The SLD-IA tree for this example is shown below:
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Goal: <—teacher_of(gray, tO)
«— teacher of(gray, tO)
I
<— enrolled (gray, D, Cno), teach(tO, D, Cno)
rl - ✓  %2 > v  r4
'  <— enrolled(gray, D, Cno), teaches(tO, D, Cno)
Figure 4.6.3 An SLD-IA tree that cannot derive an intensional answer
Here the second resolvent has a literal teach(tO, D, Cno). This literal can be resolved 
with only rule (r4) in the IDB. It cannot be resolved with the rules (rl) and (r2), which 
have the same semantic information with nile (r4). It is the constants alien in rule 
(rl) and baker in rule (r2) that prevent unification with the Skolem constant tO in 
literal teach(tO, D, Cno). To allow unification between them, rules (rl) and (r2) must 
be transformed into proper fonn. This problem is discussed in Section 3.2.
CHAPTER 5 
FORMALIZATION OF INTENSIONAL ANSWERS
5.1. Introduction
In a logical sense, an intensional answer defined by the statement (3.3.1) in 
Section 3.3.1 can be any formula regardless of the formula’s truth value. Thus, it is 
necessary to impose some conditions to ansj(X) to make them acceptable answers to 
a given query. Such conditions will be called restrictions imposed on anSj(X). In 
this chapter, such restrictions leading to acceptable meaningful intensional answers 
are formalized.
In Chapter 4. SLD-IA resolutions were used to derive intensional answers. As 
has been shown in Section 4.6.2, the blind application of an SLD-IA resolution can 
lead to meaningless intensional answers. Thus, the restriction strategies discussed in 
this chapter are imposed on SLD-IA resolutions so that they can derive meaningful 
intensional answers. A refined resolution strategy for deriving meaningful intensioanl 
answers, called an SLD-RC resolution, is discussed in Chapter 6.
The process of obtaining a meaningful intensional answer set can be described 
in three stages - pre-resolution stage, resolution stage, and post-resolution stage.
In the pre-resolution stage, two major actions will be taken - rule transformations 
and the identification of relevant literals and relevant clauses. At the stage of rule 
transformations, literals are checked for the assumption of unique intensional literals. 
Then a category of rules called non-term-restricted rules is transformed into term-
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restricted rules or extended term-restricted rules. Non-term-restricted rules prevent 
the derivation of intensional answers for some queries. A transformation rule into 
extended term-restricted rule is defined and proved. The query type which requires the 
transformation is discussed in Section 5.2. Second, an initial set of clauses is reduced 
to the set of clauses which are necessary only to process a given query. The notions 
of relevant literals and relevant clauses are introduced for this purpose and discussed 
in Section 5.3.
In the resolution stage, after resolution is performed, resolvents can be either 
simplified or discarded. Once a new resolvent is derived from two parent clauses, it 
may have unifiable literals within a resolvent. In this case, it is said that a clause has 
a factor and a factoring rule can be applied to simplify the resolvent. Resolvents can 
also be checked to see whether they contain any literals which can be evaluated. If 
all the arguments of a comparison literal are instantiated, then the literal can be 
evaluated. Based on this evaluation, the resolvent clause can be either simplified or 
discarded. These inference rules are discussed in Secdon 5.4.
In the post-resolution stage, the last resolvents in success branches of a resolution 
tree will be negated and be taken as candidates for intensional answers. This idea is 
justified in Section 5.5. Evaluable literals in each candidate formula will be tested 
against the EDB to remove the contradictory formulas and to remove the subformula 
which is a tautology. This strategy is discussed in Section 5.6.
Any answer from a success branch of an SLD-RC resolution tree is a meaningful 
intensional answer. However, the different branches of a resolution tree might have 
redundant formulas in the sense that one formula can be deduced from others. Based
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on these strategies, meaningful intensional answers and minimal intensional answers 
are formally defined in Section 5.7.
Section 8 discusses the constants which can appear in intensional answers. 
Finally, all these procedures are summarized in Section 5.9.
5.2. Rule Transformations
This section discusses the types of rules which are necessary for intensional 
query processing. Section 5.2.1 justifies the assumption of unique intensional literals. 
Section 5.2.2 defines a category of rules called term-restricted rules and extended 
term-restricted rules. Also the transformation of non-extended term-restricted rules 
into extended term-restricted rules is proved.
5.2.1. Transformation into Unique Intensional Literals
In Section 1.5, it has been assumed that a literal is either existentially defined or 
intensionally defined, but not both. Minker and Nicolas(Mink83J showed that one can 
always obtain such a partition by renaming the existential literal to p* and introducing 
a new rule p <— p*.
Without this assumption, an SLD-IA tree may not derive a unique tree. This is 
illustrated below.
Example 5.2.1:
Suppose we have the following artificial database.
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EDB Schema:
p i, p2, p3, p6
IDB:
p i *- p2, p4 
p i 4— p3, p5 
p4 4— p6 
p5 4— p2
Note that a leaf of an SLD-IA tree consists solely of non-intensional literals. Since p i 
was both extensionally and intensionally defined, two SLD-IA trees are possible for a 
query clause 4—p4, p i. In a tree (1), the literal p i in the second resolvent is treated as 
an extensional literal. In a tree (2), the literal p i in the second resolvent is treated as 
an intensional literal.
(1) (2)
4 -  p4, p i <- p4, p i
4 -  p6, p i  4— p6, p i
4— p6, p2, p4 4—p6, p3, p5 4— p6, p i
Figure 5.2.1 An example of two different SLD-IA trees for a query
In order to prevent the derivation of two different SLD-IA trees for a given 
query, the literal p i can be redefined by renaming p i in the EDB to pi* and by 
introducing a new rule p i  4— pi* in the IDB as in Example 5.2.1.
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Example 5.2*2:
From the database of Example 5.2.1, pi in the EDB is renamed to pi* and a new rule 
pi *— pi* is introduced to the IDB.
EDB Schema:
pi*, p2, p3, p6
IDB:
pi 4 -  p2, p4 




Now, an SLD-IA tree is uniqly defined for the query 4— p4, p i  below.
4— p4, p i 
4 -  p6, pi
«- p6, p2, p4 4—p6, p3, p5 4 -  p6, pi*
Figure 5.2.2 A unique SLD-IA tree of Figure 5.2,1 after the transformation of rules
5.2.2. Transformation into Extended Term-Restricted Rules
52.2.1. Term-Restricted Rules and Extended Term-Restricted Rules
A term in first-order logic is a constant, a variable, or a function. However, 
terms are usually assumed to be function-free in logic database community [Gall84]. 
Thus, a term is a constant or a variable in this dissertation.
The term-restricted rules are in a more strict form than are the range-restricted
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rules in their syntactic requirement. Range-restricted rules are first defined.
Definition 5.2.1:
A rule is called range-restricted if all the variables in the head of a rule appear in the 
body.
Example 5.2.3:
The first rule is range-restricted, while the second is not.
(rl): cannot_take(Sname, Cno) <— student(Sname, DegreeJPgm, 1), Cno = 3102 
(r2): tove(X, Y) <— good_person(X)
Definition 5.2.2:
A rule is term-restricted if all the terms in the head of a rule appear in the body of the 
rule.
Note that all term-restricted rules are range-restricted rules, but not vice versa.
Example 5.2.4:
The first rule below is term-restricted, while the second is not.
(rl): cannot_take(Sname, Cno) <— student(Sname, under, 1), Cno > 4000 
(r2): teach (baker, esc, Cno)«— dept(csc, Cno, CreditHr)
The rule (r2) is range-restricted but not term-restricted, since the constant baker does 
not appear in the body of (r2).
Definition 5.2.3:
A rule is extended term-restricted if it is term-restricted and does not have any 
constant in the head of a rule. Constants appearing in the head of a rule are called 
head constants.
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All extended term-restricted rules are both range-restricted rules and term- 
restricted rules, but not vice versa.
Example 5.2.4:
The following rule is a term-restricted rule, but not an extended term-restricted rule.
teach(X, esc, Cno) «- dept(csc, Cno, CredltHr), (X -  baker)
The head of a rule has a constant esc which appears both in the head and body. The 
constant esc is a head constant.
The reason we are defining a term-restricted rule is that we want all of the 
information in the head of a rule appear in the body. By this requirement, all the 
information in the head of a rule will appear in the subsequent resolvent when the rule 
is used in resolution. Using non-term-restricted rules or non-extended term-restricted 
rules in resolution for the derivation of intensional answers will prevent the derivation 
of intensional answers for some queries, even though intensional answers exist. This 
problem is discussed in Section 5.2.2.3. Thus, any rule that is not in extended term- 
restricted form in an IDB will be transformed into extended term-restricted rules.
S.2.2.2. Transformation Into Extended Term-Restricted Rules
In this section, we are interested in the transformation of non-term-restricted 
rules into extended term-restricted rules. Since term-restricted rules are a subclass of 
extended term-restricted rules, the transformation of rules into extended-term- 
restricted rules will automatically put them into term-restricted rule. In these rules all 
variables in the head appear in the body, but one or more constants do not. In this case
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we will transform the non-term-restricted rules into extended term-restricted rules as 
follows: Suppose a constant a is such a head constant. Then we replace a by the new 
variable X in the head, and append the equality (X = a) in the body.
Suppose we have a non-term-restricted rule as follows:
p(X „ * * • , Xm, a t, * ■ • , a„, b „  • • *, bk) <-
* * *»Xpi, a}«* * *»a„), (5.2.1)
where X^ 1 = 1, ■ • • ,  m  are variables, a i( 1 = 1, * * • ,  n are constants which appear both
in the head and the body, and b|( I = 1, — , k are constants which appear in the head
only. We transform the rule as follows:
p ( X „ • • • , X * , Z | f ■ , Z„, Y j , ***, Yk) «-
q(X j, * * *» Xm, 8 |, • * ■, a„), (Yj = b i), * * *, (Y | =  b^),
(Z | = a |) ,  * * * f (Zn = a„), (5.2.2)
where Yj and Zj, i = 1, * * ■ k and 1 — 1, • • * n are different variables from
Xj(J = l , I t  is proved that the formulas (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) are logically 
equivalent.
The proof of equivalence between the two formulas requires the notion of 
paramodutation [Chan73]. Paramoduladon, introduced by Robinson and Wos 
lRobi69J, is a special resolution procedure which can handle the equality literal.
Here, we briefly describe it enough to prove our theorem and leave the details to 
the references [for example, Chapter 8 of Chan73]. Paramodulation is a 
generalization of equality substitution which causes an equality substitution to take 
place from one clause into another. The resulting clause inferred from 
paramodulation is called paramodulant. For example, from the two parent clauses 
p(a) and (a = b), paramodulation infers the paramodulant p(b). The equality literal
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can also have other literals in the same clause and they are inherited by the derived 
clause. For example, from the two clauses, p(b) v  -.q(b) and (b = a) v —*r(Y), 
paramodulation infers the paramodulant p(a) v -«q(a) v —>r(Y).
Theorem 5.2.1:
The formula (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) are equivalent 
Proof:
We will establish (5.2.1) <=> (5.2.2).
(—») We prove (5.2.1) —> (5.2.2). By deduction theorem(Ende72], it suffices to show 
that (5.2.1) a -»(5.2.2) 1- □, where □  is the empty clause. The clause form of 
(5.2.1) is:
-•qtXj, * * • , Xm, a t, • ■ • , aa) v ptXj, • * • »Xm, at, • • • , aB, b*, * * *, bk) (a) 
The formula (5.2.2) after removing the implication symbol is:
-•{q(Xi, • • • , Xm, a„ • • *, a„), (Y, = bj), • • •, (Yk = bk),
(Z, = aj), • • *, (Z„ = a„)} v p(Xi, • * *, Xm, a„ * * *, aB, Y„ * * *, Yk) (b) 
The negation of the clause (b) for refutation is:
3X, • • *3Xm 3Z, • • • 3Zn3Yi • • • 3Yk (q(X„ • * •, Xm(a„ • • • ,a B),
(Y, = b,), • * • , (Yk = bk), (Z, = a,), • • *, (Z„ = aB),
“^ P(X|» • • * t Xm, Zj, • • • f Z„, Yj, * * *, Yk)} (c)
After skolemization, (c) becomes the following set of clauses.
{q(©i, * * *»«%, aj, • * *, a„), (i>i = bi), • • *, (ok “  bk),
(*i = «(), • * • , (x„ = aB), -ip(tn„ • * *, com, , x„, t>j, • * • , o k)}, (d) 
where, to  ^i = 1, • • *, m, x^ i = 1, • • • , n, and i - 1 ,  ■ ■ • , k are distinct Skolem
constants. From the clause set of the union of (a) and (d), we apply the
paramodulation. The two clauses, by paramodulation,
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(vt = b l)
-ip(«Oj, * • * , Xp * ‘ *, XB, U p t>2, * * * » t)fc) 
derives a new clause (e) below.
-ip(o>i, * * *, GW X p•* *, xB, bi, Dj, * * *, u k) (e)
Similarly, the repeated applications of paramodulation between the equality
literals related to in clause set (d) and clause (e) will eventually derive the
clause (0 as follows:
-ipt®!* *' •»<*w xv  * * •»V  bp b2, * • • , bk) (f)
The similar procedures of deriving (e) and (f) can also be applied to clause (f)
and equality literals related to X in (d). Thus, the following two clauses 
(Ti = a,)
-.p(Wp • • • , a>m, t p  * * *, bp b2, • • • , bk) 
will derive a new clause (g), by paramodulation, below.
-.p(o>p • • •, tom, a p t2, • * ■, x„, bp Uj, * ■ • , ok) (g)
Similarly, the repeated application of paramodulation between equality literals
related to x in (d) and (g) derives clause (h) below.
- <p((U|, * " , ap • " ,  a„, bp b3, * * * * bk)
Then, the remaining clauses are (a), (h), and (d), except equality literals, as
follows:
{ ~*q(Xp • , X m , 8 p a „ )  v p ( X p * * ' , Xm, 8],* * *»aB, b p • • • , bk), 
“ *P(G)p * ■ ’ , &mt ap  ■ • • , a„, bp b2, * * ■, bk), 
q(o>p • * *, G>m, ap  * * • , aB)}
Resolution among the three clauses above will derive the empty clause.
(+~) We prove (5.2.1) (5.2.2). Similarly, it suffices to show that (5.2.2) a  —1(5.2.1)
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h  Q  The clause form of (5.2.2) is:
-iq(Xi? • • • , Xm, a„ * • • , an) v -,(Y , = bt) v • • • v  -»(Yk = bk) v 
-i(Z t = a,) v • * * v  -»(Za = a„) v pfX^ • • *, Xmt aj, * * *, a„, Yi, * * • ,YkXa) 
The clause form of (5.2.1) is:
-»q(Xi, * * *, Xn , aj, • * • , a„) v  p(X„ ■ * • , Xm, a „  * * • , aa, b„  • • • , bk) (b)
The negation of clause (b) for refutation is:
3X | • • • 3Xm (q(X4, • • • ,  Xm, a „ •*•,  a„),
-.p(Xi, ■ ■ • , Xm, a „  • • • , an, bi, * * *, bk)) (c)
After skolemization, formula (c) becomes the following two clauses:
q(o>i» ‘ ■ *. to,,,, a j ,* * ’ , a„), - .p (0)i, • * • ,  (On,, a !t • • • ,  a„, b lt * * • ,  bk), (d)
where tOj l = 1, • * *, m are distinct Skolem constants. The resolution from the
clause set of the union of (a) and (d) will result in
-'(b ! -  bi) v  * ■ * v  -»(Yk »  bfc), 
which is again reduced to the empty clause. ■
Note that every fact is a non-term restricted rule, but we do not convert it to a 
term-restricted rule.
Example 5.2.6:
A non-term-restricted rule in Example 5.2.4 was:
teach(baker, esc, Cno) «— dept(csc, Cno, CreditHr)
This rule can be transformed into extended term-restricted rule by the rule (5.2.2) 
described above.
teach(X, Y, Cno) <— dept(csc, Cno, CreditHr), (X -  baker), (Y = esc)
Actually this rule can also be written as follows:
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teach(X, Y, Cno) <— dept(Y, Cno, CreditHr), (X = baker), (Y = esc)
S J .2 J . Types of Queries which Require Term-Restricted Rules or Extended 
term-Restricted Rules
Not all intensional queries require rules to be in a term-restricted form. 
Example 4.6.3 in Section 4.6.2 is an example that an SLD-IA tree could not derive 
intensional answers because rules were not in a term-restricted form. Let us study the 
relationships between queries and rules to see what types of queries require rules to be 
in a term-restricted form or extended term-restricted form.
Let us consider two queries using the database in Example 4.6.3.
Qi(T) = teacher_of(gray, T) Who are Gray’s teachers ?
Q2(S) = teacher_of(S, baker) Who are Baker’s students ?
Note that Qi(T) has a variable in the second argument, while Q 2(S) has a variable in
the first argument. The goals for SLD-LA trees are;
Gj = *-teacher_of(gray, 10)
Gj = «-teacher_of(sO, baker)
Note that the SLD-IA tree for G | is the same as Figure 4.6.3, but it is reproduced for 




4-  teacher_of(gray, 10)
i— enrolled(gray, D, Cno), teach(tOf D, Cno)
enrolled(gray, D, Cno), teaches(tO, D, Cno) 
Figure 5.2.3 An SLD-IA tree Tor a query teacher_of( gray, T) in DEPARTMENT database
Goal: 4—teacher_of(sO» baker)
4 -  teacher of(s0, baker)
Intensional Answers for this tree
I f  a student S is enrolled in Course Cno o f esc department, then S is a Baker's student. 
ans/(S) = 3Cno BCHrs enrolled(S, esc, Cno), dept(csc, Cno, CHrs)
I f  a student S is enrolled in Course Cno of D department which Baker teaches, 
then S is a Baker’s student.
anS|2(S) = 3D 3Cno enrolled(S, D, Cno), teaches(baker, D, Cno)
Figure 5.2.4 An SLD-IA tree for a query teacher_of[S, baker) in DEPARTMENT database
4— enrolled(sO, D, Cno), teach( baker, D, Cno)
<• enrolled(sO, esc, Cno), 
dept(csc, Cno, CHrs)
4— enrolled(sO, D, Cno), 
teaches(baker, D, Cno)
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Note that both queries use non-term-restricted rules (r2) in Figure 5.2.3 and 
Figure 5.2.4. While the second query in Figure 5.2.4 could derive intensional answers 
with rule (r2), the first query could not derive intensional answers with this rule. Also 
note that a variable in a query becomes a Skolem constant in a goal of SLD-IA trees. 
Thus the variable T in Qj(T) introduces a Skolem constant tO and the variable S in 
Q2(S) introduces a Skolem constant sO. Rule (r2) is a non-term-restricted rule because 
of the constant baker in the head of (r2). The constant baker in rule (r2) fails to unify 
with (0 in Figure 5.2.3, while the constant baker in (r2) can unify with the same 
constant baker in Figure 5.2.4. Thus, i f  the term which makes a rule non-term- 
restricted is to be unified with Skolem constants (i.e., variables appearing in a query 
formula), then the rule should be converted into term-restricted rules.
By transforming the non-term-restricted rules into term-restricted rules, all 
intensional answers for the query can be derived. This is illustrated below.
Example 5.2.7:
Rules after transformation Into term-restricted rules:
(rl): teach(T, math, Cno) «- dept (math, Cno, CHrs), (T = alien)
(r2): teach(T, esc, Cno) <— dept(csc, Cno, CHrs), (T = baker)
(r3): teacher_of(S, T) <— enrolled(S, D, Cno), teach (T, D, Cno)
(r4): teach(T, D, C no)«— !eaches(T, D, Cno)
Query: who are Gray’s teachers? Q(T) = teacher_of(gray, T)?
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«- teacher_of(gray, tO)
<— enrol led (gray, D, Cno), teach(tO, D, Cno)
<— enrolled(gray, math, Cno), 
dept(math, Cno, CHrs), 
(10 s  alien)
<— en rolled (gray, esc, Cno), «— enrolled(gray, D, Cno), 
dept(csc, Cno, CHrs), teaches(tO, D, Cno)
(tO = baker)
Intensional Answers for this tree
answer) = 3Cno 3CHrs enrolled(gray, math, Cno), dept(math,Cno, CHrs), (T = alien) 
ansj2(T) = 3Cno BCHrs enrolled(gray, esc, Cno), dept(csc, Cno, CHrs), (T -  baker) 
ans3(T) -  3 0  3Cno enrol led (gray, 0 , Cno), teaches(T, D, Cno)
Figure 5.2.5 An SLD-IA tree with term-restricted rules in DEPARTMENT database
Three intensional answers have been derived after transforming the non-term- 
restricted rules into term-restricted rules.
In Example 5.2.7, transforming rules into term-restricted rules solved the 
problem. However, we can generalize this discussion to extended term-restricted 
rules. Note that if a query contains a variable, this variable becomes a Skolem 
constant in the root of a SLD-IA tree. Thus, any constant in the head of a rule cannot 
be unified with this Skolem constant. It is therefore the variables appearing in a query 
that require rules to be in either term-restricted or extended term-restricted form. 
Since a query always contains variables in our problem, we will transform any rule 
which has at least one constant in the head of a rule into extended term-restricted 
form.
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5.3. Reducing an Initial Set of Rules
Obviously, not all the rules in an 1DB and facts in an EDB are used to process a 
given query. In this section, two strategies are discussed to reduce an initial set of 
rules to a smaller set of rules which are actually needed to derive the intensional 
answers for a given query. We first discuss pure literals and then propose the notions 
of relevant literals and relevant clauses for this purpose. We will show that the notion 
of a pure literal is not powerful enough to reduce a set of clauses to those clauses of 
interest in the processing of a given query. That is, we show that a set of pure literals 
is a subset of a set of non-relevant literals. Especially, we argue that the notion of 
pure literals cannot be used to avoid semantically meaningless resolution. We show 
that the notions of relevant literals and relevant clauses can be used to avoid the 
meaningless intensional answers.
5.3.1. Pure Literals
The conventional method to reduce the clauses which will never be used during 
resolution is to use the notion of pure literals LLove78j. We give a definition for the 
pure literal first.
Definition 5.3.1: (Pure Literal)
A literal p is pure if and only if the clause set S does not have its complementary 
literal -«p.
We call a clause with at least one pure literal a pure clause and a clause without 
any pure literals a non-pure clause. We use Lp to represent a set of pure literals, Cp 
for a set of pure clauses, and Cnp for a set of non-pure clauses.
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From the view point of refutation a pure clause can never be resolved into the 
empty clause, since it does not have a complementary literal. Thus we can remove the 
clauses having any number of pure literals.
Example 5.3.1:
Suppose we have the following database and a query as follows:
EDB Schema:
(rl): p i (r2): p2
(r3): p3 (r4): p7
IDB:
(r5): p4 <- p2, p5 (r6): pS < -  p6, pi
(r7): p6 <— p3
Query:
« -  Pl» P5
The set of clauses for resolution for the database above is:
(si): p i (s2): p2
(s3): p3 (s4): p7
(s5): p4 v ->p2 v  -ip5 (s6): p5 v -.p6 v - ,p l
(s7): p6 v -»p3 (Q): -«pl v -»p5
In the above clause set, since p4 and p7 do not have negative literals, the set Lp of 
pure literals is {p4, p7). Since the clauses ($4) and (s5) contain pure literals p7 and p4 
respectively, the set Cp of pure clauses is {s4, s5>.
However, the definition of a pure literal given in Definition 5.3.1 fails in a set of 
Horn clauses using the meta rule NAF. The example is shown below.
Example 5.3.2:
This example illustrates the conventional definition of pure literal fails in a Horn 
clause system that uses the NAF rule. Suppose we have the following EDB, IDB, and 
a query. Note that the following database is the same as that in Example 5.3.1 except
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rule (r6), which contains a —>p6 instead p6.
EDB Schema:
(rl): p i <r2): p2
(r3): p3 (r4): p7
IDB:
(r5): p4 «- p2, p5 (r6): p5 «— . p6, p i
(r7): p6 *- p3
Query:
« -  Pl» P5
The clause form of the rule (r6) is p5 v  pti v  - .p i  which becomes a non-Hom clause. 
Furthermore, p6 becomes a pure literal because p6 in a rule (r7) is also a positive 
literal. Thus, the rules (r6) and (r7) becomes a pure clause and will be removed. The 
set Lp of pure literals is {pi, p4, p6J. Hence, we cannot solve the query «— p i, p5 if 
we remove the pure clauses.
A pure literal in a Hom clause system using NAF can be stated by Proposition 
5.3.1 below.
Proposition 5.3.1:
In a set S of a Horn clause system using the meta rule NAF, a literal p is pure iff it is 
never used in the body of any rules or in a given query clause Q.
Proof:
In deciding the pureness of a literal in a Hom clause system, the fact that we are using 
NAF means that we need to ignore a negative symbol -t appearing in the body of a 
rule. Thus we can consider that a set S has no negative symbols in the body of rules. 
Then, we apply the definition of pure literal given in Definition 5.3.1.
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( + — )
(a) Suppose the literal p appears in the query clause Q. The clause form of Q is 
4— Q or -i Q. That is, p in a query clause is a negative literal. If p is an EDB- 
defined or an IDB-defined literal, then p is not a pure literal. However, if p is 
neither an EDB-defined nor an IDB-defined literal, then we are using a literal 
which is not defined in the database. Hence, the literals appearing in a query 
clause are not pure.
(b) Suppose the literal p appears in the body of a rule. If this p is defined either in 
an EDB or in an IDB, then p is not pure and resolvable. Again, if p is neither an 
EDB-defined nor an IDB-defined literal, then we are using a literal which is not 
defined in the database. Hence, the literals appearing in the body of a rule are not 
pure.
( - > )
Suppose the literal p is pure. Since p is pure, it is either a positive literal or a 
negative literal. Since every literal in a database has a positive literal (EDB- 
defined or IDB-defined literals are positive literals), p does not have negative 
literals. In a Hom clause system, negative literals can come only from a query 
clause or body of rules. Hence, p appears neither in a query clause nor in bodies 
of rules. ■
Example 5 J J :
(a) If we apply Reposition 5.3.1 to Example 5.3.1, the literals p4 and p7 are pure 
literals since they do not appear either in a query clause ex’ in a bodies of rules.
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(b) If we apply Proposition 5.3.1 to Example 5.3.2, still the literals p4 and p7 are 
pure literals.
These two examples show that Proposition 5.3.1 always works in a set of Hom clause 
systems regardless of the existence of negation in the bodies of rules.
5.3.2. Relevant Literals and Relevant Clauses
In this section, we define the relevant literals and the relevant clauses which are 
only literals and clauses involved in resolution derivations for a given query. There
are two major roles of relevant literals. First, they are used to eliminate unnecessry 
rules which are not used for the derivation of answers. Second, we have shown that, in 
Section 4.6.2, using comparison literals in the head of rules may derive a meaningless 
intensional answer. Thus, the notion of relevant literal is used to eliminate rules that 
are semantically unrelated rules to a given query.
Definition 5.3.2:
Let S be a set of database clauses consisting of (IDB) u  (EDB), Q(X) be a query 
clause, and L q  be a set of literals contained in Q(X). Then a set L r of relevant literals 
to a query Q(X) is defined recursively as follows:
(1) For any literal p € Lq, p e  Lr
(2) Consider a rule r e  S which is in the form of a t -  bt, b2, * * * , bm , where 
m a 0, and a literal p e  Lr  Suppose there exists a most general unifier 0 
between a and p.
(a) If a is not a comparison literal, then both a e  Lr and b je  Lr, where 
i = 0, * • *, m.
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(b) If a is a comparison literal and there exists at least one b( such that bt e  Lr,
then both a € Lr and b| e  Lr, where i = 0, • * • , m.
(3) No other literals are relevant
The conditions (1) and (2) of the above definition can be informally stated as 
follows:
(1) Any literals in a query clause are relevant literals.
(2) Suppose the head of a rule can unify with other relevant literals.
(a) If the head of the rule is not a comparison literal, then all the literals in the 
rule are relevant literals.
(b) If the head of the rule is a comparison literal and the body of the rule
contains at least one relevant literal, then all other literals in the body of the
rule are relevant literals.
The literals defined by the condition (1) are called directly relevant literals and 
those defined by the condition (2) are called indirectly relevant literals. Any literals 
which are not relevant literals are called non-relevant literals. A set of non-relevant 
literals is represented by Lnr
Note that the facts in an EDB are tested for relevant literals by the condition (2)-
(a), since a fact is a rule without body.
In the definition of a relevant literal we have treated the comparison literals in a 
special way. The reason is that the comparison literals themselves have no semantic 
meaning. Their semantics depends on other literals. They just perform the 
comparison operation using their arguments. Thus we also call the comparison
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literals semantically incomplete literals for this reason. More generally, if the 
semantics of a literal is dependent on other literals, we call it a semantically 
incomplete literal.
Since the pureness of a literal is decided by the syntactic criteria - whether its 
complementary literal occurs or not in a clause set - the definition of pure literals is 
syntactical rather than semantical. On the other hand, the definition of a relevant 
literal is semantical, since the relevance of a literal is decided by the sequence of 
resolution derivation invoked by a query.
It is also worth noting that relevant literals always occur as a pair in the set Lr: a 
positive literal and a negative literal, because of the unification between them. Thus it 
is convenient to use only the predicate names without their signs. Hence, we 
represent the set of relevant predicate names as Lr.
Definition 5.33:
Let S be a set of database clauses consisting of (IDB} u  {EDB}, Q(X) be a query 
clause, and Lr be a set of relevant literals. Then a set Cr of relevant clauses to a query 
Q(X) is defined recursively as follows:
(1) Q ( X ) e C r
(2) Consider a literal p c  Lr and a rule r e  S which is in the form of 
a <— bt, l>2, * * * , bra , where m £  0. Suppose there exists a most general unifier 
0 between a and p.
(a) If a is not a comparison literal, then r € Cr.
(b) If a is a comparison literal and there exists at least one bt such that bj e  Lr,
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then r  e  Cr.
(3) No other clauses are relevant.
Informally, the conditions (1) and (2) of above definition of relevant clauses 
can be stated as follows:
(1) A query clause is a relevant clause.
(2) Suppose the head of a rule can unify with other relevant literals.
(a) If the head is not a comparison literal, then the rule is a relevant clause.
(b) If the head is a comparison literal and the body of the rule contains at least
one relevant literal, then the rule is a relevant clause.
All the other clauses are called non-relevant clauses.
A set of relevant clauses is represented by Cr and a set of non-relevant clauses is 
represented by Cnr. The set Cr of relevant clauses are interesting clauses to a given 
query, while the set Cnr of non-relevant clauses are not interesting clauses to a given 
query. The relevant clauses are those which are actually used in deriving the answers 
for a given query. We also note that the relevant clauses must contain at least one 
relevant literal, but not all clauses containing relevant literals are relevant clauses 
Example 5.3.3 below shows this.
Example 5.3.3:
To show the notions discussed in this section, we use the database of Example 5.3.1.
EDB Schema:
(rl): p i (r2): p2
(r3): p3 (r4): p7
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IDB:
(r5): p4 <— p2, p5 (r6): p5 <— p6, p i
(r7): p6 «- p3
Query:
(Q): <- p i, p5
The set of parameters discussed so far is shown below:
The set Lp of pure literals -  {p4, p7)
The set Cp of pure clauses = {(r4), (r5)}
The set Lr of relevant literals = {pi, p3, p5, p6}
The set Lnr of non-relevant literals -  {p2, p4, p7)
The set Cr of relevant clauses -  {(Q), (rl), (r3), (r6), (r7)>
The set CBr of non-relevant clauses = {(r2), (r4), (rS)}
Note that rule (r3) contains a relevant literal p5, but it is not a relevant clause since its 
head literal p4 is not a relevant literal. That is, a clause in which the relevant literals
appear only in the body, and not in the head, is not a relevant clause.
5.3.3. Relationships Between Pure Literals and Relevant Literals
We show that the set of pure literals and the set of pure clauses to a query are 
subsets of the set of relevant literals and the set of relevant clauses to the query, 
respectively. This shows that, in simplifying a set of clauses for resolution, our notion 
of a relevant literal is more powerful than the conventional method of a pure literal. 




Let S be a set of Hom clauses, Lp be a set of pure literals, Lnr be a set of non-relevant 
literals, Cp be a set of pure clauses, be a set of non-relevant clauses, and Q be a 
query clause. Then we have:
(1): LpCL,,,. (5.3.1)
(**): Cp £  Cnr (5.3.2)
Proof:
0) L p C L nr
Let p be a literal. We show that if p e  Lp, then p € Lnr. Since p is a pure
literal, by Proposition 5.3.1, it does not appear in a query clause Q or in the
bodies of rules. Since p does not appear in Q, it is not a directly relevant 
literal. Since p does not appear in bodies of rules, it can never become an 
indirectly relevant literal. Since it is neither a directly relevant nor an 
indirectly relevant literal, it is not a relevant literal. Hence, p e Lnr.
(ii): CpCCa,.
Let c be a clause such that c e Cp. Then c is a clause with at least one pure 
literal. Then there are two possibilities.
(a) c is an extensionally-defined unit clause. Since c itself is a pure literal, it 
is never used in the bodies of rules or in a query. The only way for the 
extensional literal to become a relevant literal is to be used in a query 
clause or bodies of rules. Hence, c is a non-relevant clause.
(b) c is a clause whose head is a pure literal in the form of
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p <—q l, q2, — , qn, where n £ 1. In order for a clause to be a relevant 
clause, its head literal must be able to unify with any of the existing 
relevant literals. Since p is pure, it does not have its negative literal. 
Thus, c cannot be a relevant literal. Hence, c is a non-relevant clause.
■
The implication of this theorem is that once a set of non-relevant clauses is 
removed, a set of pure clauses is automatically removed. Hence, from now on, we are 
only concerned with relevant clauses.
Example 5.3.4:
Look at Example 5.3.3.
53.4. Avoiding Meaningless Resolution Using Relevant Clauses
It has been discussed that when an IDB contains rules whose heads are 
comparison literals meaningless intensional answers may be derived. Cholvy and 
Demolombe do not discuss the strategy of avoiding meaningless resolution among 
non-interesting predicates or different domains, in those cases. To solve this problem, 
we use the notion of relevant literals and relevant clauses defined in the previous 
section.
In Section 4.6.3, we showed an example of an SLD-IA tree which derives a 
meaningless intensional answer. In this section, we show that if we restrict the 
introduced clauses (defined in Section 4.1) to relevant clauses we can avoid deriving 
such answers. This is shown below.
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Example 5.3.5:
We use the same database and the query of Example 4.6.2 in Section 4.6.3 to 
illustrate the idea.
The query was: <— sold(N, C), expensive-car(C) ?, asking to find expensive cars that 
are sold out. Now we compute the parameters for non-relevant clauses. They are:
Pure Literals Lp = ( economic-car }
Relevant Literals Lr = { sold, expensive-car, car, gt )
Relevant Clauses Cr = ( d2, d3, r l, r4, Q )
Non-relevan* Clauses Cnr = {dl, r2, r3 }
Pure Clauses Cp = { r2 }
Note that the rule (r3) is not a relevant clause since emp e Lr, while (r4) is a relevant 
clause since car e  Lr  Thus (r3) will not be used in deriving the intensional answers
for the given query. An SLD-IA tree which takes only relevant clauses as introduced
clauses is shown below.
<— sold(nO, cO), expenslve-car(cO)
«- sold(nO, cO), car(cO, M l, Y l, PI), g t(P l, 20)
I
<— sold(nO, cO), car(c0, M l, Yl, PI), car(C3, benz, Y3, PI)
sold(n0, cO), car(c0, benz, Y l, PI)
Figure 5.3.1 An augmented SLD-IA tree with a notion of relevant clauses 
to a query sold(N, C), expensive-car(C) ? in a CAR-DEALERSH1P database.
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The intensional answer from the tree of Figure 5.3.1 is:
ansi(N, C) = 3Y1 3P1 sold(N, C) a  car(C, benz, Y l, PI).
It can be interpreted as I f  a salesman N sold out the car C whose model is benz, then 
it is a expensive car that is sold out.
If we compare Figure 5.3.1 with Figure 4.6.2, Figure 5.3.1 has only one branch while 
Figure 4.6.2 has two branches. Since the rule (r3) is not a relevant clause, it is not 
resolved with gt(Pl, 20) in the second resolvent Hence, we removed a meaningless 
intensional answer by using the notion of relevant literals.
5.3.5. Relevant Literals and Intensional Answers
In this section, a relationship between relevant literals and intensional answers is 
discussed. It has been argued that it is necessary to impose some restrictions on the 
definition of intensional answers given by (3.3.1) to make them meaningful.
If only relevant clauses are used as introduced clauses for an SLD-IA tree, then 
all the literals appearing in subsequent resolvents will consists of relevant literals. 
Since relevant literals are those which are necessary to derive meaningful intensional 
answers, this restriction does not affect our answers. Thus, one of our restriction to 
anS|(X) is to enforce the condition that intensional answers must consist o f relevant 
literals. It can be written as follows:
Restriction 1 to the ansi(X):
Let T be a database theory, Lr be a set of relevant literals in T  to a query Q(X), and 
L»it4 (X) be a s^t of literals in ansj(X) to a query Q(X). Then a set ANS/fQ) of 
intensional answers with the restriction 1 is defined as follows;
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ANSi(Q)={ ansjCX): T h  VX(ans,(X) -> Q(X)) and
(L .» ,(X )C L r)}  (5.3.3)
5.4. Simplification of Resolvents
In this section, we consider the strategies to remove the redundant resolution 
steps during the derivation of intensional answers. Three strategies are discussed: 
factoring, subsumption, and evaluation of comparison literals. Factoring is an 
inference rule which is used within a clause. Subsumption is an inference rule which 
deletes a clause based on another clause. However, we show that SLD resolutions do 
not need subsumption test. A comparison literal whose arguments are all instantiated 
can be evaluated.
5.4.1. Factoring
This is an inference rule which can simplify a clause which has a factor. A 
factor is a simplified clause obtained by applying the most general unifier to the clause 
and removing all but one of the unified literals. For example, the factor of a clause 
p(X, a) v p(b, Y) v  q(W, Z) is p(b, a) v q(W, Z) with the unifier of {b/X, a/Y).
However, the blind application of factoring might result in a contradictory 
answer as in the example below.
Example 5.4.1:
Let us take a familiar example defining grandfather relation, gf(X, Y), saying that X is 
a Y's grandfather if there is a person Z such that X is a father of Z and Z is a father 
of Y. Here, the rule is defined as follows:
gf(X, Z) «- father(X, Y),father(Y, Z).
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Suppose the query is gf(l), V) asking who is the grandfather of whom. Then 
resolution between ->gf(U, V) and gf(X, Z) v —ifather(X, Y) v -ifather(Y, Z) results 
in the resolvent -«father(X, Y) v -»father(Y, Z) by the unifier of {X/U, Z/V). 
Applying factoring to the above resolvent results in -ifather(Z, Z) by the most 
general unifier {Y/X, Z/Y}. Then the intensional answer will be a contradictory 
formula f(Z, Z), which means a person is a father of oneself.
The problem in Example 5.4.1 comes from the fact that an argument in each 
position of a literal has a designated semantics in a database. For example, in 
father(X, Y), X is a father and Y is a X's son. As in this case, most database literals 
and their arguments have a specific meaning. It is evident from these observations 
that we must limit the factoring operation to those cases where the result o f factoring 
is consistent with the database semantics. (In conventional database systems, this 
problem is solved by accessing the factual data of a database.) One way to implement 
this strategy is not to perform the factoring operation when the same term appears in 
different position o f argument in the literal. We give several examples.
Example 5.4.2:
Let us consider Example 5.4.1 again. The resolvent was:
-ifather(X, Y) v -ifather(Y, Z)
Since the variable Y appears in the different position of the same literal, we do not 
perform factoring.
Example 5.4.3:
Suppose we have the following resolvent: man(X, Y) meaning that X is a manager
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of Y.
-iman(xO» Y) v  -iinan(xO, Y)
In this case we can perform factoring since the variable Y appears in the same 
position. The result is -»man(xO, Y).
5.4.2. Subsumption
Generally, resolution process can produce not only tautologies but also 
subsuming clauses. Thus we need to check for both tautologies and subsumptions as 
we perform resolution. We discuss subsumption first and show that SLD resolutions 
do not need subsumption tests.
The subsumption strategy allows the deletion of a clause based on other clauses. 
A clause Sj subsumes a clause S2 if there exists a substitution a  such that the literals 
of S|CT are a subset of the literals of S2 [Chan73]. In this case, we can delete the 
subsumed clause S2, since every model of Sj is also a model of S2. For example, let 
S( be p(U, V) v  q(Z, Y) and S2 be p(X, a) v  q(b, Y) v  r(Z, b), where a and b are 
constants and X, Y, Z, U, and V are variables. Then the clause Sj subsumes the 
clause S2, since there is a substitution {X/U, a/V, b/Z) which makes S2a  c  S2.
Removing a subsumed clause does not change the satisfiability of a clause set. 
That is, the set of clauses after eliminating a subsumed clause is satisfiable iff the 
original set is satisfiable [Chan73J.
As we can see from the above example, the subsumed clause has a large number 
of literals than the subsuming clause does. Thus the number of literals of the
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resolvent from the subsumed clause is larger than that of the resolvent from the 
subsuming clause. The more literals the resolvents have, the greater the number of 
resolution steps we need to derive the empty clause. Therefore, we want to remove 
subsumed clause for efficient resolution.
In SLD resolutions, since we are always performing resolution between either a 
query clause or a resolvent and a database clause, we do not need the subsumption 
tests. More specifically, this can be shown below.
Example 5.4.4:
Suppose we have a resolvent«— p, q in an SLD-like resolution. The clause form of the 
resolvent is ->p v  —>q. The possible form of subsumed clause by the resolvent 
—ip v  —»q can be either of the following:
(a) A clause that contains a complementary literal o f subsuming clause. For 
example, —«p v  —<q v  p or -ip v  —»q v  q. In this case, these are tautologies. They 
will be removed by the test of a tautology.
(b) A clause that does not contain a complementary literal o f subsuming clause. For 
example, -ip  v  -»q v  r, where r  is a disjunction of literals that does not contain p 
or q. In this case, this clause will not be involved in subsequent resolutions since 
it does not have any complementary literal of p or q.
Thus, we will not be further concerned with the subsumption test.
5.4.3. Evaluable Comparison Literals
The comparison literal in a resolvent of an SLD-IA tree can be evaluated to truth 
value if all the arguments of the literal are instantiated. For example, gt(15,20) can
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be evaluated while gt(X, 20) cannot be evaluated. We say that a literal like gt(15,20) 
is evaluable and a literal like gt(X, 20) is not evaluable.
Suppose a resolvent r contains a evaluable literal p. Then, r can be written as a 
negative clause <— p, q, where q is a conjunction of other literals. The clause form of 
r is -ip v —iq. Now there are three possibilities to handle -ip v -iq.
(1) Reduce *- p, q to «— q when p is evaluated to true. This is shown below.
<-p»q
a  —ip v  —>q 
* -i(True) v ->q 
m (False) v -iq
h  —i q
(2) Discard the branch o f the resolution tree when p is evauated to false.
«-p»q
m -ip v —«q
■ -i(False) v -iq 
a (True) v -iq
■ True
Since the resolvent is evaluated to true, the clause set is satisfiable and cannot 
derive the empty clause. Thus the resolution branch can be discarded.
(3) Keep p when p cannot be evaluated.
5.5. The Last Resolvent in a Resolution Tree
In this section, we show first-order logical representations of the last resolvent in 
several way. Then we show that the last resolvent is a logical consequence of a goal 
and an IDB. As a result, we argue that we can ignore all intermediate resolvents and, 
for the intensional answers to a given query, take only the last resolvents from a
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resolution tree.
5.5.1. The Last resolvent
In Section 4.6, we defined the last resolvent as the leaf of the success branch of 
an SLD-IA resolution tree. The last resolvent therefore consists only of non- 
intensional literals that are either extensional literals or comparison literals. While we 
are deriving the intensional answers, we might have many intermediate resolvents 
before we reach to a leaf of an SLD-IA tree. By the definition of intensional answers, 
all the intermediate resolvents could be intensional answers. However, in this section, 
we argue that we can take only the last resolvents as the candidates of intensional 
answers and ignore all other intermediate resolvents. In conventional query processing 
systems, the extensional answers to a query is computed from an EDB. Thus, it is 
reasonable to derive the intensional answers that consist of either extensional literals 
or comparison literals.
In Section 4.1 , we represented Rl as a resolvent of the 1th resolution derivation 
from a query clause. Let us assume that C1-1 e  {IDB} can be unified with R1-1. Then 
we have:
RestR*-1, C*-1) = Rl (5.5.1)
This just shows a representation between R1 and R1-1, but not a logical relationship 
between them. However, the soundness of resolution states that any formula derived 
by a resolution principle is a logical consequence of two parent clauses. That is, R1 is 
a logical consequence of R1-1 and C,_l:
R1"1 a  C1"1 -> R* (5.5.2)
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Or equivalently in the form of a rule:
R ' t - R ^ . C 1-1 (5.5.3)
Note that comma is used as a conjunction in the form of a rule. Based on this 
principle, the last resolvent can be formalized in the next section.
5.5.2. A Representation for the Last Resolvent
Let RD be the last resolvent of a branch of an SLD-IA resolution tree, where n is 
the number of resolution derivations from the query clause to the last resolvent. 
Since the leaf of an SLD-IA tree consists of non-intensional literals, the last resolvent 
Rn has the following property.
A property of the last resolvent:
Let p and q be literals in R" and RB~f, respectively. Let LjdB be the set of literals 
defined in an IDB. Then, for any p e  RB, p a  Lujb- Also there exists at least one 
q e R" -1  such that q e  LIDB.
This property directly comes from the definition of the leaf of an SLD-IA tree. 
This property states that the last resolvents consist only of non-intensional literals and 
R®-1  contains at least one intensional literal.
In the following, we derive a representation for the last resolvent based on the 
axiom (5.5.3). Let R° be the goal clause G and C1 elD B. (Note that the following 
derivation uses the form of a rule, and thus comma in a body of a rule is a 
conjunction.) Then we have:
R* 4r- R°, C°
Ra 4 -  R l, C 1
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R" 4-  Rn \  C”*1
Therefore,
R " 4— R " ” 1* C "-1
R" <- (R , Cn~2), C " '1
R“ 4 -  (R“~3, Cn_3), Cn“2, C°-1
R“ 4- R® C °,C 1, • • • , C" 2, Cn I
That is, as we could expect from the soundness of resolution, the last resolvent Rn is a 
logical consequence of the union of negated query clause and (IDB). Also R" is a 
logical consequence of both any intermediate resolvent and (IDB). (Note that this 
does not mean there is a direct relationship between two subsequent resolvents 
without involving (IDB). That is, we need (IDB) to represent the relationships 
between any two resolvents.) Thus, we just choose the negation of the last resolvent as 
a candidate for an intensional answer. Therefore, let R* be the last resolvent of ith 
success branch of an SLD-IA tree. Then we define a candidate of the i,b intensional 
answer as the negation of R" as follows:
S, = -.R,“ (5.5.4)
Thus, the formula which corresponds to the clause form S| becomes a candidate of an 
intensional answer. This restriction allows us to choose at most one intensional answer 
in each branch of a resolution tree. No formula is taken as an intensional answer if the 
candidate evaluates to contradictory. This problem is discussed in Section 5.6.
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According to the property of the last resolvent, every intermediate resolvent 
contains at least one intensional literal. Thus, if we take intermediate resolvents as 
intensional answers and, in addition, if we want to derive extensional answers from 
the intensional answers, then we need another inference step to derive those 
intensional answers to new intensional answers that consist only of non-intensional 
literals. Furthermore, the new intensional answers are the one that is converted from 
the last resolvent. Thus, when there is a possibility that we might want to compute 
extensional answers from intensional answers, taking intermediate resolvents needs 
extra inference to generate extensional answers.
5.5.3. A Generalized Representation for the Last Resolvent
In this section, we show a generalized representation of the last resolvent using 
the form of (5.5.1). Let R" be the last resolvent, R® be the query clause, and 
C1 e  {IDB}, where C1 is unifiable with R1 by their most general unifiers. Then, we 
have:
Res(Res( ••• (Res(Res(R*"',C*- 1),C D_I+I), ••• ) ,C®"2),C ""1) = R" (5.5.5)
Note that R 0-1 is an arbitrary intermediate resolvent Thus, (5.5.5) shows the 
relationship between an arbitrary intermediate node to the last resolvent. We explain 
the superscript in detail below.
(1) The number / is the number of resolution derivations which are necessary to 
derive the last resolvent from a given intermediate resolvent.
(2 ) The number n-i is the number of resolution derivations which are necessary to 
derive the intermediate resolvent from the query clause.
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Let us look at two extreme cases.
(1) If we take i ■ n, (5.5.5) shows a complete branch from the query clause to the 
last resolvent as follows:
Res(Res( • * * (Res(Res(R* C*), C1), ••• ), C " 2), C®"1) = R" (5.5.6)
(2) If we take i = 1, then (5.5.5) becomes a functional form which derives the last
resolvent.
Res(R"-1, C®"1) = R"
In (5.5.5), a sequence of C“- \  C*”l+I, * • • , C" -1  is determined by Q, IDB, and a
database search function. The sequence fixes a complete branch leading to the last
resolvent. That is, in a given sequence C"“\  Cn_l+1, • • *, C"-1, any intermediate
resolvents eventually leads to the same last resolvent.
5.5.4. The Last Resolvent and Intensional Answers
In a logical sense, any intermediate resolvents can be intensional answers. 
However, it has been shown that the last resolvent is a logical consequence of the 
union of the query clause and the (IDB). Also the last resolvent is a logical 
consequence of both any intermediate resolvent and the (IDB). Thus we take only 
the last resolvent as a candidate of intensional answer.
In Section 5.3.5, we imposed a restriction to ansj(X). Now we add one more 
restriction to ansj(X) as follows:
Restriction 2 to the anS((X):
Let T be a database theory, Lr be a set of relevant literals in T to a query Q(X), 
L«iimx> ** a set of literals in ansj(X) to a query Q(X), and Rn be the last resolvent of
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a branch in an SLD-IA resolution tree. Then a set ANS2(Q) of intensional answers
with the restrictions 1 and 2  is defined as follows:
A N SftQ M  ans,(X): T h  VX(ans,(X) -> Q(X)> and
C Lr) >
(ansj(X) = -iR")} (5.57)
5.6. Evaluation of EDB-defined Formulas
Facts defined in an EDB can be involved in intensional query processing. They 
can be used to define rules in an IDB or used in a query clause. Generally, we call 
the literal defined in an EDB an EDB-defined formula. In this section, we describe a 
modified compiled approach to handle EDB-defined formulas.
Cholvy and Demolombe [Chol8 6 ] suggest that all facts be changed into rules. 
For example, they argue that man(smith) must be converted to 
man(X) «- (X = smith). In general, they rewrite the fact R(alt • • • ,  an) into 
R(Xtf • • • ,  XB) <— ((Xj = aj), • * *, (XB = aB)); Xi are assumed to be universally 
quantified.
However, we argue that this conversion is inefficient and impractical where 
there is a large number of facts in EDB relations. The purpose of their transformation 
is to obtain intensional answers even when a query consists oniy of extensional 
literals. However, this approach is not consistent in the sense that these rules, 
transformed from facts, are not always used in resolution, when we infer from the 
examples used in (O 10I8 6 ]. They use the rules converted from the facts for the 
derivation of intensional answers from the query containing a fact; they do not use 
those rules in other cases. Note that using those transformed rules whenever it can be
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resolved introduces a lot of redundant resolution steps.
Here, we take a modified compiled approach for handling EDB-defined 
formulas during the derivation of intensional answers. That is, during resolution we do 
not evaluate EDB-defined formulas, but resolve only IDB-defined literals until we 
can not resolve further. When we finish a complete resolution process, we access 
EDB-defined relations and evaluate EDB-defined formulas, if they are evaluable. 
This strategy, known as compiled approach, is generally known to be more efficient 
than the interpreted approach, which accesses the EDB whenever needed, since 
compiled approach allows a query processor to access the EDB in a globally 
optimized manner by conventional database technology.
We call our approach a compiled approach in the sense that we defer the access 
to an EDB until we cannot resolve further. However, we call it modified in that we 
access an EDB relations only to evaluate EDB-defined formulas, if evaluable after 
accessing the EDB, not to instantiate the values of unknown attributes. This means we 
just look up the EDB relations to evaluate EDB-defined formulas so that any 
contradictory formulas can be removed and any tautological subfotmulas can be 
reduced.
5.6.1. Types of EDB-defined Formulas
In this section, we use the term argument when we mention a formula, while we 
use the term attribute when we mention database relations corresponding to the 
formula. Also we use the term hey arguments, which correspond to the term hey 
attributes. Note that we use the Prolog convention that variables begin with an upper
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case letter and string constants with a lower case letter
We distinguish four types of EDB-defined formulas depending on the 
instantiated information in the arguments of a relation. Let us use the relation, 
student(Sname, Degree_Pgm, Year) as an example, to demonstrate these types. The 
tuples in the relation student describes the student name, his/her degree program, and 
the number of years of studies. In the following we discuss the evaluation of EDB- 
defined formulas based on the instantiated values of arguments in the formula. There 
are four cases:
(a) When the values o f all the arguments are instantiated
When all the arguments in an EDB-defined formula are instantiated, we can 
evaluate the formula by accessing the corresponding relation in the database. 
For example, suppose we want to evaluate the formula student(david, under, 1). 
If student(david, under, 1) is a tuple in the relation student, then it evaluates to 
true. Otherwise it evaluates to false. Likewise student(david, phd, 1) becomes 
false since the second argument has a false value.
(b) When only the values o f key arguments are instantiated with non-key arguments 
uninstantiated.
In this case, we cannot evaluate the formula since we do not know the values of 
other uninstantiated attributes. For example, student(david, Degree_Pgm, 
Year) cannot be evaluated since the values of Degree_Pgm and Year are 
unknown.
(c) When the values o f key arguments are instantiated with non-key arguments 
partially instantaited.
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In this case we can evaluate the formula only when at least one instantiated 
argument has a false value. Even when the instantiated arguments have true 
values, the value of the formula still depends on the value of uninstantiated 
arguments. For example, student(david, phd, Year) is evaluated to false, if 
david is in the undergraduate program as assumed in the previous example. 
However, student(davld, under, Year) cannot be evaluated until the value of 
Year is known.
d) When the values o f key arguments are unbounded
In this case, we cannot evaluate the formula regardless of the boundness of the 
non-key arguments, since we cannot identify the fact corresponding to the 
specific formula. For example, in the formula student(Sname, under, 1) we do 
not know whom we are talking about.
5.6.2. Removing contradictory formulas
From the logical point of view, the answer ansj(X) defined by (3.3.1) can be any 
formula, since the false value of ansj(X) still makes the formula 
VX(ans,(X) -*■ Q(X)) true.
Thus, such contradictory answers should be removed from an answer set. There 
are three sources of contradictory formulas. Two of them have already been 
discussed. The blind application of the factoring operation can introduce 
contradictory answers as shown in Example 5.4.1. This type of contradictory 
formulas can be avoided by the performing factoring operation carefully as discussed 
in Section 5.4.1. Comparison literals which are evaluated to false are also
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contradictory, as discussed in Section 5.4.3. Contradictory formulas can also be found 
when EDB-defined formulas in the candidates of intensional answers turn out to be 
false after accessing the EDB. We want to remove these kinds of contradictory 
formulas from our answer set.
A candidate for intensional answers consists of one or more conjunctions of 
literals. An intensional answer is contradictory when at least one literal contained in 
the candidate of an intensional answer is evaluated to false against the EDB. 
Constants that can appear in intensional answers are only from either a query formula 
or rules. Thus we need to evaluate only those subformulas whose arguments have at 
least one instantiated value. When either the subformulas do not have any constants 
or the subformulas are classified as unevaluable by the criteria discussed in previous 
section, we do not need to access the database. Note that we assumed that constants 
appearing in a query formula (query constants) exist in the database. Without this 
assumption, we need to check all subformulas that have the query constants against 
the corresponding relation in the EDB.
Example 5.6.1:
We use example 5.2.7 in Section 5.2.2.3. There are three candidates for intensional 
answers derived for the query teacher_of(gray, T)?.
ans/(T) = BCno BCHrs enrolled(gray, math, Cno), dept(math, Cno, Cllrs), (T = alien) 
ans/fT) = BCno BCHrs enrolled(gray, esc, Cno), dept(csc, Cno, CHrs), (T = baker) 
ansifT) -  BD BCno enrolled(gray, D, Cno), teachea(T, D, Cno)
Suppose EDB relation enrolled has the following tuples.
I l l
enrolled Sname Dname Cno
gray math 1 0 0
gray phil 300
haas math 2 0 0
haas CSC 2 0 0
James hist 1 0 0
Subformula enrolled(gray,math,Cno) in ansj(T) is not removed since Gray is 
actually enrolled in math department. However, subformula enrolled(gray, esc, Cno) 
in ans/(T) is evaluated to false since Gray is not taking any esc courses as shown in 
the relation enrolled above. Thus the acceptable intensional answers in this case are 
only ansi (T) and ans/(T), but not ansj^T) under the database above.
Note that the fact that we are removing ans2(T) based on the fact in the EDB 
does not mean intensional answers are database-dependent We remove it because the 
query is asking specifically about Gray's teacher. We must return answers only in 
relation to Gray. That is, even though intensional answers are independent of database 
state, they are query dependent.
Note that, after removing all contradictory formulas, all intensional answers can 
be removed and the set of intensional answers becomes the empty set Since the 
empty intensional answer set can also be considered contradictory, this type of 
answers will be removed too.
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5.6.3. Query-constant-dependent Intensional Answers and Query-constant- 
independent Intensional Answers
In the previous section, aiu /(T ) has been removed from the set of intensional 
answers, since it is not related to the given query. Thus, even though ans/(T) is 
independent of particular database state, it is not considered meaningful to the given 
query. Answers like ansj(T) and ans/(T) are called query-constant-dependent (QCD) 
intensional answers; while answers like ansj*(T) is called query‘Constant-independent 
(QCI) intensional answers. Note that if a given query does not contain any constant, 
then QCD intensional answers are the same as QCI intensional answers.
However, there are some advantages including QCI intensional answers to the 
set of intensional answers. First, the set of intensional answers including QCI 
intensional answers becomes completely database-state-independent by ignoring 
query constants. However, we argued that this answer is not meaningful to the given 
query. Second advantage is in computational aspects. We do not need to access an 
EDB to check whether each intensional answer is contradictory against the EDB. 
Intensional answers can be derived using only an IDB without accessing an EDB at 
all. However, if QCI intensional answer is evaluated against the EDB, it derives an 
empty set of extensional answers since it is not related to the given query.
5.6.4. Removing tautological subformulas
A clause with a tautology is the one which has a literal p and and its 
complementary literal -ip. Since a tautology in a set does not affect the result of that 
set’s satisfiability, we can remove any tautologies from a clause. Likewise, a
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subfbunula which is a tautology can be reduced from the formula.
There are two types of tautologies during the derivation of intensional answers. 
First, if an evaluable comparison literal is evaluated to true, it can be reduced as 
discussed in Section 5.4.3. Second, if a ground subformula in a candidate of 
intensional answers is evaluated to true, then it can also be removed from the formula. 
A ground subformula is evaluated to true if the fact corresponding to the ground 
subformula exist in the EDB. We argue that this subformula can be removed from the 
answer formula as shown below.
The definition of intensional answers is:
T I- VX(anS](X) Q(X))
Suppose anS|(X) -  p i, p2. Note that comma in pi, p2 is a conjunction in our notation. 
Then we have:
T h V X «pl,p 2)-> Q (X ))
Suppose p2 is evaluated to true under the current database. Then we have:
T h  VX([pl, (true)] -* Q(X»
■ T h V X (p l—»Q(X))
For example, suppose a candidate for intensional answer is 
q(X, a), p(a, b), r(b, Y) and database relation p has a tuple p(a, b). Then subformula 
p(a, b) is removed from the candidate for intensional answers and the intensional 
answer becomes q(X, a), r(b, Y).
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5.6.5. EDB-defined form ulas and Intensional Answers
In Section 5.3.5, we imposed restriction 1 stating that an intensional answer 
must consist of relevant literals. In Secdon 5.5.4, we imposed restriction 2 stating that 
we can take only the last resolvent in an SLD-IA resolution tree as the candidate of 
an intensional answer.
In Sections 5.6.2 and 5.6.4, we discussed that an intensional answer must not be 
contradictory and must not contain any subfoimula which is a tautology. We designate 
these two conditions as restriction 3 and 4, respectively. We define a meaningful 
intensional answer based on these four restrictions in the next section.
5.7, Meaningful Intensional Answers and Minimal Intensional Answers
Various inferences rules and strategies to formalize intensional answers were 
discussed in previous sections. In this section, we formally define meaningful 
intensional answers and minimal intensional answers.
Definition 5.7.1:
An intensional answer, anS|(X), is meaningful if:
(1) it is relevant to a given query,
(2) it is the negated formula of the last resolvent of an SLD-IA resolution tree.
(3) it is a non-contradictory formula, and
(4) it does not have any subformula which is a tautology.
Otherwise, it is meaningless (or non-meaningful).
We will use anS(mr(X) when we need to emphasize the meaningful intensional
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answer. A set ANSimr(Q) of meaningful intensional answers can now be defined as 
follows:
Definition 5.7.2:
Let T be a database theory. Let Q(X) be a given query and G be a goal clause defined 
by *- Q(xO), where xO is a tuple of Skolem constant. Let Lr be the set of relevant 
literals to Q(X) and let Lq be the set of literals contained in a given query clause (i.e., 
a set of directly relevant literals). Let L>ngf(X) be the set of literals contained in 
ansj(X). Let R* be the last resolvent of a branch in a resolution tree whose root is G, 
where Rn consists only of non-intensional literals. Then, a set ANSf'fQ) of 
meaningful intensional answers is:
ANS,mr(Q)={ ansj(X): T  I- VX(ansj(X) -> Q(X)) and
(1). (l'mg|(X) C Lr) and
(2). (ans|(X) = -iR “) and
(3). (ansj(X) is not a contradictory formula ) and
(4). (ansi(X) does not contain any subformula
which is a tautology) (5.7.1)
The assigned numbers in ANSimr(Q) are the restriction numbers corresponding 
to those in Definition 5.7.1.
Note that we removed all of the intermediate nodes of a resolution tree from the 
definition of meaningful intensional answers. Also removed are any formulas which 
are contradictory or tautologies. Note that the empty formula corresponding to the
empty clause in a resolvent is also removed when the contradictory formula is
removed. Furthermore, a meaningful intensional answer must consist of relevant
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literals. The resolution methods discussed in Chapter 4 cannot avoid introducing non- 
relevant clauses into resolution derivations. A new resolution strategy - which can 
avoid introducing non-relevant clauses and whose success branch derives a 
meaningful intensional answer - is defined and discussed in Chapter 6 .
A set ANSJ,l,r(Q) of meaningful intensional answers, however, might contain 
redundant answers which are implied by other meaningful intensional answers. Thus, 
these redundant intensional answers can be further removed from ANS|mf(Q) by 
considering dependencies among the answers. Let us define redundant answers. 
Definition 5.7.3:
Let T be a database theory and Q  be a given query. In a set ANS|"f(Q) of meaningful 
intensional answers to the query Q, an intensional answer ans/(X) is redundant if 
there exist ans/, • • • , ansj(X) such that
TI-VX (F(ansj(X), ans,‘(X)) -> ans^(X)), (5.7.2)
where i £ 1, j > i, and F(a, ■ • • , b) is first-order logic language whose predicate
names are a, * * • , b.
We say a set of intensional answers are independent if there are no redundant 
answers in the set. A set ANSffQ) of minimal intensional answers can be defined in 
terms of both ANS/"f(Q) and independent answers.
Definition 5.7.4:
A set ANSim(Q) of intensional answers is minimal if all of its members are meaningful
and independent each other. Otherwise, it is not minimal.
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ANS,n (Q M  ans,(X): (ans,(X) e  ANS™r(Q )) and
(no an9|(X) is a redundant intensional answer)} (5.7.3)
These definitions of intensional answers will be used in SLD-RC trees, which are 
discussed in the next chapter.
In the following, wc compare our definitions of intensional answers to that of 
Cholvy and Demolombe’s given in (2.5.3).
(1) Their intensional answers are defined as first-order language built from a set of 
database predicates. However, this restriction can not remove any meaningless 
intensional answers to a given query. Our condition corresponding to this 
restriction is that intensional answers must consist of relevant literals. Since 
relevant literals are those which are actually used to derive meaningful 
intensional answers, our restriction is a more refined one.
(2) They do not remove, by definition, any intermediate resolvents as intensional 
answers. We argued that the last resolvent in a branch of resolution tree is a 
logical consequence of both a given query clause and a set of intensional 
database clauses. Also the last resolvent is a logical consequence of both an 
intermediate resolvent and a set of intensional database clauses. For this reason, 
we imposed the restriction that we will take only the last resolvent of a resolution 
tree.
(3) They do not remove any tautological subformulas. However, we argued, in 
Section 5.6.5, that we can remove any subformula which is a tautology from an 
intensional answer.
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(4) We have classified intensional answers by several criteria. An intensional answer 
is query-constant-independent (QCI), if the validity of query constants in the 
intensional answer is not checked against an EDB; query-constant-dependent 
(QCD), if the validity of query constants in the intensional answer is checked 
against an EDB; meaningful, if it satisfies the four conditions discussed in this 
chapter; minimal; if it is not redundant in the meaningful intensional answer set.
5.8. Constants Appearing in Intensional Answers
We note that the constants appearing in intensional answers are only those which 
appear in a query clause or rules. Since we do not instantiate the variables in formulas 
against EDB, even after accessing the EDB, no other constants can appear in the 
meaningful intensional answers and hence in the minimal intensional answers.
We say that our meaningful intensional answers are query-dependent in the sense 
that query constants are allowed to appear in meaningful intensional answers.
5.9. Summary of Formalization
In this chapter, we have discussed a three-stage formalizadon process to derive 
meaningful intensional answers and the minimal intensional answers.
Before starting the resolution, we remove all the non-relevant clauses. Since 
pure clauses are a subset of non-relevant clauses, removing non-relevant clauses will 
automatically remove pure clauses. Therefore, we do not need to compute pure 
clauses. In addition, in any rule which contains a constant a in the head of a rule, the 
constant a  is replaced by a new variable X, and the equality predicate (X = a) is 
conjuncted to the body of the rule.
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In the resolution stage, we check three restrictions for each resolvent. First, the 
two restrictions are related with any evaluable comparison literals in the resolvent. 
We check whether the resolvent contains any comparison literals in which all of their 
arguments are instantiated (i.e., evaluable)*. Then for each evaluable comparison 
literal, we discard the resolution branch if it is evaluated to false; while if it is 
evaluated to true we only remove the evaluable comparison literal from the resolvent. 
On the other hand, if a comparison literal is not evaluable, we keep it within the 
resolvent. We then check for a factor in the resolvent. If there is a factor in the 
resolvent, we perform the factoring operation as long as the result of factoring is 
consistent with the database semantics. We do not need to check for a subsumed 
clause, however, since an SLD-like resolution do not need this inference rule.
When the last resolvent consists only of non-intensional literals, we stop 
resolution. Then we negate the last resolvent and take it as a candidate for an 
intensional answer.
Finally, we access the EDB and evaluate EDB-defined formulas. If an EDB- 
defined formula in the candidate of an intensional answer is evaluable and is evaluated 
to false, then the candidate is discarded. If any subformula of the candidate is 
evaluated to true% then we reduce the candidate formula by removing the subformula 
from the candidate. Also removed is the empty set of intensional answers, since it is 
contradictory.
* Note that we represent the goal and each node of a resolution tree by a negative clause which is 
defined in (4.1.1), Thus each literal in a negative clause is a negative literal in a clause form as in 
(4.1,2). Therefore, the fact that a comparison literal evaluates to false in a node of a resolution 
tree implies that it evaluates to true in the clause form of (4.1.2), which means the clause is 
satisfiable. Hence we need to discard the resolution branch. Refer to Section 5.4.3 for detail.
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Note that we checked twice for the contradictory and the tautological formulas - 
in the middle of resolution and after the end of resolution by accessing the EDB. In 
the first case we check whether a resolvent contains any evaluable comparison literal 
which can be evaluated without accessing the EDB; in the second case, we check 
whether an intensional answer can be evaluated after accessing the EDB.
These procedures are summarized below.
Steps for Formalization of Intensional Answers
1 (Pre-resolution)
Transform rules which have constants in their heads into extended term-restricted rules 
Negate the query and convert it into the clause form 
Compute non-relevant clauses and remove them
2 (Resolution)
Repeat for all branches of a resolution tree 
Perform resolution
For each evaluable comparison literal in the resolvent 
If it is contradictory, then discard the current branch 
If it is a tautology, then remove it from the resolvent 
Perform factoring, if necessary and if
the result of factoring is consistent with database semantics 
Until a resolvent consists only of non-intensional literals or it can not be further resolved
3 (Post-Resolution)
Generate the candidates of intensional answers by negating all the last resolvents 
of the success branches of the SLD-IA tree 
For all candidates, evaluate evaluable EDB-defined formulas against the EDB 
Remove any contradictory formulas 
Remove any subformula which is a tautology 
Now the answers are meaningful intensional answers
4 (Minimal intensional answers)
Remove redundant answers from the answer set
CHAPTER 6 
INTENSIONAL QUERY PROCESSING (IQP)
In Chapter 4, the SLD-IA tree which derives intensional answers was defined. 
For a given query Q(X), an SLD-IA tree is an SLD tree whose root node is a goal 
4—Q(xO) and whose leaf of the success branch consists only of non-intensional 
literals.
However, the definition of an SLD-IA tree could not exclude the possibility of 
deriving meaningless intensional answers. Thus, in Chapter 5, a three-stage 
formalization process leading to rule transformations and to the impositions of four 
restrictions on anS|(X) has been discussed. Based on the four restrictions imposed on 
anSj(X), a meaningful intensional answer has been defined in Section 5.7.
In this chapter, we refine an SLD-LA tree to an SLD-RC tree by imposing four 
restrictions to an SLD-IA tree so that a success branch of an SLD-RC tree can derive 
a meaningful intensional answer. Since introduced clauses are limited to relevant 
clauses in an SLD-RC tree, it is proved that an SLD-RC tree is a subtree of an SLD- 
IA tree.
In section 6.1, the finiteness of an SLD-RC tree is proved. Also proved are the 
soundness and the completeness of an SLD-RC tree for intensional query processing 
(IQP). In section 6.2, an algorithm to derive meaningful intensional answers is 





In Section 4.6.3, we have showed an example in which an SLD-IA tree derives a 
meaningless intensional answer. In this section, we define an SLD-RC tree which can 
avoid deriving meaningless intensional answers by imposing four restrictions on an 
SLD-IA tree.
In an SLD-RC tree, introduced clauses are limited to relevant clauses as was 
discussed in Section 5.3. The relevant literals and relevant clauses are those which 
will be actually involved in resolution for the derivation of answers for a given query. 
They are determined by the relationship between the literals appearing in a query 
clause and database clauses.
In this approach, an SLD-RC tree is built based on the relevant literals and the 
relevant clauses. Every node of an SLD-RC tree consists of the relevant literals. Non- 
relevant literals do not appear in SLD-RC trees. Only relevant clauses will be 
introduced clauses for resolution. Non-relevant clauses are not introduced for 
resolution. That is, we search clauses in the database in a top-down fashion looking 
for relevant clauses, skipping non-relevant clauses even though they may be unifiable 
with the selected literal. As we stated in Chapter 4, we will use the selection function 
that chooses the first intensional literal from a goal clause. This is just for simplicity 




Let S be a set of non-recursive Horn clauses consisting of (1DB) u  (EDB}, where 
rules are in extended term-restricted form. Let Q(X) be a given query and G be the 
goal clause defined by <— Q(xO), where xO is a tuple with Skolem constants . Then 
the SLD-RC tree for the root of G, with a given selection function SF, is defined as 
follows:
(a) Each node of the tree is either a goal clause or its resolvent.
(b) The root node is G.
(c) Let 4-a)t • "  , am, * • • , ak (k £  1) be a node in the tree and suppose that an, is a 
selected literal for resolution. Then the node has a descendent for each relevant 
clause a « -b j ,  * * * , bq such that am and a are unifiable. Hie descendent is
(at , * * * , am_j, bj, •** , bq, am+1, * * * , ak) 0 
where 6 is the most general unifier of am and a.
(d) A node which consists only of non-intensional literals has no descendents. It is 
denoted as Rn and called the last resolvent.
Note that the last resolvent in condition (d) consists only of non-intensional 
literals. A resolvent which contains at least one intensional literal but cannot be 
further resolved is not the last resolvent by the definition.
If a comparison literal is used as the head of rules, the comparison literal is 
treated as an intensional literal as in SLD-IA trees.
Now we define a success branch and a failure branch of an SLD-RC tree.
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Definition 6.1.2:
Let Rn be defined as it was in Definition 6.1.1. A branch of an SLD-RC tree is a 
success branch if
(1) it contains R",
(2) —»Rn is not a contradictory formula under the database, and
(3) ~i Rn does not contain any subformula which is a tautology under the database.
Other branches are failure branches.
The success branch of an SLD-RC tree returns a meaningful intensional answer. 
However, it does not consider dependency relationships with other success branches. 
Thus, the success branches of an SLD-RC tree might contain redundant intensional 
answers. To obtain minimal intensional answers, the redundant answers, if any, must 
be removed. That is, a meaningful intensional answer is defined in terms of a success 
branch of an SLD-RC tree, while a set of minimal intensional answers is defined in 
terms of an SLD-RC tree.
There are important differences between an SLD-IA tree and an SLD-RC tree. 
While, in the latter, introduced clauses can be any unifiable clauses, in the SLD-RC 
tree they are limited to relevant clauses. The two trees differ as well in the manner in 
which their success branches are defined.
In the following, we first illustrate the SLD-RC resolution tree and then discuss a 
relationship between an SLD-RC tree and an SLD-IA tree.
Example 6.1.1:
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We use the same database and query as in Example 4.6.2, which are reproduced below
for the convenience of discussion.
EDB Schema:
(dl): etnp(Name, Salary, Job-type)
(d2): car(Cno, Model, Year, Price)
(d3): sold(Name, Cno)
IDB:
(rl) : expenslve-car(Cl)4-  car(C l, MI, YI, PI), gt(Pl, 20)
(r2): economic-car(C2) <— car(C2, M2, Y2, P2), gt(P2,5)
(r3): gt(S3,20) 4- emp(N3, S3, manager)
(r4): gt(P3,20) <- car(C3, benz, Y3, P3)
Note that rules (r3) and (r4) are not extended term-restricted rules. So we transform
them into extended term-restricted rules as follows:
(r3'): gt(S3, W3) 4- emp(N3, S3, manager), (W3 = 20)
(r40: gt(P3, W4) <- car(C3, benz, Y3, P3), (W4 = 20)
Now let us consider a query find expensive cars that are sold out. The query formula
is Q(N, C) = sold(N, C), expenslve-car(C)?. Then the goal clause is:
<— sold(n0, cO), expenslve-car(cO),
where nO and cO are Skolem constants. The directly relevant literals are 
{sold, expensive-car}. The directly relevant literal expensive-car makes car and gt 
relevant literals and the clause (rl) a relevant clause. The new relevant literal car is 
an extensional literal, thus it does not introduce any new relevant literal. The literal gt 
in clause (rl) can unify with gt in the rules (rf') and (r4'). However, by the definition 
of relevant literal, the rule (r3') does not introduce any new relevant literals since it 
does not have any relevant literals in its body. Thus (r30 is not a relevant clause 
either. The rule (r4') is a relevant clause since its body contains a relevant literal by
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the definition of a relevant clause. Thus, the set Lr of relevant literals is 
{sold, expensive-car, car, gt). The rule (r2) is not a relevant clause, since its head 
can not be unified with any other relevant literals. The set Cr of relevant clauses is 
{Q, d2, d3, r l ,  r4'}. Since (r3') is not a relevant clause it will not be used to build a 
SLD-RC tree, thus avoiding meaningless resolution. This tree is shown below.
<— sold(nO, cO), expensive-car(cO)
I
4-  sold(nO, cO), car(cO, M l, Y l, PI), gt(Pl, 20)
<— soldtnO, cO), car(cO, M l, Y l, PI), car(C3, benz, Y3, PI), (20 = 20)
I
<- sold(n0, cO), car(c0, M l, Y l, PI), car(C3, benz, Y3, PI)
I
factoring
4- sold(n0, cO), car(cO, benz, Y l, PI)
Figure 6.1.1 An SLD-RC tree to a query sotd(N, C), expensive-cariC) ? 
in a CAR-DEALERSHIP database.
Note that this tree is similar to the augmented SLD-IA tree in Figure 5.3.1 in that both 
trees limit introduced clauses to relevant clauses. However, rules (r3) and (r4) were 
transformed to extended term-restricted rules in Figure 6.1.1, while they were not 
transformed in Figure 5.3.1. Since the leaf in Figure 6.1.1 consists only of 
extensional literals, it becomes the last resolvent. The candidate for an intensional 
answer is:
ansj(X) -  3Y13P1 sold(N, C), car(C, benz, Y l, PI)
Since no subformula is evaluable against the EDB, the above formula becomes an
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intensional answer. By the definition of intensional answer, we can interpret this 
answer as follows: I f  a salesman N  sold out the car C, whose model is benz, then it is 
an expensive car that is sold out.
A relationship between an SLD-IA tree and an SLD-RC tree can be stated in the 
following proposition.
Proposition 6.1.1:
Let S be a set of non-recursive Horn clauses consisting of (1DB) o  {EDB}, where 
rules are in extended term-restricted form. Let Q(X) be a given query and G be the 
goal clause defined by *- QUO), where xO is a tuple with Skolem constants. Then 
the SLD-RC tree of toot G, with a selection function SF, is a subtree of the SLD-IA 
tree of root G.
Proof:
We need to show all the nodes of an SLD-RC tree is contained in an SLD-IA tree with 
the same edges for any given two nodes. We prove by induction on the height of the 
resolution tree. Clearly, the root of two trees is the same G by the definitions of an 
SLD-IA tree and an SLD-RC tree. This establishes the base of the induction. Suppose 
the hypothesis is true for the height n of an SLD-RC tree and an SLD-IA tree. This 
means, given a set S of database clauses, a goal G, and a selection function SF, the 
SLD-RC tree of the height n is a subtree of the SLD-IA tree of the height n. Note that 
at each node, except its leaves, the SLD-IA tree has descendents for any introduced 
clause which can unify with the selected literal in a node, while the SLD-RC tree has 
descendents only for the relevant clauses. That is, an SLD-RC tree does not have 
descendents for the clauses which can unify with the selected literal of the node but
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which are not relevant clauses. Thus the branches in the SLD-RC tree from the 
height n to n + 1  is a subset of those in SLD-IA tree from the height n to n +1. 
Hence, all the nodes and the same edges between two nodes in an SLD-RC tree exist 
in an SLD-IA tree, but not vice versa. Thus the SLD-RC tree of root G is a subtree of 
the SLD-IA tree of the same root. ■
Example 6.1.2:
We use the database and query in Example 6.1.1. The SLD-RC tree for the query is 
shown in Figure 6.1.1. The SLD-IA tree using the database in Example 6.1.1 is shown 
as Figure 6.1.2 below. Note that Figure 6.1.2 is different from Figure 4.6.2 in that the 
database for Figure 6.1.2 is in extended term-restricted form while that in Figure
4.6.2 is not. Clearly Figure 6.1.1 is a subtree of Figure 6.1.2.
4— sold(nO, cO), expensive-car(cO)
4 -  sold(nO, cO), car(cO, M l, Y l, PI), gt(Pl, 20)
4— sold(n0, cO), car(cO, M l, Y l, PI), 
emp(N3, PI, manager), (20 = 20)
4- sold(n0, cO), car(c0, M l, Y l, PI), 
car(C3, benz, Y3, PI), (20 = 20)
sold(n0, cO), car(c(F, M l, Y l, PI), 4- sold(n0, cO), car(c0, M l, Y l, PI), 
car(C3, benz, Y3, PI)emp(N3, PI, manager)
4— so!d(n0, cO), car(c0, benz, Yl, PI) 
Figure 6.1.2 An SLD-IA tree using the database and query in Example 6.1.1
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6.1.2. Finiteness of an SLD-RC Tree
In this section, we prove the finiteness of SLD-RC trees in the lemma below. The 
finiteness of SLD-RC trees can be easily seen since we are assuming that IDBs consist 
of non-recursive definite Horn clauses.
Lemma 6.1.2:
Let S be a set of database clauses consisting of non-recursive Horn clauses. Let G be 
a goal defined by <— Q(xO), where xO is a tuple with Skolem constants. Then the 
SLD-RC tree of root G, with a selection function SF, is always finite.
Proof:
Since the number of clauses in a set S u  {G} is finite, the set of intensional literals 
and the set of extensional literals are also finite. Since the set of intensional literals 
contained in a goal clause G is finite and the number of introduced clauses for each 
selected literal is finite, the number of branches from the root G is finite. Since each 
introduced clause has a finite number of intensional literals, the number of intensional 
literals contained in each resolvent is also finite. Since S is a set of non-recursive 
Horn clauses and the number of intensional literals contained in each resolvent is 
finite, the SLD-RC tree of root G is always finite. ■
The finiteness of an SLD-RC tree means that an SLD-RC resolution will 
eventually stop with a finite height of an SLD-RC tree.
6.1.3. Soundness of SLD-RC Resolution for IQP
The notions of relevant literals and relevant clauses have been defined to restrict 
literals and clauses to those which are actually used to generate the intensional
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answers.
Based on these definitions, it has been shown in Section 5.3.4 that, using these 
notions, we can avoid deriving meaningless intensional answers. That is, non- 
relevant clauses are not necessary to derive meaningful intensional answers. We 
recall that the notion of relevant clauses was not used to define an SLD-IA tree, while 
it was used to define an SLD-RC tree. To justify using only relevant clauses in an 
SLD-RC tree, we claim that the intensional answers which are generated in an SLD- 
IA tree using non-relevant clauses are meaningless answers. This is stated as a lemma 
below.
Lemma 6.1.3:
Let S be a set of non-recursive Horn clauses consisting of (1DB) u  I EDB}, where 
rules are in extended term-restricted form. Let Q(X) be a given query and G be the 
goal clause, with a selection function SF, defined by <- Q(x0), where xO is a tuple 
with the Skolem constants. Then the SLD-IA tree of root G, using non-relevant 
clauses to a query Q(X) as introduced clauses, derives meaningless intensional 
answers.
Proof:
By the definition of meaningful intensional answers, they must consist of relevant 
literals to the query Q(X). The intensional answers which contain non-relevant literals 
are not meaningful answers for the query. Since the non-relevant clauses contain non- 
relevant literals, resolution between a selected literal and a non-relevant clause 
introduces non-relevant literals into the resolvent. Thus the leaf node of this 
resolution branch will contain non-relevant literals. Hence it derives a meaningless
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intensional answer for the query Q(X). ■
An SLD-RC tree was defined in such a way that whose introduced clauses are 
solely relevant clauses. It is shown that, using only relevant clauses as introduced 
clauses, the success branches of an SLD-RC tree do not derive meaningless 
intensional answers. That is, every success branch of an SLD-RC tree returns a 
meaningful intensional answer. This is stated as the soundness of an SLD-RC 
resolution for intensional query processing (IQP) below.
Theorem 6.1,4:
Let S be a set of non-recursive Horn clauses consisting of {IDB) u  (EDB), where 
rules are in extended term-restricted form. Let Q(X) be a given query and G be the 
goal clause, defined by <— Q(xO), where xO is a tuple with Skolem constants. Then 
any intensional answer an$i(X) returned by a success branch of an SLD-RC tree of 
root G, with selection function SF, is a meaningful intensional answer to the query 
Q(X).
Proof:
We prove this theorem based on the fact that SLD resolution is sound (Hoy84]. It 
then suffices to show that a success branch of an SLD-RC tree derives a meaningful 
intensional answer to the query Q(X). That is, we need to show that a success branch 
of an SLD-RC tree satisfies the definidon of a meaningful intensional answer to the 
query Q(X).
Since all literals in the query clause (i.e., G) are relevant literals by definidon, the 
root node of an SLD-RC tree consists of a set of relevant literals. SLD-RC 
resolution uses only the relevant clauses as introduced clauses. By the definition of
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relevant clauses, it does not contain any non-relevant literals. Thus, performing 
resolution between relevant literals and relevant clauses as introduced clauses does 
not bring any non-relevant literals to the resolvent. Since an SLD-RC tree is finite by 
Lemma 6.1.2, a leaf node eventually consists only of relevant literals. Thus, it 
satisfies the first condition of meaningful intensional answers. The last three 
conditions of meaningful intensional answers are satisfied by the definition of the 
success branch of the SLD-RC tree. Hius a success branch of an SLD-RC tree 
contains a meaningful intensioanl answer to the query Q(X). ■
6.1.4. Completeness of SLD-RC resolution for IQP
In the previous section, we proved the soundness of SLD-RC resolution for IQP 
by showing that every success branch of an SLD-RC resolution tree returns a 
meaningful intensional answer to a given query. In this section, we prove the 
completeness of SLD-RC resolution for IQP stating that a finite number of success 
branches of an SLD-RC tree return all meaningful intensional answers to a given 
query.
Theorem 6.1.5:
Let S be a set of non-recursive Horn clauses consisting of {1DB} u  (EDB}, where 
rules are in extended term-restricted form. Let Q(X) be a given query and G be the 
goal clause defined by <— Q(xO), where xO is a tuple with Skolem constants. Then in 
the SLD-RC tree of root G, with a selection function SF, every meaningful 




We prove the theorem based on the fact that SLD resolution is complete [Lloy84J. It 
then suffices to show that any meaningful intensional answer ansimr(X) has a success 
branch in a leaf of an SLD-RC tree. That is, if there is any anS|mr(X), we must find a 
sequence of resolution derivation, from a given goal G, which leads to an a n s ^ X ) . 
We show that, from the root node of an SLD-RC tree, all branches of the SLD-RC tree 
are derived. From this derivation, we also show that no anS|"f(X) is removed from the 
SLD-RC tree.
A goal clause G becomes the root of an SLD-RC tree. In this root node, a literal is 
selected by a selection function. Suppose the selected literal can unify with kj relevant 
clauses, where k t £ 0. Then there are k t descendents from G. These descendents 
become nodes of an SLD-RC tree. For those nodes, again a literal is selected for each 
node. Suppose the selected literal can unify with k| relevant clauses, where k t ^  0. 
Then there will be k( descendents for the node. Resolution derivation continues until 
all nodes consist only of non-intensional literals or nodes cannot be further unified. 
Since an SLD-RC tree is finite (Lemma 6.1.2), the resolution will stop after a height h 
of an SLD-RC tree. Since SLD-RC resolution is sound, the leaf nodes consist only of 
relevant literals. By the definition of the success branch of an SLD-RC tree, we take 
the clauses of the last resolvent and negate them. Among them, any contradictory 
formulas are removed and any subformula which is a tautology is removed.
Now we show that we do not remove any meaningful intensional answers from the 
SLD-RC tree derived above. First, we need to show that cutting non-relevant clauses 
as introduced clauses does not remove any possibility of deriving meaningful
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intensional answers to the query. Since the SLD-RC tree of root G is a subtree of the 
SLD-1A tree of root G, Lemma 6.1.3 is used to prove this. The next two places, that 
cut the branches, are removing contradictory formulas from resolvents and from 
candidates for the intensional answers, respectively. However, since contradictory 
formulas are removed by the definition of meaningful intensional answers, no 
meaningful intensional answers are removed by these removals. The two places that 
simplify resolvents or formulas are also from resolvents and candidates for 
intensional answers. Again since tautological formulas are also removed by the 
definition of meaningful intensional answers, no meaningful intensional answers are 
removed by these simplifications. Thus, no meaningful intensional answers to the 
given query are removed during the derivation of an SLD-RC tree. Thus all 
meaningful intensional answers to the query Q(X) can be derived using an SLD-RC 
tree. ■
6.2. Algorithm for IQP
6.2.1. Algorithm for IQP
In this section, we present Algorithm 6.2.1 that derives a set ANS/"r(X) of 
meaningful intensional answers. Mainly, Algorithm 6.2.1 consists of three parts: 
pre-resolution steps, resolution steps, and the test of meaningful intensional answers.
In the pre-resolution stage, a given query Q(X) is tested for two-trivial cases. 
First, if Q(X) does not contain any intensional literal, then Q(X) itself is a trivial 
intensional answer. Also if the query is checked for whether it contains any variable. 
If Q(X) does not contain a variable, then Q(X) is not an intensional query. In these
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two trivial cases, the algorithm stops. If the query is not trivial, then it is negated and 
transformed into clause form. Also the set Lr of relevant literals and the set Cr of 
relevant clauses to the query Q(X) are computed. Then the set C^  of non-relevant 
clauses are computed and removed from the set S of database clauses. These are done 
in steps 1-3 in Algorithm 6.2.1. In step 4, a variable, for the set ASLR(Q) of the last 
resolvents in an SLD-RC tree, is initialized.
Resolution steps are described by the recursive procedure EVAL in step 5, which 
accepts two input parameters: ASLR(Q) and R1, where R1 is a current goal to be 
resolved.
In the procedure EVAL, SLD-RC resolutions are performed and resolvents are 
derived. And the resolvent is set to R*. We check whether the resolvent contains any 
comparison literals in which all of their arguments are instantiated (i.e., evaluable). 
Then, for each evaluable comparison literal, if any of them is evaluated to false, R1 
is set to the empty clause, Q ; if it is evaluated to true*, we remove the evaluable 
comparison literal. Then R1 is checked for a factor. If R1 contains a factor and no 
variables occur in the different positions in the same literal, then factoring is 
performed. These steps are repeated until R1 either consists of non-intensional literals 
or contains the empty clause. In the former case, R1 is unioned to the set ASLR(Q), 
while in the latter case the resolution branch is discarded, where ASLR(Q) is the set 
of last resolvents in an SLD-RC tree of root G. Note that if there is no unifiable 
relevant clauses, step 5.2 is not executed and returned to the caller.
* See the foot note in Section 5.10 for the detail.
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Post-resolution steps are described in step 6, 7, and 8 in Algorithm 6.2.1. Each 
member of the set ASLR(Q) is negated first and assigned to the set ANSj(Q) of 
intensional answers. Thent the EDB is accessed to check ANS|(Q) against the EDB. 
For each Ft e  ANSj(Q), if Fj is contradictory against the EDB, then F, is removed. If 
F( contains a subformula which is a tautology, then the subformula is removed. The 
set of each F( becomes the set ANSimf(Q) of meaningful intensional answers to the 
query Q(X).
Algorithm 6.2.1 (IQP)
Input: A set S of non-recursivc Horn clauses consisting of {EDB} u  {1DB}, 
where rules are in extended term-restricted form, and a query Q(X), 
where X is a tuple of free variables, and a selection function SF. 
Output: A set ANSimr(X) of meaningful intensional answers.
procedure EVAL (ASLR(Q), R4)
/* ASLR(Q): the set of last resolvents. */
I* R*: a given goal to be resolved. */
begin
5.1 Choose a selected literal p from R* by the selection function SF
5.2 For each relevant clause c e  Cr, where c can unify with p do
begin
5.2.1 perform resolution between c and R* 
i := i + 1
5.2.2 For each evaluable comparison literal q in R*
begin
if q is a tautology then 
remove q from R1 






5.2.3 If R1 contains a factor and no variables occur 
in the different positions of same literal, then
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perform factoring
5.2.4 If R1 consists only of non-intensional literals then
begin




5.2.5 EVAL (ASLR(Q), R1) 
end
end; /* EVAL *1
begin /* main program of Algorithm 6.2.1 */
/* PRE-RESOLUTION STEPS */
1 If Q(X) consists only of non-intensional literals then
begin
ANS,-f(Q) = ( Q(X) ) 
stop
end
If Q(X) does not contain any variable 
begin
writeln ("Query is not an intensional")
ANS|mf(Q) -  0  
stop
end
else /* Negate the query, convert it into the clause form, and call it - i  Q(xO), 
where xO is a tuple of Skolem constants */
R° := ^  Q(xO)
2 Compute a set Lr of relevant literals, a set Cr of relevant clauses, 
and a set CBr of non-relevant clauses.
3 Remove Cnr
4 /* Initialize the set of candidates for the intensional answers */
ASLR(Q) := 0
n := 0
/* RESOLUTION STEP */
5 f* Perform SLD-RC resolution */
EVAL (ASLR(Q), R1)
/* POST-RESOLUTION STEPS */
6 /* Negate the candidates of intensional answers and assign it to ANSj(Q) */ 
ANS|(Q) := 0
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For each Sj e  ASLR(Q) do 
ANS,(Q) := ANSj(Q) u  S,}
7 /* Access the EDB */
For each F( e ANSj(Q) do
begin
If F| is contradictory against EDB then 
ANSj(Q) := ANSj(Q) -  F,
For each literal p e F(, if p is true in EDB then 
remove p from Ff
end
8 ANS|mf(Q) := ANSt(Q) 
end.
6.2.2. Correctness of the Algorithm IQP
Algorithm 6.2.1 computes the set ANSimr(Q) of meaningful intensional answers 
for a given query and die database. The algorithm is actually an implementation of an 
SLD-RC resolution tree.
The finiteness of an SLD-RC tree has been given by Lemma 6.1.2, which means 
Algorithm 6.2.1 will eventually stop with a finite height of the SLD-RC tree. The 
soundness and the completeness of SLD-RC resolution for IQP have been proved in 
Theorems 6.1.4 and 6.1.5, respectively. Those two theorems state that any 
meaningful intensional answer computed by SLD-RC resolution is a correct 
meaningful intensional answer to a given input query, and all meaningful intensional 
answers to the query are computed by SLD-RC resolution. Since Algorithm 6.2.1 is 
an implementation of SLD-RC resolution, the theoretical aspects of the algorithm is 
justified. Now we prove the correctness of the algorithm below.
Theorem 6.2.1:
Let S be a set of non-recursive Horn clauses consisting of (EDB) u  {IDB}, where
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rules are in extended term-restricted form. Let Q(X) be a query, where X is a tuple of 
free variables, and SF be a selection function for the goal of an SLD-RC tree. 
Algorithm 6.2.1 derives the set ANS|mf(X) of all meaningful intensional answers for a 
query Q(X).
Proof:
To prove the correctness of the algorithm, we show that it computes all meaningful 
intensional answers defined by Definition (5.7.1), and it terminates for any input 
query Q(X).
First, we prove that the algorithm terminates for any given input query Q(X). The 
algorithm consists of three parts. Steps 1-4 are pre-resolution steps, step 5 is a 
resolution step, and steps 6-8 are steps for the test of meaningful intensional answers. 
Steps 1-4 and 6-8 are sequential statements, while step 5 is a procedure calling 
statement which invokes a recursive procedure EVAL. Thus it suffices to show that 
the procedure EVAL terminates for any given query Q(X). The procedure EVAL has 
two input parameters ASLR(Q) and R1, where ASLR(Q) is a set of the last resolvents 
of an SLD-RC tree computed so far and R1 is a current goal to be resolved. The 
recursive procedure EVAL stops recursion when all R's consist only of non- 
intensional literals or R1 contains the empty clause. In step 5.2, since the number of 
relevant clause Cr is finite, the number of branches generated in this step is finite. 
Furthermore, since the number of intensional literals in each relevant clause is finite, 
R1 in step 5.2.4 will eventually consists only of non-intensional literals. When a 
resolvent contains an intensional literal that cannot be further resolved, step 5.2 is not 
executed. Hence, the procedure EVAL terminates the recursive calling. If Rl contains
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□, then the procedure returns to the caller.
Next we prove that once the algorithm 6.2.1 terminates then it correctly 
computes all meaningful intensional answers. In step 1, the algorithm checks whether 
a query Q(X) contains any intensional literals. If Q(X) consists only of non- 
intensional literals, the algorithm stops processing and returns Q(X) as a trivial 
intensional answer. If Q(X) does not contain any variable, then it also stops with the 
empty set of meaningful intensional answers. If Q(X) contains any intensional literals 
then it is negated and converted into a clause form. In step 2, a set Lr of relevant 
literals and a set Cr of relevant clauses to a query Q(X) are computed. In step 3, a 
set Cor of non-relevant clauses is removed. Thus, only relevant clauses can be 
involved in resolution and only relevant literals will appear in the resolvents, 
enforcing the condition (1) of the definition of meaningful intensional answers. In 
step 4, a variable ASLR(Q) for the candidates for intensional answers to the query 
Q(X) and the height of resolution tree 1 are initialized to the empty set and zero, 
respectively. In step 5, resolution is performed. There is one branch of a resolution 
tree for each relevant clause c which can unify with the selected literal p in the goal 
clause R1. In step 3.2.2, we check for a tautological literal and for contradictory 
literals. If a resolvent contains an evaluable comparison literal which is a tautology, 
the literal can be removed as is shown below.
«— F|, True 
■ True)
*  - iF jv False
m -iF j
.  < -F ,
If a literal is a contradictory one, the whole branch of a resolution tree is discarded.
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Step 5.2.3 simplifies a clause when the resolvent contains a factor. Step 5.2.4 
either calls the procedure EVAL again or takes the last resolvent and returns to the 
previous recursive caller.
In the post-resolution step, the candidates of intensional answers are negated in 
step 6. Thus the candidates satisfy the condition (4) of the meaningful intensional 
answers by the step 5.2.4 and step 6. In step 7, the EDB is accessed and any 
contradictory formulas and tautological subformulas are removed. Titus, by step 5.2.2 
and step 7, answers in ANSt(Q) satisfy the condition (2) and (3) of the definition of 
meaningful intensional answers. Any ansjfX) in ANS](Q) hence is a meaningful 
intensional answer, and Algorithm 6.2.1 computes all meaningful intensional answers 
to a query Q(X). ■
Example 6.1.1 in Section 6.1.1 actually used the idea in Algorithm 6.2.1. 
Example 7.3.1 in Section 7.3.2 is another example that uses the algorithm.
CHAPTER 7 
PROPERTIES OF INTENSIONAL ANSWERS
In this chapter, we first revisit the definitions of extensional answers and 
intensional answers given in Chapter 3. We show that, when we use resolution to 
derive extensional answers and intensional answers, the definitions given in Axioms
(3.2.4) and (3.3.1) are only those we can define. For example, we show that, when we 
use resolution for the derivation of intensional answers in Horn clause systems, we 
cannot derive intensional answers which are logically equivalent to a given query.
In Section 7.2, we discuss two relationships between extensional answers and 
intensional answers. We prove that, under the definitions of answers, given by Axioms
(3.2.4) and (3.3.1), intensional answers are sufficient conditions to derive extensional 
answers. We show another relationship between them using new definitions defined in 
Section 7.1.2.
In Section 7.3, we introduce the notions of the global/local completeness of an 
1DB based on the relationships between extensional answers and intensional answers. 
Finally, we prove that all incomplete IDBs can be transformed into globally complete 
lDBs.
7.1, Revisit: Definitions of Answers
7.1.1. Revisit: Extensional Answers




T a  VX(Q(X) -> ansE(X)) (3.2.4)
The axiom states that any X that satisfies query Q(X) is an extensional answer, where 
X can be any constant in the database theory T. We note that this axiom came from 
the notion of Green's literal, anagfX), and is widely accepted as the definition of 
extensional answers [Gree69, Luck71, Chan73, Nils80, Gene87, Maie88].
The meaning of Axiom (3.2.4) states that, ir. database theory T, any X which 
satisfies Q(X) is an extensional answer. However, from this definition, we do not 
know, whether all the extensional answers are derived by evaluating the Q(X). That 
is, this definition itself does not give us the unique minimal set of extensional answers, 
though the minimality is usually assumed when we use Horn clauses [VanE76]. 
However, logically speaking, we must be able to compute not only all the extensional 
answers from the query, but also only those extensional answers satisfied by the 
query. In this sense, the definition of extensional answers should have logically 
equivalent relationship between Q(X) and ansE(X) as follows:*
T a  VX(Q (X) <-> anagOO) (7.1.1)
However, this logically equivalent definition does not allow us to use resolution to 
derive the extensional answers as can be shown below.
T a  VX(Q(X) 4-* ansE(X))
-  T  a  VX{(Q(X) —♦ ansE(X)) a  (ansE(X) -> Q(X))>
■ T a  { VX(Q(X) -> ansg(X)) a  VX(ansE(X) -> Q(X))}
«  { T a  VX (Q(X) -> anM X)) > a  { T  a  VX(anaE(X) -» Q(X))>
* Note that comma is used to denote a logical conjunction in rules, queries, and intensional 
answers, while a  is used to denote logical conjunction in first-order logical formulas.
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Thus, we need to solve the following two axioms.
T a  VX <Q(X) -> ansE(X» 
T a  VX(anaE(X) -*  Q(X»
(7.1.2)
(7.1.3)
Note that the Axiom (7.1.2) is the same as the definition of extensional answers given 
in (3.2.4). Thus, we know we can derive extensional answers from (7.1.2). However, 
we show that we cannot use resolution to derive the extensional answers from Axiom
Let S be a set of clauses corresponding to T. Then a set of clauses for resolution 
for Axiom (7.1.3) is:
We cannot prove the above goal —»ansE(X) v  Q(X) using resolution. For example, let 
Q(X) in (7.1.4) be p i. In order to resolve p i with rules, we need a rule whose head is 
—ipl. However, since we are assuming that the rules in LDB are Horn clauses, we do 
not have any rule whose head is a negative literal. Thus, we cannot prove a goal 
clause -tansE(X) v  Q(X) corresponding to VX(ansE(X) —> Q(X». Since we cannot 
prove VX(ansE(X) —»Q(X)) using resolution, neither can we prove
VX(Q(X) «-» ansE(X)) using resolution.
Example 7.1.1:
We use Example 3.2.2 in Section 3.2 to show the idea above. Since Axiom (7.1.2) has 
been proved in Example 3.2.2, we attempt to prove Axiom (7.1.3) only. The set of 
rules are:
(7.1.3).
{ S, -«ansE(X) v Q(X) (7.1.4)
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at(mary, X) <— at(john, X) 
at(john, X) i— at(bob, X) 
at(bob, school)
Let the query Q(X) be at(mary, X)? asking where is Mary?. According to clause set
(7.1.4), the goal to be proved is at(mary, X) v  -*ansE(X ). Thus the set of clauses for
the resolution proof is as follows:
(si) -i at(john, X) v  at(mary, X)
(s2) -i at(bob, Z) v  at(John, Z)
(s3) at(bob, school)
(QO at(mary, Y) v  -«ansE(Y)
Note that, from the above clause set, the literal at(mary, X) is a pure literal that does 
not have its complementary literal. Hence, the goal clause can not be resolved.
7.1.2. Revisit: Intensional Answers
The definition of intensional answers given by (3.3.1) in Section 3.3 is:
T h  VX(ans,(X) ->Q(X)) (3.3.1)
That is, we want to derive a formula ans|(X), which is a sufficient condidon for Q(X), 
under the database theory T. In this section, we discuss why wc have to choose only 
sufficient conditions, not logically equivalent conditions to Q(X).
In fact, it is best if we derive intensional answers that are logically equivalent to 
a given query. Note that, in Axiom (3.3.1), intensional answers are sufficient 
conditions for Q(X), meaning that any X that satisfies anst(X) satisfies Q(X) under the 
database theory T. However, this definition itself does not say every X that satisfies 
Q(X) also satisfies anS](X). Thus, we might want to define intensional answers that
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are both sufficient and necessary condition for Q(X) as follows:
T t- VX(ansi(X) <-» Q(X)) (7.1.5)
In this case, we can say that, under the database theory T, every X that satisfies 
anS((X) satisfies Q(X) and those Xs are only answers that satisfy Q(X). Thus, ansi(X) 
in (7.1.5) is logically equivalent to Q(X) under the database theory T.
We discussed intensional query processing based on the assumption that we are 
using resolution to derive the answers, for resolution is a simple and efficient way to 
derive the answers. However, proving the theorem VX(ans((X) Q(X» using 
resolution cause a problem as shown below.
T I- VX(anst(X) «-» Q(X»
» T i- VX { (ans,(X) -» Q(X)) a  (Q(X) -► ans,(X))}
-  T l- { VX(ansi(X) - > Q(X» a  VX(Q(X) ->ansi(X)) )
■ { T h  VX(ans,(X) - » Q(X))} a  { T h  VX(Q(X) -fransjfX)) }
Thus, we need to solve the following two axioms.
T I- VX(ans,(X) -> Q(X)) (7.1.6)
T I- VX(Q(X) -> ansj(X)) (7.1.7)
Here, Axiom (7.1.6) is the same as our definition of intensional answers given in
(3.3.1). We have already showed that we can prove the theorem in (7.1.6). However,
we can show that we cannot prove the theorem in (7.1.7) using resolution.
The negation of theorem in (7.1.7) is:
-iVX (Q(X) -> ans,(X)) 
m -,VX (-tQ(X) v  anS|(X))
« 3 X  (Q(X) a  -ionSi(X))
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The clause form after skolemization with Skolem constant xO is :
Q(xO) a  -auiS|(xO)
Thus, the set of clauses to prove the theorem in (7.1.7) for resolution becomes:
{S, Q(xO), -*anS|(xO)}, (7.1.8)
where S is a set of clauses corresponding to T. Note that Q(xO) in (7.1.8) cannot be 
resolved in an intensional database (1DB) based on Horn clauses. Suppose we have a 
query Q(X) = pl(X), p2(X). Then the goal Q(xO) becomes pl(xO), p2(x0). In order to 
solve the goal pl(xO), we need a rule whose head is a —«p(Y). However, no head of a 
rule, in Horn clause systems, contains a negative literal. Thus it can not be resolved.
Thus, using resolution, we cannot prove the theorem VX(Q(X) —» ansj(X)) in 
(7.1.7) under the database theory T. Since we cannot prove VX(Q(X) —> ansj(X)) 
under the database theory T, we cannot prove VX(ansj(X) «-> Q(X».
Hence, if we use resolution as a computational strategy, we can derive 
intensional answers that are only sufficient conditions for a given query. We can not 
derive intensional answers that are logically equivalent to the query Q(X) in Horn 
clause systems.
Example 7.1.2:
We use the same example database and query as in Example 7.1.1.
The query Q(X) is at(mary, X)? asking where is Mary?. According to (7.1.8), the 
goal to be proved is Q(xO) -  at(mary, xO). Thus the set of clauses for the resolution 
proof is as follows:
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(si) -i at(john, X) v  at(mary, X)
(s2) - i at(bob, Z) v  at(john, Z)
(s3) at (bob, school)
(Ql) at(mary, xO)
Again the literal at(mary, xO) is a pure literal that does not have its complementary 
literal —<at(niary, X). Hence, we cannot resolve it.
7.2. Relationships between Extensional Answers and Intensional Answers
7.2.1. Syntactic Relationship between Extensional Answers and Intensional 
Answers
In this section a relationship between the extensional answers and the intensional 
answers is shown under the definitions of answers given in (3.2.4) and (3.3.1). 
Theorem 7.2.1:
Let T be a database theory and Q(X) be a query, where X is a tuple with free 
variables. Also let the extensional answers and the intensional answers be defined by
(3.2.4) and (3.3.1), respectively. Then any X that satisfies an intensional answer is an 
extensional answer in database theory T:
( T  a  VX(Q(X) -> ansE(X))) h  ( VX(ans,(X) ansE(X))) (7.2.1)
Proof:
Let Axiom (3.2.4) be (a) and Axiom (3.3.1) be (b) as follows:
T a  VX(Q(X) -* ansE(X)) 




Then by the implication tautology we have the following relationships:
(T a  VX(Q(X) -> ansE(X))) 1- T (c)
(T a  VX(Q(X) -►  ansE(X)» ( -  VX(Q(X) - >  ansE(X)) ( d )
From (b) and (c)t we have:
(T a  VX(Q(X) -* ansK(X))) I- VXfanSitX) -> Q(X)) (e)
From (d) and (e), we have:
( T a  VX(Q(X) -> ansE(X))) f -
( VX(anS|(X) -> Q(X)) a  VX(Q(X) ->ansE(X))) (0
Thus, by the rule of transitivity, we have:
( T a  VX(Q(X) -> ansE(X))> h  (VX(anSl(X) -> ansE(X))) (g)
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Corollary 7.2,2:
( T a  VX(Q(X) -> ansg(X») I- ( V X fans^X ) -> ansE(X))) (7.2.2)
Proof:
The set ANS/^IQ) of meaningful intensional answers has been defined in (5.7.1) by 
imposing four more restrictions on ANSj(Q). Thus, clearly, ANS™r(Q) c  ANSj(Q). 
Hence, Corollary 7.2.2 follows. ■
Theorem 7.2.1 implies that intensional answers ate sufficient conditions to 
derive extensional answers. Corollary 7.2.2 implies that evaluating non-meaningful 
intensional answers against an EDB does not compute any additional extensional 
answers.
By Theorem 7.2.1, we mean that we may or may not compute all extensional
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answers by evaluating intensional answers against an EDB. It implies that any X 
which is computed by evaluating anS|(X) against the EDB must belong to extensional 
answers. Theorem 7.2.1 itself, however, does not tell us whether all extensional 
answers can be generated by evaluating all intensional answers. That is, in some 
databases with a given query Q(X), it is possible that there is at least one extensional 
answer which cannot be derived by evaluating the intensional answers against the 
EDB. However, it is also possible that all extensional answers may also be derived by 
evaluating intensional answers against the EDB.
Actually examples used in Chapters 3 and 4 can be used to show this theorem. 
Since an example used in Chapter 3 was already used in Example 3.3.2 to show the 
relationship between intensional answers and extensional answers, we rediscuss the 
example used in Chapter 4 to show the theorem.
Example 7.2.1:






like(mary, X) <— respect(john, X) 
respect(john, X) <— smart(X), famous(X) 
respect(john, X) *— writer(X)




The intensional answers computed in Example 4.6.1 was
ans^CX) = smart(X), famous(X) 
ansj2(X) = wrlter(X)
If we evaluate intensional answers against the EDB, ansi(X) generates no 
extensional answers and ansj2(X) generates an extensional answer smith.
However, in this example, intensional answers were both sufficient and necessary 
conditions in the derivation of extensional answers. An example which intensional 
answers are only sufficient, not both sufficient and necessary, conditions are shown in 
Example 7.3.1.
We call the relationship defined by Theorem 7.2.1 a syntactic relationship in that 
the definitions of answers used to derive Theorem 7.2.1 are based on a particular 
computational methodology, resolution, and that a logically equivalent relationship 
cannot be derived.
7.2.2. Semantic Relationship Between Extensional Answers and Intensional 
Answers
In Section 7.1, we argued that our definitions of extensional answers and 
intensional answers are based on resolution. Logically the definition of extensional 
answers should be (7.1.1) rather than (3.2.4) as shown here:
T a  VX(Q(X) <-> ansg(X» (7.1.1)
Also the logical definition of intensional answers, as discussed in Section 7.1.2, should 
be (7.1.5), rather than (3.3.1):
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T I- VX(ansj(X)«-» Q(X)) (7.1.5)
Although, under Hom clause systems, resolution method does not allow us to derive 
intensional answers under these definitions, it is nontheless interesting to derive by 
these definitions the logical relationship between intensional answers and extensional 
answers.
Theorem 7.2.3:
Let T  be a database theory and Q(X) be a query, where X is a tuple with free 
variables. Also let the extensional answers and the intensional answers be defined by
(7.1.1) and (7.1.5), respectively. Then, any X that satisfies an intensional answer is 
an extensional answer and all extensional answers can be derived by evaluating all 
intensional answers against the EDB:
( T a  VX(Q(X) <-> ansE(X))) I- ( VX(ans,(X) <-* ansE(X))) (7.2.3)
Proof:
Let Axiom (7.1.1) be (a) and Axiom (7.1.5) be (b) as follows:
T a  VX(Q(X) <-> ansE(X)) 
T h  VX(anS|(X) <-» Q(X))
(a)
(b)
Then by the implication tautology we have the following relationships:
(T a  VX(Q(X) <-> ansE(X») h  T
(T a  VX(Q(X) ansE(X») h  VX(Q(X) ansE(X))
(c)
(d)
From (b) and (c), we have:
(T a  VX(Q(X) «-► ansE(X))) h  VX(anSl(X) Q(X)) (e)
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From (d) and (e), we have:
( T a  VX(Q(X) <-> ansE(X))) I-
( VX(ans,(X) <-► Q(X)) a  VX(Q(X) <->ansE(X))) (0
Thus, by the rule of transitivity, we have:
( T a  VX(Q(X) <-> ansE(X))) (VX(ans,(X) <-► ansE(X))) (g)
■
Corollary 7.2.4:
( T a  V X ( Q ( X ) a n s E(X))) I- ( VX(ansimr(X) <-► ansE(X)» (7.2.4)
Proof:
Similar to the proof of Corollary 7.2.2. ■
Theorem 7.2.3 implies that intensional answers are sufficient and necessary 
conditions to derive extensional answers under the logical definitions of answers, 
given in (7.1.1) and (7.1.5). That is, under these definitions, not only are all 
extensional answers able to be derived by evaluating all intensional answers, but also 
those extensional answers are the only answers which are implied by the query Q(X).
Also note that the existence of Theorem 7.2.3 does not harm the validity of 
Theorem 7.2.1, since Theorem 7.2.1 is a special case of Theorem 7.2.3.
We cannot give an example showing the idea of this theorem, since we cannot 
compute intensional answers and extensional answers based on the definition given by
(7.1.1) and (7.1.5).
We call the relationship defined by Theorem 7.2.3 a semantic relationship in 
that the definitions of answers used to derive Theorem 7.2.3 is independent of any
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particular computational methodology and based on the semantics of terms.
7.2.3. Syntactic Relationship, Semantic relationship, and Completeness of IDB
In the previous section, we argued that the syntactic relationship defined by 
Theorem 7.2.1 relies on a particular computational methodology, while the semantic 
relationship defined by Theorem 7.2.3 is independent of any particular computational 
methodology and completely based on their semantics of terms. Therefore, we can say 
that it is the semantic relationship that is the true relationship between extensional 
answers and intensional answers.
Hence, if the database semantics in both an EDB and an IDB is correctly 
modeled, then the semantic relationship must always hold. Thus, we can say that, 
while the syntactic relationship always hold regardless of the correctness of the 
contents of database, the semantic relationship holds only when the database is 
correcdy modeled. That is, when the semantic relationship holds, we can always 
derive all extensional answers by evaluating all extensional answers against an EDB 
and those extensional answers are only correct answers that satisfy the query. When 
the syntactic relationship hold, we can derive extensional answers by evaluating all 
intensional answers, but we do not know whether these extensional answers are the 
only extensional answers that satisfy the query.
Based on the notions above, we discuss the completeness and incompleteness of 
an IDB to a given query. Here, by the completeness of an IDB, we mean whether a 
database contains all the information we need. Note that we want to relate an IDB to 
the notions of completeness and incompleteness to a given query. In fact, the notion
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of completeness of database must rely on the contents of both the EDB and the IDB in 
a DDB, but not on a query. However, if we just consider the completeness of the IDB, 
then it relies on both the EDB and a given query. Since the completeness of an EDB 
is a complex problem involving issues such as database modeling, normalization, and 
data entry, it is reasonable to assume that an EDB is complete and correct. Once we 
assume that an EDB is complete and correct, the completeness of the IDB relies on a 
given query. Since a query uses a subset of rules in the IDB, the same IDB can be 
complete for a query and incomplete for another query. Thus we discuss the notion of 
the completeness of an IDB only in relation to a given query on the assumption that 
EDB is complete and correct.
Based on the discussion above, we say that an IDB is complete if the semantic 
relationship holds. Furthermore, we say that an IDB is globally complete if semantic 
relationship always holds regardless of a given query; we say that an IDB is locally 
complete to a given query if the completeness of the IDB depends on the given query 
(i.e., the validity of the semantic relationship depends on the given query). Note that 
the syntactic relationship always holds regardless of the global or local completeness. 
We discuss these ideas in more detail in the next section.
7.3. Completeness of Intensional Databases (IDBs)
In Section 7.2.3, we have discussed the notion of completeness of an IDB based 
on the semantic relationship and the syntactic relationship between intensional 
answers and extensional answers. In this section, we formally define the completeness 
of an IDB and give an example, showing that the properties of intensional answers
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can be used to detect a locally complete IDB. We also prove that every incomplete 
IDB can be transformed into a globally complete IDB.
7 .3 .1 . Completeness and Consistency
In this section, we compare the completeness and consistency of an IDB.
The completeness of an IDB is different from the consistency of IDB. The 
completeness o f an IDB is concerned with whether the IDB has enough rules to 
correctly relate the IDB with the EDB. That is, the rules defined in the IDB should 
correctly reflect their semantics based on the relations defined in the EDB. However, 
we can not tell whether the IDB fullly describes the intended database semantics of 
the Universe of Discourse. The fullness of description depends on the IDB designer 
and real-world semanticsm being modeled. We can only say that the rules, once they 
are defined, must correctly reflect their semantics based on the EDB. Thus, by the 
completeness of an IDB, we are talking about the structure of the IDB in relation to 
the EDB. Hence, the completeness of an IDB addresses the problem of an IDB 
design.
For example, given an EDB, suppose an IDB designer wants to create an 
intensional literal p. Note that whether creating p or not is the problem of application 
needs and is decided by the IDB designer. However, once the intensional literal p is 
defined in the IDB, it must fully describe the semantics of p in relation to other EDB 
relations and other intensional literals.
On the other hand, the consistency of an IDB is concerned with whether the 
rules in the IDB are contradictory among themselves or against EDB. Checking
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consistency in deductive database systems is much more complicated than doing so 
in conventional database systems, because of the existence of rules in an IDB. 
Checking consistency in deducdve database systems is widely studied. This problem 
therefore will not be further considered in this work.
In a sense, the completeness of an IDB can be considered as a first step to the 
consistency of the IDB. The consistency of an IDB, without the completeness of the 
IDB, is only partially correct. An IDB must correctly represent the semantics of the 
IDB related to the EDB.
7J.2 . Global Completeness and Local Completeness
In this section, we formally define the completeness of an IDB to a given query 
based on the semantic relationship between intensional answers and extensional 
answers.
We first define ext(ANS(mr(Q)) as a set of all extensional answers generated by 
evaluating all meaningful intensional answers against an EDB. That is, 
ext(ANSimf(Q)) is:
ext(ANS,mf(Q)) = u  ext(ans,mr(X)), (7.3.1)
where ext(atiS|mr(X» is a set of extensional answers generated by evaluating a 
meaningful intensional answer against the EDB.
Before the formal definition of the completeness of an IDB, we first discuss the 
idea behind the definition. The test of completeness of an IDB is only available with 
queries. Furthermore, in order to test, we must know the exact extensional answers to 
the queries. Therefore, we first assume that there is a method which can compute the
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set ANSB'(Q) of correct extensional answers to a query Q(X) satisfying Definition
(7.1.1). Note that, using resolution, we cannot compute extensional answers based on 
Definition (7.1.1). Thus, we are assuming a method that can compute all conect 
extensional answers, based on the semantics of database and a given query. One way 
to compute them is to examine the contents of the EDB and 1DB related to a given 
query.
We then compute a set ANSimr(Q) of meaningful intensional answers by 
Algorithm 6.2.1. If exl(ANS|mf(Q)) = ANSB'(Q), then we say that the 1DB is locally 
complete to a given query Q(X). For a given 1DB and a query, we know that the 
syntactic relationship always holds, but we do not know whether the semantic 
relationship holds. Thus, if ext(ANS|"f(Q)) = ANSK'(Q), then we know that the 
semantic relationship holds for the query Q(X) and the 1DB. Otherwise, the semantic 
relationship does not hold for the query Q(X). Now we define the completeness of 
1DB to a given query based on the discussion above.
Definition 7.3.1:
Let ANSg'(Q) be a set of all the correct extensional answers, which satisfy Definition
(7.1.1), to a query Q(X). Let ANSjmf(Q) be a set of meaningful intensional answers to 
the query Q(X). Then an IDB is locally complete to a given query Q(X) iff
ANSB'(Q) = ext(ANS,mf(Q)), (7.3.2)
where ext(ANSi"f(Q)) is defined by (7.3.1). Otherwise, the IDB is incomplete to the 
query Q(X). We say that the IDB is globally complete iff relationship (7.3.2) always 
holds for any query Q(X).
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We give examples for the incompleteness and local completeness of an IDB for 
two different queries below:
Example 7.3.1:
Suppose we have the following EDB schema and IDB that are described in Appendix 
C.
EDB Schema:
teaches(Tname, Dname, Cno) 
enrolled(Snamet Dname, Cno) 
dept(Dname, Cno, CHrs)
IDB
(rl): teach(allen, math, Cno) «- dept (math, Cno, CHrs)
(r2): teach (baker, esc, Cno) <— dept(csc, Cno, CHrs)
(r3): teacher_of(S, T) «— enrolled(S, D, Cno), teach(T, D, Cno)
Suppose the query is Q(T) = teacher_of(gray, T)7 asking who are Gray’s teachers?. 
After examining the EDB and IDB in Appendix C, we see that the set ANSE'(Q) of 
extensional answers for the query Q(T) is {alien, baker, cook}.
Before we apply Algorithm 6.2.1, which requires rules to be in extended term- 
restricted form, we note that the rules (rl) and (r2) are not in extended term-restricted 
form. Thus, we first transform them into extended term-restricted rules as described 
in Section 5.2.2. They are:
(rl*): teach(T, M, Cno) <— dept(M, Cno, CHrs), (T = alien), (M = math) 
(r2'): teach(T, C, C no)«- dept(C, Cno, CHrs), (T -  baker), (C -  esc)
Then, the SLD-RC tree for the query teacher_of(gray, tO)? is:
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<— teacher_of(gray, tO)
4— enrol led (gray, D, Cno), teach(tO, D, Cno)
<— enro!led(gray, D, Cno), 
dept(D, Cno, CHrs),
(tO = alien), (D = math)
4- enrolled(gray, D, Cno), 
dept(D, Cno, CHrs),
(tO = baker), (D = esc)
Figure 7.3.1 An SLD-RC tree with the incompleteness of an IDB 
for a query teacher_of(gray, T) ? in DEPARTMENT database
Then, we have two last resolvents; and thus we have two candidates for meaningful 
intensional answers. They are:
BCno BCHrs enrolled(gray, math, Cno), dept(math, Cno, CHrs), (T -  alien)
BCno BCHrs enrolled(gray, esc, Cno), dept(csc, Cno, CHrs), (T = baker)
To check whether these candidates are query-constant-dependent (QCD) meaningful 
intensional answers (Section 5.6.3), we access the EDB to check whether Gray is 
actually enrolled in math and esc courses. In the relation enrolled in Appendix C, 
Gray is actually enrolled in math and esc courses. Thus, we have two meaningful 
intensional answers in a set ANS|mr(Q) as follows:
aiiS|(T) = BCno BCHrs enrolled(gray, math, Cno), dept(math,Cno, CHrs), (T = alien) 
ansj2(T) = BCno BCHrs enrolled(gray, esc, Cno), dept(csc, Cno, CHrs), (T = baker)
Now we compute ext(ANS|mr(Q)). Since exttanSf1) = {alien} and 
exKans2) =  {baker}, ext(ANSimr(Q)) = {alien, baker}. Thus, clearly, an extensional 
answer {cook} is in the set ANSe'(Q), but it is not generated by the evaluation of
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intensional answers. Thus the IDB in this case is incomplete to the query 
teacher_of(gray, T)?.
Example 7.3.2:
We illustrate a locally complete IDB to a given query using the same IDB as in 
Example 7.3.1. Suppose we have a Q(S) = teacher_of(S, baker), asking who are 
Baker’s students ? After examining the EDB and IDB in Appendix C, we see that the 
set ANSg'IQ) of extensional answers for the query Q(S) is, {gray, haas}. Then SLD- 
RC tree for the query teacher_of(S, baker)? is:
«— teacher of(sO, baker)
'I
<— enrolled(sO, D, Cno), (each(baker, D, Cno)
I
«- en rolled(sO, esc, Cno), dept(csc, Cno, CHrs), (baker = baker), (D = esc)
I
<- enrolled(sO, esc, Cno), dept (esc, Cno, CHrs), (D = esc)
Figure 7.3.2 An SLD-RC tree with the local completeness of an IDB 
for the query teacherojXS, baker) in DEPARTMENT database
Here we have only one last resolvent; thus we have only one candidate for a 
meaningful intensional answer. However, no subftmnula in the candidate can be 
evaluable against the EDB. Thus, we have an intensional answer for the query 
teacher_of[S, baker) as follows:
ans^S) = BCno BCHrs enrolled(S, esc, Cno), dept(csc, Cno, CHrs)
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Note that this answer is interpreted as i f  a student S is enrolled in Course Cno o f esc 
department, tlten S is a Baker*s student. Now we compute ext(ANSfmr(Q)). Since 
extlansj1) = (gray, Haas), ext(ANS,mf(Q)) = (gray, Haas}. Thus,
ANSE'(Q) = ext(ANS|raf(Q)). Thus the IDB in this case is locally complete to the 
query teacher_of(S, baker)?. But this IDB is not globally complete, since the IDB 
was incomplete for a query teacher_of(gray, T)? in Example 7.3.1.
Discussion of Example 7.3.1 and Example 7.3.2
In the following, we discuss the database used in these examples. The database in 
Example 7.3.1 satisfies the unique intensional literal assumption stating that a literal 
must not be defined in both EDB and IDB. This assumption, discussed in Section
3.2.1, prevents the derivation of two different trees for a given query. Note that, 
however, in our example the literals having the same semantics have been defined 
both in the EDB as teaches and in the IDB as teach. The reason for this can be 
explained as follows: In rule (rl), Allen is teaching all courses in the department of 
Mathematics. Suppose the department has total 20 courses. If we want to add these 
facts into the EDB, we need to store 20 tuples to the relation teaches. However, these 
facts can be abstracted into one rule (rl) as in the example database. However, since 
our unique intensional literal assumption does not allow us to use the same literal 
name, we use different literal name teach in the IDB from that teaches in the EDB. 
Thus, having two different literal names, one in the EDB and another in the IDB, with 
the same semantics can be justified.
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However, the IDB of the example does not contain any rule which connects the 
EDB and the IDB. That is, the IDB defines the relationship teach incompletely. If the 
IDB is very complex or contains many rules, this kind of problem may result. Thus, 
we need to add one rule to the IDB that connects the semantics of the EDB with that 
of the IDB as follows:
teach(T, D, Cno) 4- teaches(T, D, Cno)
Now the complete IDB of the example database looks as follows:
(rl): teach(allen, math, Cno) 4— dept (math, Cno, CHrs)
(r2): teach(baker, esc, Cno) 4— dept(csc, Cno, CHrs)
(r3): teacher_of(S, T) 4— enrolled(S, D, Cno), teach(T, D, Cno)
(r4): teach(T, D, Cno) 4- teaches(T, D, Cno)
We interpret these rules in relation to teaches and teach as follows: For the 
teaching information, we first check rule (rl) and (r2), since they abstract teaching 
information related to Allen and Baker. Then all other teaching information is 
referred to the EDB via rule (r4). For this reason, we can call rule (r4) a catch-all 
rule. Without rule (r4), the same semantics of teaching information in the EDB and 
the IDB is not connected. Thus, the general rule is that when the same semantics is 
distributed over both an EDB and an IDB, there must be a catch-all rule which 
connects the EDB and the IDB. This idea also agrees to the transformation rule of the 
unique intensional literal assumption.
Since we are assuming that there is a method that can compute all extensional 
answers by checking the semantics of the database and the given query, we agree that 
our approach is not completely general, and theoretical rather than practical. However, 
we believe that it will be a first step to research on the notions of completeness and
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incompleteness of an IDB. However, we believe that this idea can be useful in the 
design of deductive databases, and more specifically, in the design of an IDB which 
correctly connects and represents the semantics of an EDB.
7.3.3. Transformation into Complete IDB
In the previous section, we have shown that the idea of intensional answers can 
be used to relate the notion of the completeness of an IDB to a given query.
In this section, we show that, theoretically, all incomplete IDBs can be converted 
into complete IDBs as stated below.
Theorem 73.1:
Let the completeness of an IDB be defined as in Definition 7.3.1. Then all 
incomplete IDBs can be transformed into globally complete IDBs.
Proof:
In the worst case, we convert all facts in an EDB into rules. Let r(at, • * • , aB) be a 
tuple in an arbitrary EDB-defined relation r, where aj is a constant. Then we convert 
the tuple into the following rule.
r(X |, • • •, X,) «- (Xt = a t), • • • , (X. *  aB)
By this transformation, resolution can clearly be connected with all tuples in an EDB 
for any given query. Hence, the new IDB is globally complete. The proof of 
equivalence for this transformation is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2.1. ■
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Converting all EDB tuples into rules,* however, is very inefficient and 
impractical. Checking the completeness of an IDB and the efficient transformation of 
an incomplete IDB into a complete IDB should be studied further. We illustrate the 
modification of an incomplete IDB shown in Example 7.3.1 into a complete IDB 
below:
Example 7.3.3:
After adding the catch-all rule discussed in the previous section, we use the same 
query and databases as in Example 7.3.1.
Query: who are Gray's teachers? Q(T) = teacher_of(gray, T)?
4 -  teacher_of(gray, 10)
4— enrol led (gray, D, Cno), teach(t0, D, Cno)
<- enrolled(gray, D, Cno), 4- enrolled(gray, D, Cno), 4- enrolled(gray, D, Cno), 
dept(D, Cno, CHrs), dept(D, Cno, CHrs), teaches(tO, D, Cno)
(tO = alien), (D = math) (tO = baker), (D = esc)
Figure 7.3.3 An SLD-RC tree with complete IDB in the DEPARTMENT database 
The meaningful intensional answers are:
anS|'(T) = BCno BCHrs enrolled(gray, math, Cno), dept(math, Cno, CHrs), (T = alien) 
ans^CT) = BCno BCHrs enrolled(gray, esc, Cno), deptfcsc, Cno, CHrs), (T = baker)
* Note that Cholvy and Demolombe also use this transformation to convert a fact into a rule. The 
purpose of their transformation is to obtain intensional answers even when a query consists only 
of extensional literals. However, their approach is not consistent because they use these rules, 
converted from the facts, only for the resolution of extensional literals in a query, but they do not 
use those rules in other cases. In our approach, we do not attempt to resolve the query that con­
sists only of extensional literals. Furthermore, we stop resolution when a resolvent consists only of 
non-intenstonal literals.
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ans3(T) = 3D 3Cno enrolled(gray, D, Cno), teaches(T, D, Cno)
Now we compute ext(ANSim,(Q)). Since ext(ans[) = {alien}, ext(ans2) -  {baker},
and ext(ansj3) -  {cook), ext(ANS|mf(Q)) = {alien, baker, cook). Thus,
ANSe'(Q) = exl(ANSi"r(Q)). The IDB in this case is locally complete to the query
teacher_pr(gray, T)?. It is easy to see that the new IDB is also locally complete for
the query teacher_of(S, baker)?
CHAPTER 8 
IQP WITH RECURSIVE RULES
8.1. Recursive Query Processing
Recursive query processing is answering queries on relations defined by 
recursive Horn clauses. Recursive query processing in deductive database systems 
has received a lot of attentions recently [Hens84, Uilm85, Lozi85, Viei86, Yoko86, 
Han86, Banc86b, Balb87, Sacc87J. Among them, Ullamn [Ullm85J provides a basic 
framework for the understanding of recursive query processing strategies such as 
top-down, bottom-up, and sideway rules using rule/goal graph formalism. Han 
[Han86] provides an extensive classification of the recursive rules and several 
algorithms to process recursive queries. Bancilhon and Ramakrishnan [Banc86bJ 
survey and compare some known strategies for the processing of recursive queries. 
Even though many different strategies in processing the recursive queries in DDBs 
have been proposed, it is still believed that there is no complete general scheme, yet.
Hie problem of recursive query processing is in determining the termination of 
applying recursive rules. Query processing algorithms have difficulty in determining 
the termination of recursion, because it cannot tell when complete answers have been 
found. That is, for a given recursive queiy, an intensional processor usually controls 
the recursivity in the rules, but only a DBMS is able to know when the recursion must 
stop, based on the facts in an EDB.
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8.2. IQP with Recursive Rules
One of the drawbacks of IQP is its inherent difficulty in handling recursive rules.
The source of difficulty comes from the fact that the termination of recursive rules 
depend on the factual data stored in an EDB and the termination of recursion cannot 
be determined by rules in an IDB alone. That is. queries are resolved with rules in an 
IDB and stop resolution only when a resolvent consists of non-intensional literals or 
when it cannot be further resolved. Since the data contained in an EDB arc not 
accessed during resolution, the termination of recursion is actually impossible in our 
approach. Note that accessing an EDB, in IQP, was limited just to check whether 
intensional answers derived are contradictory or tautological against the EDB. Since 
we want to derive answers as a set of non-ground first-order logic formulas, we do 
not instantiate any variables in intensional answers.




emp(Name, Salary, Mgr, Dept) 
sales(Dept, Item)
IDB:
(rl):command(Sup, Sub) «— emp(Sub, Sal, Sup, Dept)
(r2): command(Supl, S ub l)«— emp(Subl, Sail, Namel, Deptl), command(Supl, Subl) 
The EDB contains two relations; the relation emp stores employee’s name, salary, 
manager, and department. The relation sales stores department name and item that 
the department is selling. The IDB contains two rules which describe the command
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hierarchy in the company. Suppose we have a query find all employees who can be 
commanded by John and who sell gun, The query can be represented by the formula 
Q(X) = command(john, X), emp(X, Sal, Mgr, Dept), sales(Dept, gun). Then the 
SLD-RC tree for this query is:
command(John, xO), emp(xO, Sal, Mgr, Dept), sales(Dept, gun)
emp(xO, Sail, John, Deptl), 
emp(xO, Sal, Mgr, Dept), 
sales(Dept, gun)
factoring
emp(xO, Sal, John, Dept) 
sales(Dept, gun)
emp(xO, Sail, Namel, Deptl), 
command(|ohn, xO), 










Figure 8.2.1 An SLD-RC tree with factoring for recursive rules
Note that, in Figure 8.2.1, the last node in the second branch has the same number of 
literals as the root node and looks similar to the root node except their different 
variable names. Whenever we perform resolution one time, we will have emp one 
more time in a resolvent. However, as long as we perform factoring, we will 
continuously have a resolvent which is similar to the previous resolvent. Note that the 
last node in the second branch still contains an intensional literal command. Since the
sequence of resolution can only be terminated by accessing an EDB, resolution with
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rules in an IDB can never be terminated. Thus, we can never have a resolvent which 
consists only of non-intensional literals.
Note that the problem of repeated extensional literals, in conventional query 
processing systems, is solved by accessing the data in an EDB. If an extensional 
literal in a resolvent is false under the EDB, then the branch becomes a failure branch 
and the branch together with the resolvent is discarded. If the literal is true under the 
EDB, then the literal is removed from the resolvent after applying the unification to 
the resolvent.
8.3. Using Closure Literals
In previous section, we have shown that performing factoring to the resolvent 
makes a new resolvent look similar to previous resolvents. However, without 
factoring, the resolution will generate resolvents that the same extensional literal is 
added to the previous resolvent as shown in Figure 8.2.2.
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<— command(john, xO), emp(xO, Sal, Mgr, Dept), sales(Dept, gun)
<— emp(xO, Sail, John, Deptl), «— emp(xO, Sail, Namel, Deptl), 
emp(xO, Sal, Mgr, Dept), command(john, xO),
sales(Dept, gun) emp(xO, Sal, Mgr, Dept),
sales(Dept, gun)
4—  emp(xO, Sal2, John, Dept2), 4—  emp(xO, Sal2, Name2, Dept2),
emp(xO, Sail, Namel, Deptl), emp(xO, Sail, Namel, Deptl),
emp(xO, Sal, Mgr, Dept), commandQohn, xO),
sales(Dept, gun) sales(Dept, gun)
Figure 8.2.2 An SLD-RC tree without factoring for recursive rules
One way to summarize the series of the same literal is using a closure literal which is 
similar to the notion of Klecne closure [Hopc79] in automata theory. For example, the 
last node in the second branch in Figure 8.2.2 can be written as
4-  emp+(xO, Sal, Name2, Deptl), oommandQohn, xO), sales(Dept, gun)
However, this notation actually does not provide any additional information than the 
query formula itself. The new notation still contains an intensional literal and looks 
similar to the query formula. Also in order to evaluate this formula against the EDB, 
we still need recursive query processing strategies. Thus, recursion is expected to be a 




We have addressed the problem of deriving a set of non-ground first-order logic 
formulas (intensional answers), as an answer set to a given query, rather than a set of 
facts (extensional answers), in deductive database (DDB) systems based on non­
recursive Horn clauses. The intensional queries have been defined as a type of queries 
whose answers can be represented by a set of intensional answers.
A strategy in previous work in this area was to use resolution to derive 
intensional answers. It left, however, several important problems. Some of them are: 
no specific resolution strategy was given; no specific methodologies to formalize 
meaningful intensional answers were given; no solution was given to handle a large 
number of facts in an extensional database (EDB); and no strategy was given to avoid 
deriving meaningless intensional answers. Furthermore, no relationships between 
intensional answers and extensional answers were studied.
As a solution, we have proposed a three-stage formalization process (pte- 
resolution, resolution, and post-resolution), which can solve all the problems 
mentioned above, for the derivation of meaningful intensional answers.
In the pre-resolution stage, we take two main actions - rule transformations and 
the identification of relevant literals and relevant clauses. Rule transformations 
include the transformation of rules into the unique intensional literals and the
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extended term-restricted rules. The notions of relevant literals and relevant clauses to 
a given query have been introduced to reduce a set of clauses to those that are 
necessary only to derive a set of meaningful intensional answers. These notions are 
necessary when an IDB contains rules whose heads are comparison literals.
During resolution, factoring is performed to the resolvent and only relevant 
clauses are chosen as introduced clauses for resolution. Any evaluable comparison 
literals in a resolvent are evaluated to simplify the resolvent.
In the post-resolution stage, only the last resolvents are taken as candidate 
formulas for intensional answers and the candidate formulas are checked against an 
BDB to remove any contradictory and tautological formulas.
We have introduced SLD-RC resolution which derives a set of meaningful 
intensional answers by incorporating the result of three-stage formalization process. 
We have proved several important properties of SLD-RC resolution including the 
finiteness of SLD-RC resolution, the soundness and the completeness of SLD-RC 
resolution for intensional query processing (IQP). We have also presented an 
algorithm which implements SLD-RC resolution with the three-stage formalization 
process and proved the correctness of the algorithm.
The logical relationship between intensional answers and a given query should 
be defined in such a way that intensional answers are necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the query formula. However, we have showed that, when we use 
resolution, intensional answers can be defined as only sufficient conditions for a given 
query.
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Incorporating IQP systems into conventional database systems requires also the 
identification of the relationships between intensional answers and extensional 
answers. We have identified two relationships between them. One relationship, called 
a syntactic relationship, is based on our conventional definitions of answers which are 
based on a particular computational methodology, resolution. The syntactic 
relationship implies that, when we use resolution to compute answers, intensional 
answers are only sufficient conditions to derive all extensional answers. The 
important implication of this theorem is that, for some databases with a given query, 
some extensional answers might not be generated by evaluating all the intensional 
answers against an EDB.
Another relationship, called a semantic relationship, is independent of any 
particular computational methodology and based on the logical definitions of answers. 
The semantic relationship implies that we can derive all extensional answers by 
evaluating all intensional answers against an EDB and those extensional answers are 
only correct answers that satisfy the query.
Based on these two relationships and on the assumption that the facts in an EDB 
are complete and correct, we have discussed the global and local completeness of an 
IDB to a given query. We have also proved that, theoretically, every incomplete IDB 
can be transformed into a globally complete IDB, in which all the extensional answers 
can be generated by evaluating all intensional answers against an EDB.
9.2. Advantages of IQP
We think the functionality of DDBs can be greatly enhanced by incorporating the
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notion of intensional answers to a query. We also believe that there are many
practical situations which intensional answers could be useful. Some advantages of
deriving intensional answers are :
(1) Intensional answers are represented in terms of the general rules of the database 
which are independent of any particular database state, even though they are 
query-constant dependent.
(2) Intensional answers tell us what conditions or formulas constitute extensional 
answers. Thus, intensional answers can help interpret extensional answers, 
providing intelligent user interface.
(3) When the number of extensional answers is large and they can be represented by 
first-order logic formulas, the corresponding intensional answers are compact 
and clear enough, unless users are interested in all the extensional answers. If 
users are interested in specific factual answers (extensional answers), they can 
request the system to evaluate the intensional answers to generate the extensional 
answers.
(4) When intensional answers can be derived without accessing an EDB or when 
users are satisfied with intensional answers, IQP has a computational advantage.
(5) IQP is a new methodology for query processing in DDBs. It treats rules as data 
and it can change the way we view the answer. Thus, IQP extends the category 
of queries. This advantage is discussed in more detail in next section.
9.3. Contributions
We claim that IQP provides a new methodology for query processing in DDBs 
and will greatly increase our insight into the nature of DDBs. We summarize the 
contributions we have made in this work.
(1) We have provided a new methodology for IQP in DDBs. It treats rules as data 
and it can change the way we view the answer That is, answers can be a set of 
formulas, rather than a set of facts as in conventional database systems. In 
addition, IQP extends the category of queries. For example, IQP allows the 
queries, that are not available in conventional query processing systems, whose 
answers need to be conditions, definitions, or formulas that abstract factual 
answers.
(2) We have proposed a formal framework for IQP based on SLD-RC resolution. 
We have introduced a three-stage formalization process to derive a set of 
meaningful intensional answers and built those procedures into SLD-RC 
resolution. We have also introduced the notions of relevant literals and relevant 
clauses which are necessary to avoid deriving meaningless intensional answers 
when we have rules whose heads are comparison literals. In addition, we have 
shown Lp c  meaning that the set of non-relevant literals to a query is a subset 
of the set of pure literals to the query, where removing a set of pure literals is a 
conventional method of reducing a clause set for resolution into a smaller set. 
Our method can also handle a large number of facts in an EDB without 
converting all the facts in an EDB into rules. In addition, we have proved 
several important properties of SLD-RC resolution including the finiteness of
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SLD-RC resolution, the soundness and the completeness of SLD-RC resolution 
for IQP. We have justified using only the leaves of the success branches of an 
SLD-RC tree as candidates for intensional answers based on the soundness of 
SLD resolution.
(3) We have shown that, when we use resolution to derive intensional answers, we 
can define intensional answers as only sufficient conditions, not sufficient and 
necessary conditions, to a given query. Hie intensional answers which are 
logically equivalent to the query cannot be computed using resolution. Similarly, 
we have also shown that the definition of extensional answers using Green’s 
literal, VX (Q(X) —*■ ansg(X)), is the only definition we can define when we use 
resolution, even though the formula should be VX (Q(X) <-> ansE(X».
(4) We have identified two new relationships between intensional answers and 
extensional answers - a syntactic relationship and a semantic relationship. The 
syntactic relationship, which is the result of the discussion in (3), implies that, in 
general, intensional answers are sufficient conditions to derive all extensional 
answers. That is, when the syntactic relationship holds, we may or may not 
derive all extensional answers, for a given query, by evaluating all intensional 
answers against the EDB. However, for a complete IDB where the semantic 
relationship between two types of answers holds, intensional answers are 
sufficient and necessary conditions to derive all extensional answers. That is, all 
the extensional answers can be derived by evaluating all the intensional answers 
against the EDB.
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(5) We have introduced the notions of the global and local completeness of an IDB 
based on two relationships described in (4), showing that intensional answers can 
be used to check the completeness of intensional databases (IDBs) for a given 
query. We have also proved that all incomplete IDBs can be transformed into 
globally complete IDBs. We claim that the notion of the completeness of an 
IDB is important for the design of an IDB.
(6) We have identified the requirement of rules for IQP. IQP requires rules to be in 
extended term-restricted form. Rules also must satisfy the assumption of unique 
intensional literals under SLD-like resolution. We have proved the theorem that 
the transformation of non-extended term-restricted rules into extended term- 
restricted rules is logically equivalent.
9.4. Limitations and Future Research
In this section, we discuss a wide variety of research issues related to this work, 
in addition to several limitations of our research result.
An Integrated System
One of the immediate practical concern related to IQP is to construct an 
integrated query processing system which incorporates an IQP system with a 
conventional database system. Issues involved are avoiding redundant access to an 
EDB, a compiler for intensional query processor, a high-level user interface, a natural 
language interpreter for intensional answers, efficient evaluation of intensional 
answers against an EDB, an efficient interface with conventional query processor, etc. 




It is also important to identify the application domains which intensional query 
processing is useful. Some interesting fields for the application of intensional 
answers are database consistency checking, expert systems, planning, rule learning, 
etc.
Recursive Rules
One of the inherent difficulty for IQP is in handling recursive rules. The real 
power of deductive database systems over conventional database systems is the 
ability of deductive databases to define recursive rules. However, since the 
termination of recursion depends on the factual data stored in an EDB, recursion is 
expected to be a major source of difficulty for IQP.
IQP In Non-Horn Clauses
We have assumed that database consists of non-recursive Horn clauses. Using 
non-Hom clauses in deductive databases is not well-developed yet [Mink82, Hens86, 
Przy86J. It will be nontheless interesting to study the IQP in the context of non-Hom 
clauses. For example, are the definitions of extensional answers and intensional 
answers, given by (3.2.4) and (3.3.1), still valid 7 Is it possible to compute the logical 
definitions of extensional answers and intensional answers, given by (7.1.1) and 
(7.1.3), in the non-Hom clause systems 7 What are the relationships between two 
types of answers in non-Hom clause systems 7
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Negation an d  IQ P
Even though we have used the negation symbol in the body of a rule, we have 
not considered the effect of negation in IQP. We think that the effect of negation to 
IQP must be investigated in detail. For example, in the proofs of Theorem 7.2.1 and
7.2.3, if we consider the assumption of negation as failure, we need to use the 
completed forms of the axioms [Clar78, Gene88].
Inference Rules
It will be also worth trying other inference rules, instead of SLD-like resolution, 
such as term-rewriting rules [Chan78, Chan79] or model elimination [Love78, Stic84, 
Stic86]. In addition, it will be worth investigating what computational methodology 
allows us to use the logical definition of intensional answers and extensional answers 
given in Definition (7.1.1) and (7.1.5).
Completeness of an IDB
We have addressed the global completeness of an IDB and the local 
completeness of an IDB for a given query. We think that we need more detailed 
studies on the completeness of IDBs such as the classification of incomplete cases, 
checking the incompleteness, and the transformation of incomplete IDBs into 
complete IDBs.
IQP and Semantic Data Models
Another interesting research is to study the relationships between IQP and 
semantic data models such as Entity-Relationship model [Chen76J. For example, 
what are the roles of semantic data models for IQP ? What are the roles of IQP for
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semantic data models ? How can the knowledge representation embedded in semantic 
data models help IQP 7
Hybrid answers that consist of both formulas and facts
Further generalizing Imielinski's [Imie87] idea is also considered a significant 
work. That is, how to, in general, efficiently derive answers that consist of both 
intensional answers and extensional answers ? By incorporating this idea, users can 
have three types of answers to a given query - a set of facts, a set of formulas, or facts 
and formulas. In order to derive answers according to Imielinski's approach, not only 
must the database contain such rules, which can be embedded in answers, but a query 
processor must also be able to recognize such rules. Thus, a more general approach 
which can derive any form of answers, among three types, is highly desirable.
Long Intensional Answers
One of the problems in our research result is to represent intensional answers 
solely in terms of non-intensional literals, which are extensional literals or 
comparison literals. However, if rules are defined in terms of many extensional 
literals, then intensional answers will consist of many extensional literals, which are 
not easily interpretable. In this case, we need some other methods to represent our 
intensional answers in a more abstract form. One way to solve this problem is to 
allow intensional literals to appear in intensional answers. However, this approach 
involves the problems such as what intensional literals should be allowed and what 
intensional literals should not, in addition to the problem of including intermediate 
resolvents during resolution. Furthermore, evaluating this type of intensional answers 
against an EDB takes another inference procedure to transform the intensional
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answers into those that consist only of non-intensional literals. A promising approach 
is to allow the user to define a new rule based on the answers in this case. We think 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
CLASSIFICATION OF QUERY TYPES IN DDB SYSTEMS
In this appendix, we elaborate on the types of queries discussed in Section 2.4. 
More detailed discussion on query types can be found in [Song87].
A.l Types of Answers
In this category, queries are classified by the form of desired answers - a set of
facts or a set of formulas satisfying the query. They can be further classified into five
types as follows:
(a) Answers that are facts in an EDB
(b) Answers that are facts not existing in an EDB
(c) Answers that are formulas
(d) Answers that consist of facts and formulas
(e) An answer that is either yes or no
A.1.1 Answers that are facts in an EDB
Answers to most queries in conventional database or deductive database 
systems belong to this category. In this category, queries in deductive database 
systems are often transformed into an easy-to-process, but semantically equivalent, 
form by ICs or rules in an 1DB. However, the answers are eventually retrieved from 
an EDB. The work by Hammer and Zdonik [Hamm80], King lKing81], and 
Chakravarthy, et. al. [Chak84, Chak86a] are some examples in this category.
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A. 1.2 Answers tha t a re  facts not existing in  an  EDB
Answers to some queries are not explicitly stored in an EDB, but they are 
computed, generated or deduced. This category can further be classified into two 
cases.
The first case is when the answers are computed from aggregate functions such 
as COUNT, SUM, or AVERAGE.
The second case is those instances when the answers to the queries exist in the 
rules in 1DB. For example, suppose we have a rule as follows: 
manager(X, John) <— emp(X, Salary, sales-dept).
The rule states that the manager o f the sales department is John. A query such as 
who is the manager o f the sales department can be simply answered by accessing this 
rule.
A. 1.3 Answers that are formulas
We have discussed this type of query in this dissertation.
A.1.4 Answers that consists of facts and formulas
For this type of query and answer, refer to Section 2.5.2 of this dissertation.
A. 1.5 An answer that is either yes or no
If the query docs not contain any variables, the answer is simply either yes or no.
A.2 Free/Bound Information Given in a Query
One of the central problems in query processing in deductive databases is to 
reduce the search space by searching only for relevant facts lLozi86]. In this sense, 
free or bound information given in the arguments of a query predicate can play a very
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important role in reducing the search space so that, from the very beginning, the 
inference could be directed by this bounded information.
Sacca and Zaniolo |Sacc86, Zani86, Sacc87] and Ullman lUUm85] show major 
efforts in this direction using the rule/goal graph which is adorned by the free/bound 
information of arguments of predicate.
Let us take a familiar example: ancestor(X, Y) which states that Y is a ancestor 





In the first three cases, we can certainly take advantage of the bounded 
information in the predicate to reduce the search space in order to process the queries.
A 3 Preferred Reasoning Schemes
This criterion is concerned with the reasoning schemes that depend on the types 
of queries. Some queries can be more efficiently processed by forward reasoning, 
while others may be done by either backward or bi-directional reasoning schemes.
Kellogg [Kell84J briefly mentions this idea in his paper as follows:
A "what-if" query requires forward reasoning from the ’'assumed” or 
"given" relationships through the rule base and the database to the 
generation of answers while a "find" query uses backward reasoning from 
"goal" relationships toward rules and data support for that goal. Bi­
directional reasoning is used when both "given” and "goal" relationships 
occur in a query (i.e., "a "given-find" query).
We believe that this idea can further be explored by considering the 
relationships with other criteria.
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A.4 Types of Predicates Used In a Query
This criterion distinguishes queries by the types of predicates used. The 
predicates can be classified as follows:
(a) Predicates that are defined only in an EDB
(b) Predicates that are defined only in an 1DB
(c) Predicates that are defined both in an EDB and in an 1DB
(d) Predicates that are system commands such as WHY, HOW, WHAT-1F,
and PROVE.
(e) Queries mixed by predicates (a) through (d).
The types (a), (b) and (c) are usual queries in DDBs. We want to distinguish 
type (d) from those former types. Types (a), (b), and (c) are concerned with a 
specific database schema, while type (d) can be independently defined regardless of 
the schema in a DDB.
A S  Types of Rules
This criterion is based on the types of rules defined in an 1DB. Many researchers 
have focused on the efficient realization of recursive rules in an 1DB [Hens84, 
Ullm85, Lozi85, Viei86, Yoko86, Banc86, Han85] Among them, Han [Han85j 
provides an extensive classification of recursive rules and algorithms to process 
recursive queries. We refer to [Han85] for the classification of recursive rules.
Bancilhon and Ramakrishnan [Banc86aJ survey and compare some known 
strategies for the processing of recursive queries.
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Even though many different strategies in processing various recursive queries in 
DDBs have been proposed, it is still believed that there is no complete general 
scheme, yet.
According to our survey on recursive query processing, we believe the recursive 
query processing scheme must have the characteristics summarized below. These 
features are significant since these are the wish-list of a practical and ideal DDB, and 
could become the criteria for comparison of each approach.
Algorithms for recursive query processing in database systems
- must terminate.
- must provide complete answers for a given query.
- must provide all answers at one time.
- may need to consider different algorithms for different types of rules.
- must work for all types of recursive rules and queries.
- must take advantage of problem specific data given in the query.
- use relational algebra operations, if possible.
- need to clarify the effect of including function symbols and comparison 
predicates.




This appendic explains a CAR-DEALERSHIP database which is widely used in 
this dissertation.
EDB has three relations:
EDB Schema:
(dl) emp(Name, Salary, Job-type)
(d2) car(Cno, Model, Year, Price)
(d3) sold(Name, Cno)
The relation emp stores employees’ name, salary and job type. The relation car 
stores car number, model, year, and the price o f car. The relation sold stores which 
salesmen sold out which cars.
IDB:
IDB consists of 4 rules. Each rule is commented right above each rule with their 
rule numbers.
(rl): /* Car C l is an expensive car if its price is over 20k */ 
expensive-car(Cl) «- car(C l, M l, Y l, PI), gt(Pl, 20)
(r2): /* Car C2 is an economic car if its price is not greater than 5K */ 
economic-car(C2) <— car(C2, M2, Y2, P2), gt(P2,5)
(r3): I* Manager’s salary is greater than 20K */ 
gt(S3,20) <— emp(N3, S3, manager)
(r4): /* The price of Benz is over 20K */ 




We define and explain DEPARTMENT database which is widely used in this 
dissertation. The example is similar to [Reit78, Chak84J.
EDB has 3 relations. They are:
EDB Schema:
teaches(Tname, Dname, Cno) 
enrolled(Sname, Dname, Cno) 
dept(Dname, Cno, CHrs)
The relation teaches stores teachers’ name, department name, and the course 
number he/she is teaching. The relation enrolled stores students’ name, department 
name, and the course number the student is taking. The relation dept describes 
departments that have courses with specific credit hours. It stores department name, 
course number, and number o f credit hours.
EDB facts:
teaches 1 Tname Dname Cno
H alien phil 100
1 smith phil 200
11 cook phil 300
I davis hist 100
I davis hist 200
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The IDB consists of 3 rules. Each rule is commented right above each rule with
their rule numbers.
(rl) /* Professor Allen teaches all math courses.*/
teach(allen, math, Cno) «— dept(math, Cno, CHrs)
(r2) /*Professor Baker teaches all computer science courses. */ 
teach (baker, esc, Cno) «— dept(csc, Cno, CHrs)
(r3) /*If a teacher T is teaching a course Cno in department D and a student S is enrolled in a 
course Cno, then T is a teacher of S. */ 
teacher_of(S, T) <— enrol!ed(S, D, Cno), teach(T, D, Cno)
(r4) /* All other teaching information is in the EDB relation teaches */ 
teach(X, Y, Z) «- teaches(X, Y, Z)
For the detailed discussion of this database, see Discussion o f Examples 73.1 and
7.3.2 in Section 7.3.2.
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